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CIIU.RCH ANT STATK IN MASSACHUSETTS
1691--1740.
CHAPTKR I.
INTRODUCTION.
In its political and economic phases the colonial policy of
the last two Stuarts was continued by their successor. William III
saw, as had the Stuarts, that the best solution of the problem of
imperial control was to be found in uniting and bringing more clo3e>|
ly under the crown, governments which had shown a spirit of indepen-
dence. There had appeared in Charles II 's time certain indica-
tions of a desire to enforce a religious policy, parallel to the
political and economic, by making the Church of England the church
of the colonies. Such a measure would assist imperial control by
effecting a unity of religious life parallel to the unity in gen-
eral administration which it was hoped could be maintained. The
continuation of such a line of action was not attempted by William,
representative of Dutch protestantism and of low churchjnanship.
Succeeding reigns which adliered to the continued enforcement of
British imperial control over the political and economic life of
the colonies, were inconsistent in ecclesiastical affairs. In
general the religious side of colonial policy was neglected during
the one hundred years introduced by the accession of William of
Orange, except under Queen Anne. If the reign of William and Ma-
ry was in this regard a disappointment to the English Church, much
more so was the period of the early Georges, when the Church in its
enterprises over sea received little sympathy from Walpole.
It was for this reason that the Church of England, during the \

trret^ter p<^rl of this lime, fouiid itself on almcel U'« same footing ;
in relation to the colonies as any one of the dissentinr sects was '
placed. Tlie laws which pronounced an establishment were not con-
sidered to extend to the colonies. Whatever attempts were made to
advance Episcopacy in the provinces belonged not to the government
but to the Church itself, working through individuals and organiza- :
tions, and onl^- on rare occasions assisted by governmental author-
:,
ity. In the colonies therefore the Church found itself forced in-
to the arena without the arms which it possessed as an established
church at home and facing two other religious groups, the Society
;
of Friends and the dissenting bodies proper. In some colonies |i
such as Virginia, where the Church of England had long existed un-
der laws of establishment, making conditions correspond closely
|
with those in England, this contest was less conspicuous. In oth-
\
I
ers such as Pennsylvania, Maryland and Rhode Island, where the Cua-
|
kcr element was most vigorous, it resolved itself into a duel, each I
body supported by the parent organization in the mother country. I
In Sonnecticut a similar duel was fought out between Anglicans and
||
Congregationalists , and in Massachusetts a three cornered fight
took place because of the presence of numerous Quaker communities
|
among the old towns of the "standing order".
|
With the exception of Roman Catholicism there were few reli-
j
gious movements or counter movements in England in the seventeenth
!
century which did not have their reflection on the seaboard of New
England. Founded by the two branches of English dissent, the Non-
\
conformists and the m.ore radical dissenters, the colonies of Mass-
|
achusetts Bay and Plymouth, through the period of the civil war
and the commonwealth in England, had continued to oppose Episcopacy,
||
I
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keeping in close touch with authority at home. Jlmong themselves
they had maintained a unity in ecclesiastical life which banished
political and religious theorists of a different stamp tc the Rhode
Isleind border. Only with the restoration came the real rupture
between New England and Nonconformity at home. There was no long-
er the personal sympathy of the first generation which had been
stimulated by the conditions in Charles I's time, neither was there
the unity of common purpose which could be felt during the period
of the civil war in England. From the restoration on, the Noncon-
formists of England and New England had diverse interests and de-
veloped in opposite directions. On the New England shore the two
bodies had grown closer together and had worked out a system of
church and state government which drew inspiration from both Ply-
mouth and the Bay. At the time of the provincial charter, which
joined Plymouth to its larger neighbor, the final compromise was
I
effected and the two systems merged into one. This was the basis
of Massachusetts ecclesiasticism in the eighteenth century. In
the meantime the aggression of outside elements was forcing more
closely together the members of the standing order. Such an ele-
ment was the coming of the Quakers with the conversion to Quakerism
I
of large n^ombers of persons of their own communities who had al-
ready given evidences of a varying form of theology. A little
later the recognition of the Church of England worship in Boston
I
during James II 's reign helped to increase the rigidity of theolog-
\
ical belief and ecclesiastical system which was fastening itself
I
on the second and third generations of New England Nonconformity,
I Contemporaneously with this development in Massachusetts, with
which the Dissenters of England had little in common, conditions

at home were attracting their attention and givinp; them interests
|
which made no appeal to New England Congregationalism. Their
last close connection with New England came with the ejectment of I
the nonconforming ministers in Charles II 's reign. In the last I
|!
!
quarter of the seventeenth century they were stirred by ecclesias- li
tical and theological discussion belonging to the various attempts ii
to secure the passage of a comprehension bill, and when this had I
failed, after bringing out the points of variance rather than of
|
likeness araong Presbyterians, Congregational ists and Baptists, they
|
were almost immediately overwhelmed by the events of the early
||
eighteenth century. From their struggle during Queen Anne's reign
||
si
to oppose the Occasional Conformity and Schism acts, they were
|j
hurled into the anti-trinitarian controversy of the next quarter
|
of a century, the latter dividing their ranks again, on new lines. |
From all these contests New England Congregationalism was well nig;h
|
free, and in proportion to this freedom it hardened and narrowed, I
drawing apart and holding little in common with the constantly de-
veloping dissent of England,
INew England Nonconformity was moreover freed from government- \\
f
1
al opposition to the establishment of its system by the accession
j
I
of Williajn and Mary. Though the king was disappointed in the fail-
|
j 5
I
ure of the comprehension bill and able to do no better for the Eng-
lish dissenters than the toleration act, the treatment which his
I
government gave the Massachusetts Bay Province in ecclesiastical
j
||
affairs shows to v^hat extent sympathy came from the Dutch Protest- 1
( ant king. The new charter, a work of Increase Mather under the I
I
authority of William, ajnnounced liberty of conscience to all Chris- 1
I .
ll
I
tiajis except Roman Catholics, and the next few years saw the allow- il
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j
ance by the king in council of lb© Massachusetts legislation which
practically renewed the ecclesiastical system of the seventeenth
century. While continuing the methods of the Stuarts in dealing
with political and economic problems in New England William went
only so far with the corresponding ecclesiastical problem as to at-
tempt the suppression of religious factions in the legislative as- I
sembly.
j
Wnile the royal authority failed to carry out the plan of pro-
moting the Church in the colonies, the Church itself, through the
j
effort of individuals and organizations
,
turned to the matter with i
Ii
zeal. Beginning with the efforts of the Bishop of London, acting j
1(1
as diocesan of the colonies, and continued by the Society for Pro- i
moting Christian Knowledge under the influence of Dr. Bray, the
work culminated in the formation of the Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel which was to devote itself entirely to the colonies
I
beyond the seas. It was in the reign following William's, when
the Queen's influence was cast on the side of the society, that it
received its grestest impetus.
Outside of the Anglican Church English protestantism at the
opening of the eighteenth century was divided between the two large
groups of the Quakers and the Dissenters proper, the latter includ-
j
ing Presbyterians, Congregationalists and Baptists, three sects
which in spite of repeated efforts, had found it difficult to ef-
jfeet any real union. They had passed their period of increase at S
I
the expense of the Church of England, and were at this time not on-
I
ly at odds with one another but were torn with religious controver-
j
sy, each within itself. The Arian movement was at work in the
ranks of all three, ^hile the two less numerous and influential, as
I

well r<P more rigid sects, the Congregational ists and Baptists, were
looking upon the more favored and more liberal Presbyterians with
j
distrust. Quite different was the case of the Quakers who having
passed the period of active persecution were living like the other '
dissenters under the toleration act and had secured other legisla- i|
tion in their favor. In wealth, numbers and political power they
exercised at this time an influence second only to that of the es-
tablished church. Their political power was in large measure to
!j
be traced to their strongly centralized organization over which the |'
London Yearly Meeting exercised supreme authority. Difficulties
carried by weekly and monthly meetings to this central body were
j
turned over by it to the Meeting for Sufferings which in frequent
||
sittings considered all subjects with due care and took active meas-|
ures for redress. Through numerous wealthy and prominent members
who were close to the government in William's reign, the ear of au-
thority was reached with little difficulty. In Quakerism the Ang-
lican Church of the late seventeenth century saw its most dangerous
adversary, and in the Quaker doctrine read a statement of belief
which it looked upon as Non-Christian and attacked accordingly, \
i
The conversion of the Quakers of England was a purpose of the S.P.
|
C.K. vvhile work among the Quakers in the colonies was an important
\
i
object of the S.P.G.
j
I
The duel between the Anglicans and the Quakers in the colonies,
||
each backed by a powerful influence at home, the London Meeting and sj
the English Church, became the leading feature of the ecclesiasti- p
(I
cal situation in America in the early eighteenth century. The per-p
iod saw the culmination of the numerical strength of Quakerism as f\
well as the most important strides taken by the Church of England i;
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in the colonies between the restoration and the Declaration of In-
dependence. Successful attempts were made to establish Episcopacy
legally in several colonies, and Anglican churches, the results of
missionary enterprise, grew up in the whole line of coast provinces
from Maine to South Carolina.
^^Thile the Nonconformists were relatively stronger in the colo-
nies than in England, they were as in the mother country, both in
numbers and influence, less important than the Society of Friends.
The various sects had almost no support from the parent groups at
home and were even more disunited than they. The Baptists indeed
were, in the colonies, more closely allied with the Quakers than
with either Congregational is ts or Presbyterians, their insistence
upon the separation of church and state forming an important part
of their platform, a condition which placed them at odds with the
establishments of Massachusetts and Connecticut. The Presbyter-
ians were at this time in no great numbers in the colonies as the
coming of the Scotch Irish belonged to a later period. Presbyter-
ians who reached New England were, with a few exceptions absorbed
by the Congregational churches in existence there. These churches
which formed the establishments of Massachusetts and Connecticut
had drifted so far from any corresponding group in England that
they were looked upon very unsympathetically by English Nonconform-
ists, especially for the extremes in ecclesiastical legislation in
both colonies. In spite of this rift the strength of New England
Nonconformity was such that Quakerism made but sligJnt inroads into
Connecticut and in Massachusetts was relegated to the border coun-
ties. It was for this reason that the Church of England in its
planting in Connecticut found itself facing, not the Quakers, but
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j
only the stroncly established Congregational system. Massachu- I
setts on the other hand offers the unique case of a three cornered (!
V.
combat in which the two bodies possessing vigorous backing at home j'
and triumphing, the one or the other, through the middle and south- |;
em colonies, were hero outnumbered and long defied. Their adver-
f,
saries, while not supported by any parent group abroad v;ere so u-
||
nited and so rigid that any concessions were long denied.
j
In the struggle for religious liberty the Quakers were the
li
first to enter the conflict, wording appeals to the governor and li
• P
to the Friends of London before the S.P.G. had even been organized.
j|
They were regularly supported by the Baptist churches of the prov- |i
ince but the assistance thus given them was meagre, as the latter
||
were a small sect in New England until after the Great Awakening. 5|
The success which the Friends began to meet in the reigns of the li
first two Georges was largely due to the political influence of the
|
Quaker body in London v/hich made every effort to gain favor for
j
the meetings of New England.
The -Anglican invasion of Massachusetts, beginning with the
founding of the S.P.C., and given an added impulse by the Queen's
favor in subsequent years, met certain reverses after her death.
|
As a church society the S.P.G. found itself less well supported by
j|
I
Hanoverian Lutheranism than by the high church sympathies of Queen |l
i
Anne. Vi'hig politics likewise, with Walpole's desire to placate
|
\the Nonconformists as a strong wing of the Whig party, turned aside
|
the attacks made by the "provincial Churchmen upon Massachusetts ec-
|
clesiastical law. The result was that the acts of religious tol- ji
eration passed in Massachusetts for the benefit of Anglicans, in
|
the second quarter of the eighteenth century, came slowly and were jj
; the result of repeated and insistent efforts.
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This progress toward religious liberty, slow as it was, was
j
aided by the fact that New England was at s low point in spiritual
vitality during this time which immediately preceded the Great Awa- l|
kening. Such a condition, while it was at first inclined to rear |i
li
a structure of ecclesiasticism in inverse ratio to its possession li
i'
of deep religious feeling, had no real power to resist external at-
i!
tacks upon such a system. |i
The nature of that structure and an account of the hostile at-
||
tempts made upon it by outside forces will be traced in the fol-
!i
lowing chapters. As a study of institutions some emphasis is
placed upon the actual construction of the Massachusetts church-
tov/n at the highest point of its development and before its disin-
tegration began. As a study of English influence upon colonial
|
life some attention is paid to the religious a.nd political forces »
at work in England, to indicate to what extent the events which, oc-
|
curred were or were not a part of religious colonial policy.
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CHAPTER II.
THE ECCLESIASTICAL SYSTEM OF PROVINCIAL MA SSACinjSETTS
.
The Massachusetts ecclesiastical system of the eighteenth cen- •
tury was based on the Province charter of the year 1G91, and yet '
in this dociunent no trace of church establishment appears. It
j|
merely stated that "for the greater Ease and Encouragement of Our
Loveing Subjects Inhabiting our said Province or Territory of the I
Massachusetts Bay and of such as shall come to Inhabit there Wee !'
doe by these presents for us Our heires and Successors Grant Estab- |^
lish and Ordaine that for ever hereafter there shall be a liberty v
of Conscience allowed in the Worshipp of God to all Christians
jj
(Except Papists) Inhabiting or which shall Inhabit or be Resident
1
within our said Province or Territory." Upon the question of
j|
what was to be understood by "liberty of Conscience— in the Wor- si
shipp of God" there was immediate discussion and disagreement. |
I
On the one hand were the views of the Mathers and of the hierarchy |i
II
which soon found expression in the laws for maintaining religion;
j|
ij
on the other hand the more liberal interpretation by the dissenters. |i
I .
j
"Your Religion is secured to you," announced the elder Mather in ^'
I
il
j
the election sermon of 1693. "Now you need not fear being sent to !|
1
Prison (as some of you were under a late Government) because you i
j
scruple Swearing by a Book. You may Worship God in the greatest i
Purity, and no one may disturb you. If you set apart Dales for |
I
Solemn Praier or Praises, as the Divine Providence may call there- |i
I
unto, }ou need not fear being interrupted or Obstructed therein as i!
I
\''
I
it was here six years ago. You may by laws not only Protect, but |l
!
encourage that Religion which is the General Profession of the
\
I Country." "Religion is forever secured," repeated his son,
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"a rif^hteous and generous liberty of conscience establifihed. /jid
the General Assembly may, by their acts, give a distinguishing en-
couragement unto that religion which is the general profession of
the inhabitants," The interpretation therefore which the standing
order in Massachusetts put upon this much debated clause in the new
charter concerned their own relation to the crown and to the Eng-
lish church and did not take into consideration a possible point
of view among their dissenting sects. The latter however, were
not slow in applying the phrase to their own circumstances, as soon
as new legislation began to put into execution the old and well es-
tablished church- state system.
The opposite view is presented repeatedly in the appeals to
authority which the dissenting sects made during the whole of the
provincial period. A Quaker paper of 170? begged for^a liberty
of Conscience in the Exercise of Religion as a Priviledge grsinted
4
by their Majestyes Charter," and the later petitions to provincial
assembly and to the crown repeated over and over the same idea.
The position is carefully taken in an elaborate representation to
Her Majesty by the Baptists of Pehoboth in 1715, "Whereas King
Charles the Second of happy memory. iWien Complaint was made unto
his sacred Majestie of the Cruell abuses that his Loyal 1 subjects
met with all in the Massathusetts Collony in New England, Namely,
the Baptists, and the Cuakers, and that from the Independant and
Presbiterian parties, and that upon the Account of Religion, Some
they Severely fined, some v/eer Cruelly punished, and put to Death,
he Did quickly put a Stop to their Tirannie and Enlarged the Liber-
tye of his poor Listressed subjects, to his Immortall honour.
Granting Libertyeof Conscience in the Worship of god to all his
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good Subjects in this Province which we Enjoyed aUsce in the Reifji
of King James the Second, and Confimed by King William the third
and Queen Mary, By Charter for the Better Encourageingof there good
Subjects in New Englsjid, and when your Sacred Majestie Qime to the
throne you was pleased to Indulge the tender consciences of your
good and Loyall subjects in tlhis Province, for which we owe all
true /llegiance to the Church of England for Ever, Yett notwith-
standing it has been the Practice of many towns within this prov-
ince, and Still is to Rate and make Distress Upon the Estates of
men whoeDifferr in Point of Worship, as the Case is with us in this
5
town of Rehoboth. " Many years laterBackus, in critical comment
on Cotton Mather, asserts that for the General Assembly to "give a
distinguishing encouragement" unto a certain form of religion is
nothing less than to "empower some to judge for others about wor-
ship, and to enforce their judgments with the sword, which is the
6
root of the worst persecutions in the world."
These two conflicting opinions in regard to the meaning of the
charter and the rights of the dissenting sects in the province be-
came the basis of the struggle which continued through a large
part of the eighteenth century.
In pursuance of the Mather theory that . laws should be
passed for the encouragement of that form of religion which receiv-
ed popular favor, the General Court on the l?th cf June, 1692, be-
gan to put once more into operation the system of financial sup-
port for the orthodox ministers of the towns which, as far as it
was a matter regulated by the central authority, had recently
lapsed. "Whereas," ran the preamble , "several taxes or assessments,
necessary for the support of the ministry and other public charges
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arising in the several counties and towns within tiis province,
have been laid upon the inhabitants, and orderly committed to the
constables or collectors by the selectmen or assessors in the sev-
eral towns — and in many places remains uncollected," it was or-
dered that the constables and collectors be required to collect
S'
all such rates and pay t?iem to the county treasurer in each county
||
or the selectmen in the town where they were made before the 10th
of the following December. In any county or town where such tax-
es had been agreed on, but not assessed, the selectmen of the sev- ji
eral towns were ordered to make such rates and commit them to the Ij
7
constables to be collected in the same manner.
Toward the end of the same year ca/ne the first of the acts
"for the settlement and support of ministers and schoolmasters*
||
under the provincial government but differing only slightly from
the previous legislation on the subject. Each town in the prov-
ince was ordered to take due care to be provided with an "able,
learned orthodox minister or ministers, of good conversation," the
same to be suitably maintained by the inhabitants of the town.
If the inhabitants of a town failed to make a contract, then upon
!
complaint to the quarter sessions of the peace for the county, the
latter was empowered "to order a competent allowance unto such min- .«!
ister according to the estate and the ability of the town; the
i
same to be assessed upon the inhabitants by warrant from the court, |:
directed to the selectmen" who were then to assess the same and |i
cause it to be levied by the constables. The act further provid-
,
ed that in case a town was without a minister for six months the |
!
court of quarter sessions should order such town to provide them- ;
selves immediately and in case they failed to do so the court
j
should itself procure and settle a minister there "and order the
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charge thereof and of such mini atei^ main tainance to be levied upon
the inhabitants of such town." So far no nev; theory v/as involved
but in the fourth section appeared a new principle. Under the
colonial government it had been customary for the members of a
church to elect the m-an who should become their minister, but as
church members only could become freemen and hence voters in town
affairs, this was practically equivalent to the election of a min-
ister by the town in those tovms of the province which still had
but one church. That it was looked upon in this wa^ is probable
from the fact that the new law ordered that a minister should be
chosen by the ma^orpart of the inhabitants cf a town in town meet-
ing, and that the v/hole town should then be obliged to pay to-
wards his settlement and maintenance. Immediately there arose a
difficulty for the new charter had done away with, the old church
jj
membership qualification for voting and had substituted a proper- i|
\\
ty basis which, now applied, meant that a for larger group of peo- ji
9 li
pie than the members of a church would be selecting its minister. s|
Further than this it failed to satisfy the conditions existing when jj
I
there was more thsji one church in a town, particularly true of Bos-
p
|i
ton where even the provision in regard to maintenance was a dead- ij
letter because of the well established method of voluntary contrib- ||
I utions to which the Boston churches were accustomed. !
i\
Before dissatisfaction with theaq)rovision3 had caused any ||
I!
change in legislation, the General Court continued its supervision
|
of ministerial support in an act for regulating townships and town |
officers. It was enacted (16 November, 1692) that the selectmen
|
I
or townsmen should assess the inhabitants and others resident of a i
l
town and the lands and estates lying within its bounds to all town
\
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jl
charges ordered Ihe inhabitants in town-meeting "for the main- ;!
tenance and support of the ministry, schools, the poor, and for
j
the defraying of other necessary charges arising within the said
town," the constable or constables thereupon to levy and collect
such assessments, "and to make distress upon all such £as] ['who 1[ j!
shall [negj.ec t refuse to make payment. And for want of goods li
or chattels whereon to make distress, to seize the person and com- ii
1
mit him to the common gjoal of the county, there to remain until he l|
pay the sum upon him assessed as aforesaid .unless the same, or any |
jpart thereof, upon application made unto the quarter sessions, '
shall be abated." A penalty of five pounds was then declared for
j
f
refusing to take the oath when duly chosen to serve in the office |i
of constable, and in case the defective constable refused to pay |
this fine, it was to be levied by distress and sale of his goods,
11
the overplus returned "if any be".
Meanwhile the unsatisfactory provisions of the act for the set-
tlement and support of ministers was causing sunoyance, and to dis-
pel it, on February17, 1693, was passed an act to explain and alter
some of its clauses. It repealed the fourth section and in its
j
!
stead gave each church power to choose its own minister with the
I
restriction that this act of the church, to be valid, must be con-
curred in by "the major part of such inhabi tants as d) there usually 'at-
^
the
tend on^publick worship of C-od, and are by law duly qualified for |i
voting in town affairs." TVie clause allowing for his settlement
||
|i
and support was made more explicit, ordering that whether it be an ||
incorporated town or merely a "part of a town, or a plsxe limited I
by law for upholding the publick worship of Cod, all the inhabi- |i
tants, and rateable estates lying within" it should be obliged to
\
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pay in proportion. In the case of Boston an exception v/as made
in both of these matters and this tovm was allowed to continue its
"accustomed method and practice", eech church responsible for the
choice of its minister and his support dependent upon the volun-
tary contributions of its adherents. In dealing with defective
towns the second law vvas more definite than the first and went far-j
ther. V/here a tov/n neglected its duty in regard to maintenance
cf the ministry, the court of quarter sessions, upon complaint,
should s'ommon the selectmen, or other assessors and impose a fine
upon them "not exceeding forty shillings each person for the first
' offense, and upon a second conviction of such neglect to impose a |
jj
fine of four pounds upon each person; and the like sum of four |
pounds for every after conviction; such fines to be levied by dis- i:
tress and sale of the offender's goods (returning the overplus if
f.
IS
any be)." Such definite measures as these were the result;, of
new conditions created by the provisions of the province charter.
With the merging of Pl^Tnouth Colony in Massachusetts there came un-
der the Boston government three new counties in each one of which
were towns that for thirty years had been establishing independent
religious services recognized by their own town government and re-
sisting the Plymouth General Court. To provide against this state
of affairs among the Baptists and Quakers of Buzzards Bay, Cape Cod
i
and the Rhode Island border became the chief purpose of the eccles-
iastical legislation of Massachusetts for the next thirty- five
years.
! The law just quoted went into effect in the winter of 1693.
I
One year from the following May, at the time of meeting of the gen-
|
11
eral assembly of Massachusetts Bay, when, as was customary, the |
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ministere of the province were tBsembled in their annual conven-
14
tion at Boston, the^. framed a memorial tc present to the General
Court describing certain difficulties which some of their number
were experiencing under the existing legislation. "Inasmuch as
destitute Churches are plunged into Extreame Pif ficultys , " ran this
memorial , "in their Election settlement of Ministers by ye Op-
position wjc their dots find from ye Non-concurrence of ye other In- \,
habitants in their Tovms, It is requested that ye Late Act of ye
GeneraH Court referring thereunto, may be Explained, with an Addi-
tional Clause, Declaring, what shall bee done by Churches, In Case
ye other Inhabitant » in a Towne Oppose their Acts in ye Galling of ji
a Minister, without giving Satisfactory Reasons for their Non-con- h
ii
currence." It was suggested that the inhabitants of the town ||
h
might in such a case call a council of representatives from sever- |'
al other churches who should consider the question under discussion, il
and in case of agreement with church rather than to^n could annul i;
the vote of the town meeting. The charges arising from the enter-
|
tainment of such a council should by paid by a levy upon the v/hole Ij
tovm. No law to this effect was passed in this session but in Ij
the following year the ministers again reminded the court of the
"many parts of the Countrywhich from year to year live without any
it
settled Ministry," and urged that "ITiis Fona Court would takf^^into
their Consideration whether a Committee may not be appointed —
to Tender fit Methods for the Establishment of the Christian Reli-
16
gion in those places." The Court now took action. On June 13,
1695 the substance of the memorial of 1694 became law insofar as
it provided for the calling of a council "consisting of the elders
I andmessengers of three or five neighboring churches" in case of the
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17 II
non-concurronce in \he church's act by the tov/n. It did however \\
i
suggest the possibility of this council's favoring the lovm rather |i
than the church's vote by ordering that in this case the church
should "proceed to the election of another minister," and no action
18
was taken concerning the expenses of the council.
Two years later came a law regarding tovm rates which rounded
out this early legirlation dealing with the settlement and support
of the ministry. Pertain conntebles and collectors of town rates
proving defective and negligent of duty, it was enacted thet in
case they failed to issue their accounts vdth the town treasurer
by the time prefixed in their warrants, they should be "lyable to
the action or suite of the treasurer" of the tov,T. who might "sue
for and recover all such rates and assessments, or anv arrears
thereof, of and from those constables or collectors."
From the foregoing laws may be outlined briefly the workings
of the Massachusetts ecclesiastical system at the beginning of the
provincial period. Three governmental bodies were concerned with
the church as related to the state; the town meeting, the court
of quarter sessions of the county and the Massachusetts General
Court. The legislative body passed the ecclesiastical laws order-
ing that each town should be provided with a minister and that he
should be supported by public taxation in that to^vn, his salary to
be collected by the constable or collector with the other town
rates. By the General Court also the Court of Quarter Sessions
was made responsible that these laws were put into execution.
Towns which failed to supply themselves with ministers were to be
supplied and selectmen or assessors who failed to assess the rates
might by prosecuted by this court. Lastly the town itself played
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an important part in this system, for the choice of the minister,
made by the church, was not valid until ratified in tov/n meeting.
The laws of 169c and 1695 offered a clear program for dealing
with normal towns in their relation to church, minister and support !
of religious worship. There was ho^vever already appearing that
i
undercurrent of determination to manage effectively the communitieB
j
! where a large number of dissenters to the standing order prevented
' a willing support of the system. Trouble with them continued and
an act of 1702 for the first time stated the case by saying that
i "in some few tov.ns and districts within this province, divers of
! the inhabitants are Quakers, and other irreligious persons averse
ij and opposite to the publick worship of God, and to a learned orth-
|
I
odox ministry, and find out ways to elude the laws provided for
j
the support of such, and prevent the good intentions thereof, to
j
the encouragement of irreligion and profaneness. " The law ofl692
for the fining of delinquent selectmen or assessors was now reen-
acted with the further provision that the court of general sessionB
might in their places appoint "three or more sufficient freeholders
i
and
' within the same county, to assess a apportion the sum agreed or set
;j
for the yearly support and maintenance of such minister," which
would then be passed with a warrant for its collection by two jus-
I
j
tices of the peace to the constables of the to^/n to collect the
;l amount and pay to the minister, the constables who failed of a due
j
I execution of such warrant to "incur the like pains, penalties and
|
;| forfeitures as for not collecting and paying in any other rate or
I assessment to them committed." The court of general sessions was
il
j!
also to order a recompense to the assessors for this purpose ap-
il
j
pointed, out of the fines set upon the delinquent selectmen or as-
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BPsscrs, the remainder to go to the county.
For the next fe'w years following this enactment the Oourt of
General Sessions for Bristol County found such calm resistance to
this legislation in the Quaker towns of Dartmouth rnd Tiverton that
the legislative body of the province was forced to come to its aid
with the act of November 14,1706, The justices of the general
sessions of the peace were ordered, at the opening of their court
to give special charge to the ^janO jury to make presentment of all
towns and districts within the county def-stitute of a minister or
failing to provide for his support, and upon such presentment vigor-j
ously tp put in execution the laws relating to neglects of this |!
kind. If their orders were then eluded by the to\ms concerned
the justices were to make report of their proceedings at the next
meeting of the general court. Upon receipt of this report the
general court of the province should take upon itself the care of
securing a minister for such town or distriet, and provide for his
maintenance. The course by which the latter was to be obtained
carried the prerogative of the provincial government in ecclesias-
tical matters to the highest point v/hich it ever dared assume,
It was to add so much to the proportion of such town or district
in the public taxes as might be deem.ed sufficient for that end,
j
these additional sums to be assessed, collected and paid into the \
I
public treasury, together with the other public taxes, XjO be drav^n
|
out by warrant from the governor by and with the advice and con-
\
sent of the council and duly paid to the minister for whom it was
;
laid. On December 20, 1715 this law was reenacted with the fur-
I
ther provision that the general assembly in procuring a minister \
for a destitute tomi or precinct should have him first recommended >
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by three or more settled ordained ministers. This law was re-
23
enacted July 5,1722.'^
In the meantime a succession of enactments dealing with the
assessing and collecting of towi taxes, especially where more than
one precinct made up the town, modified the methods by which the
minister's rate was gathered. The privileges and rights of the
"precinct" as a distinct church-state were rapidly becoming crys- l|
talized. In 1702 such a district or precinct was empowered to ap-
|
point a clerk (corresponding to town-clerk), and sepe.rate assess-
I
j!
ors for raising a maintenance for its own minister, as well as to
make out a warrant "in form as by law prescribed for town rates
|
or assessments, directed to the constables of the town or district,
||
for the collecting and levying of the same," In case the asses-
||
sors so appointed refused or neglected to perform their duty the
selectmen of the town from which such a district or precinct was
set off were required to assess the inhabitants of the sum set for
24
the maintenance of the minister thereof. This law, extending
only to the sums agreed on for the support of the ministry, was ex-
tended in 1718 so as to include charges for the building and re-
25
pairing of meeting-houses.
The existence of assessors apart from the selectmen was ar-
ranged by law, for the assessing of the province rate, as early as
26
1700, and in 1707 they were ordered to assess county and town tax-
es as well, the duties of the selectmen becoming thus limited. 1
Each town was also given option in the choice of a collector dis- ^
tinct from the constable to collect town and county charp-es as he 1
27 ^
I
already gathered the country rate,. . In 1710 the idea was -
repeated more definitely, though still made optional, and was ap-
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plied to precincts as well as towns. The reenactment of ihis law
in 1720 included a penalty for failure to serve. /myone who re-
fused to accept this unsought office or neglected to take the oath
was to be fined three pounds, and if he refused to pay lais fine he
was to suffer the same prosecution as one refusing to serve in the
29
office of constable.
Such is a brief outline of the legislation of the early Mass-
achusetts Bay province relating to the state church and its main-
tenance. While its chief principle remained in force for over a
hundred years longer , its boldest claim was broken do\m at the be-
ginning of the second quarter of the eigl'iteenth century by causes
already at v/ork. A study of the opposing elements in the ecclesi-
astical life of provincial Massachusetts will throw light on the
laws above enumerated and will explain the changes which came about
in the second period.
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CHAPTEP III.
OPPOSING ELEIfflTS
.
The New England of 1700 had to a certain extent lost the ho-
mogeneity which in the period of settlement had been possessed by
the t\vo larger colonies. In religious matters its inhabitants
represented a fair sweep of opinion although as yet they were all
I
alike dissenters to the Church of England e-'xcept the small body of
worshippers at King's Chapel in Boston. Rhode Island, extending
toleration, as it had from the first, to all sects, and hence in-
||
eluding several thousand persons of various creeds, was under a
Quaker government, the prestige which this fact gave to the sect
reaching well beyond its own borders. While Rhode Island had
marched steadily onward in its theory of religious liberty, the
case of Connecticut represented the opposite extreme. Fere the
strictness of early Calvinism had been modified far less than in
Massachusetts Bay and though various intruders had gained a foot-
hold they failed to thrive as in various other parts of New Eng-
land. Between these two positions Massachusetts was maintaining
herself in a wa,y that could not fail to become increasingly diffi-
cult. One problem had been presented to her by the annexation of
New Hampshire and Maine towns which were communities of a striking-
Ily
different character from those reared under her own theocratic
system. In them were settled very many persons who v/ere primarily
interested m trade and commerce and careless of her dearest theo-
ries in regard to church and state. These people, though a men-
I
ace to theocratic government, were at least neutral regarding the
spread of other denominations. With the merging of Plymouth Col-
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on^ in Maesachusetts , a far more difficult problem v^as offered by
the presence of a few Baptist churches and a number of Quaker com-
munities which had not been effectively dealt with by the Plymouth
Court, far more tolerant and less aggressive as it was than the
Assembly of the old Bay Colony,
Massachusetts, at the time which we are considering, including
Maine and Pl^Tiiouth, was made up of about eighty villages, scattered
|
all the way from, the fishing communities of the Maine 6oast, Fal-
j
1
mouth and Scarborough, Wells, York and Kittery, to the settlem^ents
j
on the islands of Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket. Passing over
||
ij
a fair sized section of rough hill country in the present county
|!
of Worcester, it had also planted a number of promising towns in }|
P
the Connecticut valley, settled from farther down the river. Ee-
|j
ginning with Springfield these had spread up the Connecticut and
|
its branches until Northampton, Hadley, Hatfield, Leerfield and !
Westfield were all prosperous farming hamlets, forming the county
|
of Hampshire. Just below the New Hampshire border lay the towns
of Essex county, some of the earliest settled communities in the
colony
,
yet sharing many of the same frontier 8,nd trading interests j
as their neighbors to the northward. Here were the coast towns
|
,i of Salem, Gloucester and Marblehead and the exposed villages of
|l 4
Haverhill, Andover, imesbury and Salisbury. Boston was the cen-
ter of the thickly populated towns of Suffolk and Middlesex coun-
|
ties, the former including the capital e.nd the old towns to the
|
southward, Roxbury, Torchester and Milton, and farther tow8,rd Ply-
|
mouth the early settlements of Weymouth and Braintree. Middlesex 1
County, in covering a much larger area, contained not only some of ^
the older towns in the province, such as Cambridge, Charlestown,

Newton and Watertora, but also included another group of frontier
communities requiring; garrisons during the Indian V/ars. Among
6
these were Tunstable, Groton, Lancaster and Oxford.
Of the three new counties which Plymouth had recently contrib-
uted Plymouth County itself represented the town of Pl^Tnouth, its
jj
neighbor Scituate, the Quaker communities of Tuxbury and Marsh-
field, and the town of Bridgewater. The broad sand dunes of Barn-
stable County boasted the Cape Cod villages of Barnstable, Eastham,
|
Sandwich and Yarmouth, and the County of Bristol was made up of the i!
i
six thriving towns of Taunton, Rehoboth and Sv;ansea, Dartmouth,
|
Little Compton and Bristol, with the less vigorous Freetown, Tiver-
|
ton and Ittleborough.
In many of the frontier villages and near some of the older
tcvms as well v/ere scattered numerous plantations of Indians whose
conversion had early been a matter of serious importance to the col-
ony and later to the province. There were a number of native In-
dian preachers, the ministersof the towns were likewise interested
in visiting and pmaching among them, and the General Court was tak«4
ing measures for their evangelization.*''
I
Of the organized towns of the province none lacked its regu-
lar minister except an occasional frontier community or the old set-j
tlements of Bristol County which were of a spirit definitely hos-
tile to the purposes of the standing order.
The situation in the town of Boston at the beginning of the
eighteenth century was not typical of the church life of the prov-
jj
ince. There were in Boston in 1700 four Congregational Churches,
|
the old First, the Second, under the direction of the Mathers, the I
1
South Church under Mr. Willard, and the Brattle Street Church which j

because it had been recently founded on a slightly broader basis
cf creed and platform was still looked upon askance by the ether |'
churches. The voluntary method cf contributing to the mainten-
f|
ance of the minister had very early separated church and state in r
the chief town of the colony, so far as this phase of the matter
was concerned. P\irther than this the presence cf three "dissent- jl
ing ineetings" in this town materially changed the effect which a jl
.... H
uniformity in credd and service would have produced. The socie- i
ty of the French Protestants organized in Boston in 1687 had little
to do with the result as the Calvinism of the Huguenots was suffi-
ciently close to that of New England to make the Massachusetts min- l
isters unusually cordial. There was even some special legislation
. ,
12 !;m their favor and some definite financial support.' . ,. It was by
||
the three "dissenting sects" of Anabaptists, Anglicans and Quakers
that the innovations were made.
Of these it was the Church of England that first received rec-
ognition and permission to build a church in Boston. Orders caine
from Charles II to the Massachusetts authorities that the right of !l
using the Book of Common Prayer should be denied to no one, and an
||
Episcopal clerg3?man was secured for the church of Boston through
j
Randolph's influence, reaching the town May 16, 1686. A building !
was begun soon after snd though it suffered in the revolution of |
1689 was soon after open again, and represented a well recognized
organization by the end of the century.
The first Baptist Church of Boston though rrganized as early
j
as lb65 was so strenuously opposed that it had no meeting house for |
\\
many years. By the close of the century however the body had se- Sj
!!
cured toleration and v/as more fortunate than the Anglican society

12
in its freedom from political entEinglement.
Tov»ard Quakers the {^ance cf attitude in Boston had prof^reseed
il
even more rapidly than toward the other group? of intruders. In
|:
forty years they had passed from violent persecution, meted out to
;
them at their first coming:, to the possession of a brick meeting
house, and were no longer in general odium.
In 1700 then Boston had four churches of the standing order,
a French Protestant congregation, a Baptist Church, a Cuaker meet-
|
ing and King's Chapel. Each, one of them wss independent finan-
cially except for the missionary help which had been given to the
Huguenots, the Congregational churches maintaining themselves ex-
actly as the Baptists were forced to do.
If Boston was non-characteristic cf the province at large in
j
its method of church, support it was essentially unrepresentative of
|
the country towns in its inclusion of four recognized sects within I
a single township. YtTnile Quakerism and Baptist doctrines were
present in various sections of the province and appeared side by
side in several places, yet in those districts where they were
strongest the standing order was comparatively inconspicuous.
Moreover there was outside of the Anglican congregation in Boston
1
not a single Episcopal church in all Massachusetts as early as 1700.
King's Chapel itself Wfis an outgrowth of the royal prerogative in
Boston. Outside of the chief town of the province Episcopacy had
so little reason for existence that there was no attempt to intro-
duce it until the founding of the Society for thp Propagation of
the Gospel in the following year, and even under its nourishing
care the Church in Massachusetts continued to be a foreign plant.
On the other hand the two religious bodies with which the
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' standing order first came in conflict expanded with the natural re-
action
to the strictness o-f seventeenth century Calvinism. T>eir "heret-
ical" doctrines needed little stimulus from foreign sourcep and
spread through Massachusetts with astonishing speed, dwelling un-
der the surface at first and then assertinpr themselves, dividinpr
16 ' ^
communities, causing migrations. To such ideas the founding of
I
Rhode Island was due in part while within the Pl^Tnouth government,
I
which was far less rigid in certain matters than the Bay Colony,
1
were several regions which became the resort of refugees from Mass-
|j
achusetts. Even in the latter Salem was early harboring persons
j
of the "seeker" type, the one region within the boundaries of the
I
I
old colony ?;here they persisted, though never flourishing here as
||
in the Rhode Island region.
s
Upon such ground as this fell the seeds of Quakerism when the
I
first members of the new society reached New England in 1656 and
I
1657, a.nd though suffering banishment, persecution and finally even
1 death, persisted in planting the doctrine which was to be the great-
est foe to New England orthodoxy for almost a century.
Between the coming of the Quakers and the beginning of the pro-,
I
vincial government when an extended boundary, a new franchise and
j
a greater liberty of conscience modified the Massachusetts eccles-
I
iastical system, the Society of Friencs was spreading rapidly.
j|
Within the limits of the Massachusetts colony the one great center,
5 as already indicated, was Salem and Lynn, where they had had a cor-
I dial reception; and from the north shore, itinerant preachers
j)
travelled into the Piscataqua Region which embraced the New Hamp-
if
I
shire towns end the villages of the Maine coast.
But of all the various divisions of New England which in 1700
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made up the province of I'assachueetts Bay the three countiee which
had once formed the Plymouth Colony offered the most serious prob-
lems in the relation between Congreeationalist and Friend, Two
leading causes had combined to make this result inevitable, the at-
titude of Plymouth Colony toward dissenting sects and the close
connection between this corner of the present state and the liberal
\
towns of Rhode Isl£Jid. While it is nottr^e that the government 1
of Pliinouth was in any way friendly to the Quakers it may have been I
influenced in its spirit of persecution by the Boston government,
and although it was severe in its restrictive laws and fined and im-
prisoned through a period of many years, it never suggested a death
17 i
penalty.
There were at the beginning of the eighteenth century three
chief centers of Quakerism in this part of the province, one in eac}]
county. Plymouth tov/n in her consistent aversion to the sect had
relegated it to her neighbors on the northward, Scituate, Marsh-
field and Duxbury, which had numerous missionaries from Rhode Is-
18
land after 1658 and were actually holding a meeting by 1660.
In the county of Barnstable the two towns at the base of the
cape. Sandwich and Falmouth, formed a vigorous Cuaker community and
19
were holding a meeting before 1672.
Finally the third Quaker center within the boundaries of the
old Plymouth Colony, embracing all the southern portion of the Mass-
achusetts Bay Province was Bristol County. There is a certain em-
barrassment in treating this region as a part of Massachusetts.
Including as it did in 1700 not only the townships which are still
within its boundaries, but also the whole eastern shore of Narragan-
sett Bay, it represented a gre&ter liberality and independence along

political and religious lines than any other section of the prov- •
ince. These tovms did indeed belong to Rhode Island in their his-
tory, their Sympathy and their purposes, and were only geograp^^i-
j|
cally and politically a corner of Massachusetts. The history of
religious development in them was parallel to that on the island.
In many was a mixture of belief unified only by an insistence upon
independence cf authority. C'thers possessed a unity in doctrine
||
best represented in the solid Quakerism of old Dartmouth. The as- I
sembly of Pliinouth Colony had attempted to legislate in regerd to I
public worship and the ministry here but was never able to enforce
ZO
i
her orders on the town.
\
While Bristol County was preeminently the stronghold of Massa- i
chusetts Quakerism at the beginning of the eigh.tlienth century, to
neglect the presence of the Baptists within its borders would be un-.
i
just to a sect which though more restricted at this period were des-
tined to become the political successors of the Society of Friends.
Backus recognized only two comniunities in which there were Baptist
Churches before 1700 and mentions no other before 1736. While
this is not perfectly c.,ccurate unless a very restricted notion is
held of the qualifications of such an organization it is at the
same time indicative of the small numbers of this group of dissent-
ers in Massachusetts in the first quarter of the eighteenth century.
It is again significant of the nature of Bristol County that the
first Baptist society in the boundaries of the pisfeent state was in '
this region permitted to establish itself many years before it had
|
any sister church except the group at Boston. This church, found-
|
ed by a body of Baptists from a tovm in Wales who with their pastor ji
had left home at the ejectment of the nonconforming ministers, had i

— i^e:
1
found favor v;ith certain Plymouth rT]a£;i3trates of libertil views t.nd
i had been given the region of Swansea in which to settle. The re-
I
markable feature in the rrant of ^3Vi fv^ansea in 1667 is that it
was only a territorial grant and made no conditions as to settle-
ment and government. Amicable relations were maintained with the
||
orthodox members cf the community, a condition made possible by
the unusual catholicity of the Welch pastor, while the church stood
out only for independence from governmental control. Not until
i
he v.'as succeeded by a man v.ho professed more rigid Baptist views
j
in doctrine and drew the church with him, did religious controver-
sy between Baptist and Congregational ist begin, in time splitting
the church on sectarian lines.
Mother early Baptist church in Bristol County was the one at
Dartmouth itself, whose first teacher had found it profitable to
leave the older part of the Pljinouth Colony because of liberal
views, Johji Cooke had been deacon in Plymouth church for some Si
ji
years, but was said to have been excommunicated for causing dissen- I
Hon and "rarjiing into sectarian and anabaptistical principles,"
and leaving Pl^-mouth finally settled in Tatrmouth. A church was I
24 ),
probably founded in the west part of the town about 16B^. t Eat)- 1'
tist church is said to have been organized at Tiverton in 1684.
This description of the first Quaker and Baptist meetings
within the limits of the later Massachusetts Bay Province has dwelt ||
only upon the more important centers of the propap-andism. There 1
"'26
!
were Baptists in all the Rhode Island herder towns and on the is- i
27 *
I
lands adjacent to Cape Cod, while in small numbers they appeared
|
I .
\
\
m many of the towns of Plymouth Colony, Th.ere were also a few in \
I
^.^
'
I
the Piscataqua region. Quakers were found between 1698 and 1705
ii
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I
in manv of the cormnuni ties to the nor-thward such as Farnpton (/jnes- i
J.9 50 n 52 55 54 " !hur\ ), Salisbury', Exeter, Jamaica, Newbury, Haverhill and
Strawberry Bank iPortsmout} J." j as well •- s the Isles of Shoa:'t.
They were livin{;- in the whole group of tovms just south of Scitu-
57
ate, in the region at the base of the cape which included Bamsta- !
58 59
ble sPid Yarmouth, on the adjacent islands in all the ittle settle-
40
ments on both sides of the Acushnet River, and in even greater
numbers on the shore of Narragansett Bay. It has been estimated
that there were three thousand in the limits of the old Plymouth
Colony and that one third of the Piscataqua region was Cuaker.
Before 1702 there were eight monthly meetings for business in
iNew England. These were the meeting of Greenwich, covering the f
Narragansett country, of Rhode Island which included Tiverton and
||
Little Compton, of Dartmouth, of Sandwich, including Falmouth and
||
Yarmouth, of Pembroke which embraced Scituate, Marshfield and Tux- I
bury, of Salem, of Hampton and of Dover. These monthly meetings
j!
were not long in grouping in the important quarterly meetings
|
through w^ich the grest work of the Friends was done. The monthly
1|
meetings of Barnstable and Plymouth counties formed the Sandwich and tj
Scituate Quarterly Meeting. Dartmouth and Rhode Island Monthly
|j
Meetings joined Greenwich to them to form the Rhode Island Quarter-
||
ly, while all the northern towns whether in Massachusetts proper, jl
New Hampshire or Maine, united in 1705 to make up the Salem Quarter-li
42 i:
ly Meeting and to this the Boston Friends also belonged. Tliis I
centralized organization was completed in the New England Yearly
jMeeting, assembling every glune on Rhode Island, and to this gather- [!
\\
ing flocked represents tives from all the Quaker towns and villages. |i
I!
/e a business meeting its importance can hardly be overestimated, ||
II
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for by making the local problems of all sections of two £;overn-
merits a matter for group consideration, it effected results for
scattered hamlets which could never have been secured hy anything
but united effort. The corresponding organization in England or
in Pennsylvania v;as no more thorough in this regard.
Puring the years of this development in New England Quaker-
ism a decided change had come over that older spirit of intolerant
hatred from which the Quakers still suffered even after intensitv
of persecution had ceased. When this attitude was discernable
among the fair minded it could probably be traced to that tendency
among the more ignorant of the first converts to "ranterisn" for
the existence of which there is much evidence. Frowned on from
the beginning by the better social class among the Friends it be-
came less and less conspicuous until little crround for complaint
might be found on this score. On both sides of the Atlantic
there was much ignorance, moreover, in regard to the real teach-
ings of George Fox and his followers, the clerg^^ inclined to mis-
interpret and the New England ministers unduly prone to misrepre-
sent the meaning of the * inner light" and the Quaker treatment of
the Bible. i;7ith increasing knowledge and better appreciation of
their creed and purposes a far kinder spirit was awakened. In the
meantime the industry, frugality and piety of the individual Friend
began to make an impression which was bound to have visible results
before many more years had elapsed.
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I
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j|
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||
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jj
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E i
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CHAPTER IV.
TI{E SYSTEM IN PRACTICE.
Between the inauguration of royal government in Massachusetts
j|
and the first legal confession that the Congregational church-state
system was weakening and forced to make concessions there were just i|
thirty-six years. In this period various forces were straggling i'
together. On the one hand appeared seventeenth century Calvinism,
;
still guiding creed and platform, but troubled by what appeared to ,
be the degeneracy of the times, a falling away from the fervent pi-
;
ety of the earlier generation. On the other hand there loomed |i
large the newer spirit of persistent opposition to injustice in matr
ters ecclesiastical v/hich was at last to make its impression be- ji
cause of changes that were at the same time working internally.
|
These thirty-six years saw two failures of the clerg^^ to secure !l
governmental sanction for the holding of a synod; it saw the death |;
of the elder Mather, it saw also the beginnings of the Anglican i|
movement in New England and its support by the royal governors,
|
' and it saw the persistent increase in the number of Quaker and Bap- !'
tist meetings which finally brought about the first exemption laws I;
in their favor. It is for these reasons that the first quarter |'
century under the province charter was conspicuously transitional, I
and yet, in the first twenty years at least it represented the
j
highest point which the Massachusetts church-state system reached
|;
so far as detailed legislation and the execution of effective meas- t
ures was concerned. In the colonial period the name "theocracy" ll
bestexpressed the nature of the government; in the early provin-
jj
cial period there existed the anomaly of an enterprising royal provJ

'A6'
inc© eyecuting laws v.hich maintained the shell of a weakening ec-
clesiasticism, the glory and fervor of which had departed. Yet an
other century had to pass before the system was allowed to expire
and the opposing elementek were at this time only beginning to or-
ganize themselves. On the threshold then of new adjustments in
the old order, that system can best be examined, for those first
adjustments made changes that greatly altered the whole legal pro-
cedure regarding ecclesiastical affairs. The foundation of the
system was the first laws under the charter for maintaining reli-
gion; its opposing elements were the inward declination from stan-
dards of former days and the outer pressure of new hostile forces.
The idea usually conveyed by the expression "church establish-
ment" is not applicable to Congregationalism in Massachusetts in
the eighteenth century. The strong feeling of particularism ^hich
the first churches of Plymouth Colony had transmitted to the more
Presbyterianly inclined meetings of the Bay had had its effect in
the failure which Massachusetts Congregationalism constantly met
when working toward any church platform that suggested a central-
ized government. Upon such a church government the Roman Catholic
Church, the Church of England, Presbyterianism in Scotland and eve^
in a slight degree the Presbyterianized Congregationalism of Conn-
ecticut were dependent. The clergy looked to their superiors for
appointment and to them were definitely responsible while in the
case of the English Church the crown- itself was the last source of
power. Support of priest and service was not a local matter and
taxation for the church was no less a national concern than the ex-
penses of foreign wars or the cost of the king's household. In
Massachusetts the exact reverse was the case. The provincial as-
(
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sembly, having ordered that each town he provided with a minister,
|
put it into the power of that church and town to procure him and |'
bargain with him, the provincial assembly, having ordered that he I;
be maintained, left it with each town to assess and collect the tax-j
es therefore. Only when difficulties ensued did the General Court!
•1
appear on the scene of action, acting as a court of high appeal or
;j
giving advice to the contending parties. It is for this reason |i
that the nature of the Massachusetts church in its relation to the Ij
state cannot be clearly understood without a very unusual emphasis I
upon local conditions and the course of events in many towns.
|
Such a study must be very imperfect because of the nature of the ji
material on which it should be founded.
j
The church and state relation was the conspicuous feature of i
the Massachusetts coirmunity. Whether the latter existed as a plan-ji
tation so far unorganized, as a tcjvn proper with all its accompany-
||
ing privileges, as a second precinct of an original town, formed on
|:
the basis of religious needs, or finally as a separate town again jl
1
il
when the new precinct warranted such a measure, the connection be-
tween the church and the town as no less between each and the Court \
\\
of General Sessions or the General Assembly of the province, was si
close and vital,
|
In the transitional or first stage through which a plantation
passed before its erection as a town there was often a movement,
j
especially in those frontier settlements which grew but slowly, |
for some encouragement of^the ministry several years before town- li
ship rignts were granted. Upon an appeal to the general Court l\
it often responded with a direct money grant. This transitional ?!
stage is comparatively rare in the provincial period, limited al-
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most exclusively to the garriaon towns, for by this time all the
older townships v/ere well established with extensive boundaries
which included practically all the accessible parts of the prov-
ince.
The change from unorganized plantation to town proper there-
5
fore is seen mainly in the frontier c^mrni.mi ties. Upon the organ-
ization of these frontier postr as towns the regular laws for main-
taining religion went into effect, but since the circumstances of
their condition were unusual, numerous exceptions were made in
their favor which gave the transition and resulting conditions an
abnormal character.
The normal method of forming a new town in the provincial per-
iod was to cut off a part of an older township and erect it as a
new one, or to create one from a part of an older toraship which
had already been recognized as £ separate precinct. The fcraer
was the more direct method and was sometimes resorted to when any
friction in town or church, affairs was likely to make the precinct
arrangement impracticable. Several towns by this means skipped
5a
the precinct period.
However normal and direct this immediate formation of a new
j
tovvn from the outskirts of an old settlement may seem it was not
I
the usual custom in the provincial period, and in the history of
the "precinct", its origin, its nature, its relation to the parent
il
I
town, can well be exhibited the application of the church-state
1 system,
i
The first settled towns of Massachusetts resembled small coun-
ties in their broad lying boundaries, and the meeting house, which
represented the political as ^'/ell as the religious center of the
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community, was often many miles from those townsmen who huc\ iuYen
up Vvith the more distant holdings. As time went on and popula-
tion increased it was natural for the farms to form together in
smaller groups v/hich, as they increased in size became more and
more dissatisfied with their long distance from the town*s center,
and growingly eager to hegin a new community life of their own.
As there were often reasons why the formation of a new town was un- \\
desirable, the precinct system was initiated, and was fairly well
j
established when the provincial government began,
j|
The order of events was somewhat in this wise. In a comer
|!
of some old tcwTiship a group of fanners who numbered perhaps some
twenty growing families, wished to have a church of their own.
There might be friction between them and the leading members of the
51
M
one congregation, or the roads to town were well nigh impassable
||
or a river danccerous of fording in the winter time. A movement |i
would accordinp-ly be started in the "hamlet" to petition the town l\
h
to agree that they might be srt off as a separate precinct. If
||
I!
permission was secured without further trouble the matter sometimes 11
ended here, with the running of the boundary line between the old |
and new precincts and a mutual agreement with regard to the other *|
matters, though an order ftrom the General Tcurt m.ust in the end be
8
gained. It was far more usual for the parent town to be very
loath to lose a large and flourishing section. The hamlet migbt
not even appl;; to the town, quite aware of what the result would be,|
or upon application and refusal it would appeal to the General
Court for interference in the matter. This petition which came
|
from, the inhabitants of the district concerned ^as usually referred |
to a committee made up of members of the court or inhabitants of
[
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9
neighboring toiMis, whose recommendations were usually accepted.
But often the town was immediately informed of the application, es-l]
III
peciall} if the petition had come direct from the hamlet vdthout
jj
previous appearance in town meeting, and then the two sides were
jj
given hearings and long and elaborate negotiations followed.
|j
!:
I.
These struggles give an unusually clear picture of the ambitions !;!
j;
and interests of rural Massachusetts in the early eighteenth cen- i;
10 .
t/
j
tury. In the history of Springfield for example there appear
|
ii
during this period two particularly animated cases of attempts by ;!
Ij
outlying districts to pain precinct privileges. The inhabitants
|
11
ii
of the west side of the Connecticut River applied for this degree
ij
1;
of independence on the ground that bad roads were as nothing in
|
comparison with the dangers of crossing the stream at some seasons
j
of the year. But as Springfield offered a dogged resistance to \
I
such curtailment, the matter was soon carried (1695) to the Gener-
\
al Court which summoned both parties and appointed an able commit-
j
tee to investigate the m.atter. ^ITiile the west side v/as assuring |^
the town of their ability to support a separate minister and stat-
1
ing that "wee have not the least thought of separating from you, or |
becoming a Townshipe, deeming it contrary to our Interest, and an
12 i|
infringem.ent of our priviledges see to doe," Springfield was grim-
|;
II
ly replying that they were too few to attempt any such thing and
I
:.i
that "to row a boat or paddle a canoe is no worse than to saddle
12 I
and bridle a horse." The committee of the General Court was fa-
^
vorable to the west side and on Tecem.ber 4, 1696, the order was
Ij
h
made for erecting West Springfield into a separate precinct. Even |i
Li
more determined did Springfield prove in her relation to the din- t\
14 i
trict of Longineadow which had found the toiTi so obdurate that after!
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numerous attempta in to^Ti meeting covering the years between 1705
andl706, she finally petitioned the General Court for assistance.
In this appeal was the staj^ement that "wee have constantly paid
our Dues towards maintainance of the Towne Minister '<k have for the
Greatest part of these three yearp past upon our owne Charge hiered !
k provided a minister amongst ourselves k must without Releived
l sj.c]be forced to do the same for the future- except releefe be
15
Granted." In spite of Springfield's plea that she could not af- i
(!
ford such a condition, now that the west side of the river had been
cut off, and that she had placed the meeting house with the ex-
CI
press purpose of accommodating Lon^neadow, the court was not slow |l
in granting the request, and within eight months after the date of ii
16 [i
the petition, Longneadow was made a separate precinct.
Between 1G92 and 1728 some twenty nev/ precincts were formed
|i
in this way by order of the General Court. In the resistance on
|j
the part of the tovm which was customary, economic reasons played
|;
the greatest part so that in the location of the final dividing
|!
line it was not unusual to bear in mind where lay the best land for ?!
17
cultivation.
With the orders made by the General Court for the establish-
ment of new precincts, there were regulations of the relation be-
tween the two parts of the town thus divided which, were more or
I
less elaborate as the case might require. These regulations con- |i
I
cerned the financial method by v/hich the nev/ meeting house should
|
I
be built and both maintained, the way in which, the two ministers
||
should be supported, and the disposal of the ministry land, Nar?--
p
;m.ally the nevv precinct would be excused from anyti-rther pa^onent to- l|
ward the repair or rebuilding of the old meeting house or the sup-

port of the minister, as it was now responsible for its own. .Nor- i
iflially also it must relinquish its common ri^t to the parsonage
!
lot of the original town &n6 procure one for its future minister
within its owti boundaries. But the exceptions to this simple ar-
rangement were num.erous, caused by earlier town agreements, or
18 I
special conditions in the township. The complicated affairs of ii
19 i!
Sudbury between 1714 and 17:^: introduced a custom of allowing- a
'
town as a whole to support its two precinct churches. This pos- |!
I
i
sibility of a general assessment to be divided betv/een tv/o or more 1'
i
t!
societies ^as recoginzed in several petitions submitted to the Gen- I
eral Court, and became increasingly popular.
i
On some occasions a first precinct continued to levy minister- si
lal rates on the inhabitants of a new one after a Court order had 11
I
gone into effect, especially if the new precinct had been allowed \\
conditionally, the old parish maintaining that the conditions had ii
not been fulfilled. If there had been special agreement with a
|
minister at his settlement into which the v/hole tov/n had entered I
i[
in a peculiar .way
,
the formation of a new precinct did not free its
1 'i
I
inhabitants from their obligations during his lifetime. But if jl
I the Court deemed that taxes were being levied unjustly by the old
||
,
upon the nev/ precinct, it was ordered to desist.
ii
I
Most serious of all matters regulated v,.'hen a new precinct was ?!
II
formed, was likely to be the settlement of the proprietorship of \
.
the ministry land. In addition to the "settlement" which a towTi li
I' |!
I
voted its minister, and which, in the early days was in land, later |!
II
commuted to money, there were always the ministry or parsonage
||
lands, generally including the"ministry house" or parsonage, which i
il ji
could only be held by the minister or his family during his pastor- ji
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ate. Since this holding was more than likely to be in separate par-
cels in order to include the various kinds of land, such as wood
|l
lot, pasture and tilled land, the inevitable result v/as that if |!
»i
>i
some of it fell within the borders of a would-be nev; precinct, trou-^j|
bile ensued. On such an occasion the General Court would settle ji
ji
the affair with a compromise.
^!
In arranging the boundaries between two precincts the General !
Assembly was often involved in intricate problems respecting c«r- ji
»
tain farms which had expressed a definite preference for one pre^
;j
cinct or the other. When these were adjacent to the boundary line j'
yi
k\
there was little difficulty in arranging a survey which should
||
place them in the section which they preferred. If, on the other
[j
hand, such farms lay well within the precinct limits, special ex- ||
i!
ceptions for their confeenience were included . ' . lin the precinct
order or in a later resolve, with explicit directions regarding
25
the payment of taxes.
In many cases these separate farms found themselves applying
for transference not merely from one precinct to another but to a
neighboring town which had set a meeting house much, nearer them
than was their own parish center. Even then the Oourt might grant
the request. Between two of the Cape Cod towns an unusual situa-
ij
tion of this kind appeared. For several years previous to 1719 a
||
number of families living on the eastern side of Harwich and bor- i|
II
dering on Eastham had been attending the EasHiham meeting house and ||
!i
had become members of the church, while all the time taxed to Har- |i
<i
|!
wich. and giving nothing <bb Eastham, the people of the latter place
|
being "so kind as to allow them the Benefit of .the Meeting House |
si
without paying support." In 1719 however there was built in the
||
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I
southern part of Easthejn and only two miles from the Harwich farm- >
ers a meeting house which they would naturally attend, and they \\
now considered it unreasonahle to accept such a favor from Easthain
as formerly, especially as Easthajn now had the expense of two meet-;'
ing houses. As it would be unjust to be obliged to pay their pro-''
portion towards support of worship in Harv/ich when they received
no benefit from it, and yet pay their part of the charge at East- •
ham, they approached the town of Harwich to allow them to be cut
\
off to Easthain. This was refused and the General Court, after
j
considering the matter, produced a compromise measure whereby "the
region was to be annexed to Easthain in all things relating to the
public worship of God, but in all other respects to belong to the
town of Harv;ich as formerly. "
j|
Even when a court order had been obtained a difficulty might ii
occur if a group of farms which had been ''set ofT to another town l
did not succeed in asserting its rights. In 1715 six farmers of
'
Newton who two years before had been joined to Roxbury in eccles- [|
iastical affairs brought the Assembly's attention to the fact that ii
[I
they were being rated to Newton, and some imprisoned for ncnpay- ii
ment. The Court finally interfered with a resolve in their favor.
In the absence of special legislation it was not expected that
|
a man would frequent a meeting house outside of his own precinct or
fl
town. He would inevitably be taxed for the ministry in the pre- |:
cinct in which he lived and was then likely to find himself rated
||
in the other as well, unless the latter was of a very generous spi-
29
I
rit.
The foregoing statements have shown how the Massachusetts sys-
[|
tem of taxation for ministerial support was applied in the forma- I
{
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tion of towns from unorganized plantations, or of new precincts
from old tov^iasl-ips. With the last transformation, that of the
precinct into the full fledged town again we reach the last etep
i:
and here best may study the actual application cf the laws of 1692,
|j
and 1695, which x/ere the basis of the ecclesiastical system li
in the provincial pcricu. The town must be provided with an "ablejl
learned orthodox minister" who, according to the law of 1693, must |;
be chosen by the church with a concurrence by the town, "all the ini;
habitants, and ratable estates lying within" the precinct to pay i|
proportionally for his maintenance. This maintenance was based f
on three things, the ministry land which every town must put aside [I
for the church and of which each minister had the use during his t
ji
ministry, the "settlement," at first an additional piece of land ?i
to be made over directly to the settled minister and to remain in I
his family, later commuted to a money payment*^ and finally the sal- |31' |i
ary. Settlement and salary were matters v.hich required much
j|
consideration whenever a new minister was obtained, but the law had I;
ii
secured its requirements by stating that if a town neglected its
!|
duty in regard to maintenance of the ministry, the court of quarter
||
sessions, upon complaint, should impose fines upon and even impris- |l
on those officials who failed to carry out their duties. Tlie law |i
l!
of 1695 included a ministerial council for the enforcement of the 1|
[i
law for choosing a minister, for the case had arisen of a town's |!
failing to approve of a church's choice, and the council was to act
jj
much in the capacity of arbiter. Yet over all the General Court ^1
remained the final appeal from both County Court and ecclesiastical |l
council, and by holding the purse strings of the province treasury h
could exert an effective influence in carrying out her own commands.;!
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There Lire^ several records of special permits in regard to
6Z
ministry' land, but on the whole the General Court v/as called upon
less often to arrange matters regarding this than either eettle-
ment or salary.
The settlement was a variable quantity, large in the first in-
stances and in the poorer towns, where land could be more easily
secured than money, and growing smaller as time went on and the
salary grew more definitely fixed. In 1722/23 the proprietors of
the Indian town of Natick asked that they might be empowered to
give to Mr. Oliver Peabody, upon his settling among them in the
work of the ministry, a lot or lots containing one hundred acres
of land and meadow and to make him a commoner or proprietor in
such plantation, "they being uncapable of giving any other en-
couragement.
" Lloney settlements were later introduced, and these
34
could be raised either by subscription or d rate.
On the whole the question of settlement v/as a tovm matter but
in arranging for the call of a minister and his salary the Courts
of C^eneral Sessions were on the alert and the provincial assembly
was ready to support them. While Maiden between 17C5 and 1708,
just after the death of ix pastor, "wth all manner of Application
Endeavoured a Hew Settlemt of the Ministry among them, and [had]
given an Invitation to Severs 1 worthy Gentlemen to Preach wth them
for a Taste of their Gifts in Order to a further proceedure , " the
town found herself under presentment for being destitute of a min-
ister who was immediately supplied by the Court of Quarter Sessioni
for Middlesex County. But as the town had just taken steps to
call another man it was obliged to appeal to the Gieneral Court to
approve the minister of its own choice rather than the proteg^ of
a.1
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I
the justices. This same year saw a part of the lon^ struggle be- i
tv.'een the town of Medfcrd and the Middlesex justices who had inter- '
fered some time before, chu^rging Medford vdth being destitute of ji
a minister, as they did not recognize the questionable incumbent, ji
Mr, Woodbridge. Eccleaibstical councils and many court sittings I
failed to settle the matter, so it finally reached the provincial
|
assembly. The investigating committee appointed reported that
|
they were of the opinion that "their wound in Incurable cind that it
I
' is necessary that the Psverend V.r. Eenja Woodbridge and the Town of ll
Medford be paHed; according to the Advice of the Council of
|
Churches ther^,July 10th 1705. and the Orders of Quarter Sessions |
of Middlesex." Upon his removal the tov-n ordered to pay him
|j
1forty pounds and "the Nine Sabbaths Contribution now in the hands
ii
of Mr, Jobi vn-itmore." It was also directed speedily to procure
and settle another minister "And this Court dc Advise mr. Wood-
i
bridge by no means to discourage the Soming and Settlement of an-
j36
j
other Minister among them.."
j
It was not usually these older tovme of the province where
orthodox Congregationalism was strongest and the crder of church
government best developed that called for interference bufc rather
|
-
those outlying districts where external causes created a differ-
ent type of community existence. This was the situation in the
|
many frontier towns of Hampshire and Worcester counties, of the New
|
Hampshire border and along the Maine coast. Yet many of these
towns were planned on lines which showed an effort to conform to
i
standing rules in ecclesiastical matters and were only prevented by
1
I
the exigencies of the situation. Very different was the atmos-
3 un-
phere in the;^orthodox towns of the old Plymouth Colony whose early
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histcry has already been described. With these two types of towns
the Justices of the Peace and the lav^Tnakora of the province had
the closest connection in the affairs of church and state.
If a plantation or town was a recogiiized {^^arrison it was nat-
ural that the appointment of a chaplain should go with other mili-
j
I
tary appointments and that the public treasury should pay him, A
chaplain would then act as minister of the to'xn about the garrison I
and in time of peace migbt continue there. Other frontier to'^ns
|
which had not been made garrisons but had found themselves destitute!
by reason of war or the desertion of settlers prayed the provincial
|
assembly for financial assistance in the support of their minister
37
or that the 8ourt would procure ai-^.d send one to them.
As early as 1692 the Court, in answer to a petition of Samuel
Wheelwright, representative of York and Wells in the Assembly, ap-
pointed chaplains for the garrisons at those outposts and ordered
fifty shillings a month for their pay out of the province treasury,
\
"over and above what shall h^ allowed them by the inhabitants."
Not long after, the ujjper part of Kittery, known then as Newicha-
and Wells
v/annock, was encouraged by the success of Yorky^to send off a simi-
|
|i
lar appeal, and the response was an order for ten pounds out of the i\
39 ii
province treasury.
The same region in 1697, now known as Berwick, was honored with]
the sum of fifty pounds in two instalments, towards the maintenance i
40 |i
of a m.inister for the garrison there.. At the close of the war fif-lj
teen po^onds again came for the support of the ministry, and a fur-
|j
4.^
I j
ther pa^Tnent of ten pounds in 1701. j
At the proclamation of peace and the withdrawal of the garrison||
li
!! Wells, finding herself with, no minister and the old meeting house j!
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i:
burned, be^c^^ help that her twenty-aoven families might build
a nev; house of worship taid support a minister and was allowed fif-
43
teen pounds towards his maintenance. York, though retaining the
chaplain as her minister, v/as unable to raise his salary and again
twelve pounds came from Boston upon Samuel Moody's own petition for
||
services which he had been rendering for a year after peace was se- (
44.
cured.
Luring the remaining years up to 1712, when special orders of |l
this kind for V^ells, York and Berwick ceased, somewhat over one hun-|i
dred pounds were in this way voted outright for the support of the |
i\
ministry in these three towns, part of which was for building meet-
45 !|
ing houses. In 1703 the simple method was adopted of ordering
j;
4I
the constables of Wells and York tc pay fifteen and ten pounds re-
|j
spectively of the province tax last levied on the town to the min- [i
46
I
ister.
I
Not until Wells, York and Berv/ick were well on their feet and 1'
no longer receiving public aid did the far eastward settlement of
f.
Winter Harbor receive assistance. Upon memorials offered by the
ministers of York and Wells, a committee was appointed to lay out
||
t
j
a road and investigate the state of affairs. The report of this
!|
committee was so favorable to public assistance that forty pounds ;!
47 !:
were immediately ordered for the support of a minister. Between ji
[j
1717 and 1725 over two hundred pounds were voted to the ministry at |]
Winter Harbor which in 1718 was made the town of Biddeford and afterf;
i\
1722 shared its minister with the neighboring Arundel, the "Gentle- ?!
11
man that preforms the Said Service to preach on the Lords Days al- 11
48
temately—If the Weather will permit." !
During the last two years of aid to Biddeford bM Arundel, the i
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town of Scurboroue>^
,
upon several petitions of its minister Mr.
Hu£^ Henr}
,
received Bixt^- pounds in three instalments because of i
the lo^ circumstances to r;hich it had been reduced by the Indian
49
v.ars
.
The year 1725 marked also the second grant of a large sura to
Falmouth on Casco Bay. In 17:22 the town had received forty pounds jl
towa.rda finishing, a meeting house and now, three years later, an ad-:'
c : , 50
ji
ditional fii'Ly pounds.
|
Among the nearer frontier towns of the New Farapshire border
{!
and Worcester County, the year 1696 saw thirty pounds voted tov/ards f
the maintenance of a minister at the garrison at Dionstable, and in ji
the following year twenty pounds \':ere paid to Thomas ?eld the min«
|;
51
II
ister there. At the close of the war the town like its sisters
in Maine vvas loath to lose public assistance, and the inhabitants,
*
the selectmen, the town's representative in Boston and finally the
i
minister himself sent in a constant stream of petitions to the Gen- i'
S!
eral Court between 1698 and 1714 which resulted in twelve separate
|
s grants varying from ten to twenty-six pounds, and becoming after
1709 an almost regular paj^nnent of twenty pounds per annum.
The two tovras of Worcester Cbunty that through the longest per-!
iod were pensioners of the public treasury in the maintenance of
|
I li
the ministry were Lancaster on the northern frontier and Brookfield
||
far to the westward. The death of the Rev. John Whitinp in the at- ll
I
tack on Lancaster, Sept. 11, 1697, with the subsequent difficulty ||
which the inhabitants felt they would have in persuading anyone to
|
I
settle with them resulted in the first petition for aid, which was \
\
53 '
il
preseiitsd, and twenty pounds was immediately voted. In 1704 the P
54
li
I
sum of forty pounds was allowed for building a meeting house.
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Brookfield 'v\hich maintained as an outpost and garrison for ma-
ny years before its estate warranted township privileges was apply-
ing to the court for relief as early as 1698 and the last money
payment granted_it was made in 1714, the total reaching over t.vo
hundred pounds.
On the Connecticut River frontier there were only two settle-
ments whose circumstances put them in need of public aid in their
ministerial charges through this whole period, these two lying well
to the northward and open to the Indian incursions which followed
down this river. Deerfield, which as a garrison received ten
pounds out of the province treasury in 1696 for the maintenance of
56 57
John Williams, was given double that sum in 1702. The next
year, following the Deerfield massacre and the captivity of Wil-
liams, the Court resolved to send a chaplain to the town and to al-
58
low him twenty pounds for six months' service, which was repeated
in 1705 and 1706 at which time it was decided to assess a certain
amount upon the town as well, in spite of the fact that the town
itself had had nothing to do with the callincr of Beniamin Choate. I
60
and had made no agreement with him. At the end of the same year,
|
upon the return of V/illiams from captivity, forty pounds was paid
61
from the province treasury toward his support, and during the next
five years over one hundred pounds went to a like service, varyinp:
62
m amounts from ten to thirty pounds. Northfield, where settle-
ment was much hindered by the progress of the v/ar, received her
first instalment of public funds as late as 1718, when forty pounds
was voted for the support of her minister, and an additional thirty I
63
pounds in 1724.
Of the other frontier settlements which received definite aid
I
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of this kind may be mentionad Stow, Leicester and Tisbury on
66
Martha's Vineyard. On one occasion the province of Massachusetts
Bay cooperated with New Hampshire. In 1705 fourteen pounds were
voted from the province treasury towards the maintenance of a min-
ister on the Isles of Shoals provided the northern province paid
six pounds for the same purpose, "considering the Greater Part of
the Inhabitants of the Isles of Shoats, belong to the Province of
New Hampshire.
So long as the recipient of these money payments was purely a
chaplain at a garrison there was nothing unusual in this method of
appointing and maintaining him, but since he was considered, even
when chaplain, also the minister for the small community grouped
around the fort and was often retained when the immediate necessity
for a garrison had ceased, his position in relation to the church
is interesting. Between 1693 and 1725 almost sixteen hundred
pounds, varying in amounts from ten to fifty pounds, was in this
way voted by the Massachusetts General Court to the maintenance of
the ministry or the building of meeting houses in frontier commu-
nities, and in no way did the province as a whole come nearer to
possessing an established church in the generally accepted use of
the term. The direct method of appropriating money was the one
most often used but on various occasions certain indirect means
were adopted. The amount of the province tax was reduced with the
understanding that town rates for the support of a minister could
then be assessed and collected, or the whole amount was ordered to
be turned back to the constables for the use of the ministry. Oc-
casionally some special means of taxation was allowed which would
68
bring in more m.oney than the normal method would have produced,

69
Such was likely to bear heaviest on non-resident proprietors. In
1720 the House of Representatives excused three towns for failing;
to send representatives to Boston, Needhajn and Erookfield because \
!
of the charge they were under in building meeting houses and Man-
70
Chester because it ^as settling a minister.
ThiiB rigorous paternalism in the enforcement of ecclesiastical
I
law was not limited, as has been observed, to the frontier communi- !:
'I
ties of the province, though here it was most often exercised. For >'
them the General Court was merely continuing a policy adopted in
the colonial period and explicable on the ground that as religious
worship was deemed essential to the good morals of a town or plan- 1
tation, hence of the province as a whole, it was pious dutv to f
!i
appropriate funds for the support of religious worship where pover- I
t
ty and meager population made an independent maintenance difficult. 1
After 1691 a new and curious problem presented itself, the cause
j
and nature of which has already been discussed. In dealing with
j|
the "unorthodox" communities of Barnstable and Bristol counties the ^
Massachusetts General Court assumed a new and very different posi- |l
tion from that which she had held in managing her frontier posts. I
ij
In the enforcement of ecclesiastical law in Swansea. Frsctown and ii
i
Attleboro, Dartmouth, Tiverton and Little Compton, Sandwich and Fal-j!
mouth she became preeminently the dictator of orthodoxy, in two of
these towns using her power to displace a religious organization
which represented the almost unanimous opinion of the inhabitants. I
In 169?, when the Assembly began to put once more into legis- I
lation her ecclesiastical system it was facing but two groups of
dissenting interests. Of these the Baptists had but one strongly
organized body and the Quakers were limited to certain definite sec-'i
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tions of territory. On Cape Ann, that region of the old Bay Col-
ony where heretical opinions best flourished and Quakerism found a
ready acceptance, this element never secured sufficient prominence
in any town to cause the interference of the General Court. Though
there vvas always difficulty at Salem and Lynn in collecting from
71
the Quakers the ministerial assessmant, they were never in suffi-
cient numbers to block legislation and no towns of Essex Countv ev-
72
er suffered presentment for lack of a minister.
Of the newly acquired section of territory, embracing Plymouth,
Barnstable and Bristol Counties, in the vicinity of Plymouth a sim-
73 74
ilar condition prevailed. On Cape Cod difficulties were greater
as the Quakers vzere here more numerous, though not usually in the
majority. At Sandwich and Falmouth they resisted the collectors
for many ye&rs and were regularly distrained of their goods in ac-
75
cordance with the law. When in 1707 the C^eneral Sessions of Barn-
stable Countydiscovered that these two to'^ms were defective with re-
spect to the ministry they gave orders according to the law of 1706,
but enforcement was difficult. The matter reaching the General
Court, the latter voted twenty pounds from the province treasury
for i/he ministry at Falmouth, by this act setting a precedent for
future years. The year 1713 saw the sum of forty pounds held out
77
as an inducement to the building of a meeting house. On later oc-
casions the General Court was forced to come to the assistance of
78
Joseph Metcalf , the minister, vi/hem he complained of the deprecia-
tion of the paper currency, of which the toTO refused to take ac-
79
count. In 1714 and 1717 he was allowed forty pounds from the
province treasury, after which, in 1719, his case was turned over
I to "the Committee, that receiv i the Charity of this Province Col-
i{
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lected ihe Last Year, upon a Brief Issued forth by this Government
80
1
for the Propagating of the Gospel T !
If in Barnstable County Massachusetts had a suggestion of the
|
problems which could be created by elements unfriendly to her sys-
tem, in Bristol the difficulty was many times magnified. At Swan-!
j
sea the enforcement of ecclesiastical law v^as thwarted by a firmly
|
organized Baptist society, at Dartmouth was the most vigorous Qua-
*
t
ker meeting of the province, always supported by the Baptists in
its borders, at Tiverton was a smaller Quaker community, while
Attleboro, Freetown and Little Corapton were towns of mixed type,
harboring various sects and sympathizing keenly with Rhode Island
in her ideas of religious liberty. In this region also a further
element of resistance to the Massachusetts state church appeared
in the first decade of the eighteenth century when the missionaries
81
of the S.P.G. met some success in the Rhode Island border towns.
Here they left behind them a number of groups which had annoionced
their allegiance to the Church of England. On this basis these
;
i
proceeded to resist the ecclesiastical laws of the province but
j
seldom united in this purpose with the Baptist and Quaker societies.
The first attack made by the Court of General Sessions of
Bristol County in accordance with the laws of 1692 and 1692 was
upon Swansea, whose only meeting was the Baptist Church now thirty
years old. To enforce upon it the congregational ministry and
public taxation for his support was to upset its whole system.
When presented for not having a minister chosen by law, Swansea in
town meeting proceeded to approve the Baptist preacher as her rain-
8<c
ister. The law had not made it plain how the justices were to
proceed in such a case, and the matter was dropped for the time
i
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It was in 1698 that Bristol Sessions began to deal vigorous-
ly with all its defective towns, continuing this attempt for a
period of thirty years. But so clearly defined was the type of
community which it had to master and so determined was the oppo-
sition to its authority that the attempt resulted only in a series
of compromises, many of which foreshadowed the coming exemption
laws. In all these years it was never possible to enforce the
law in this section of Massachusetts,
In 1698 failure to procure a minister was reported by the
Grand Inquest for Swansea, Dartmouth, Tiverton, Freetown and At-
tleboro, while most of this group with Rehoboth and Little Comp-
ton lacked school masters. The selectmen of these to'^^s, sum-
monad to Bristol, had various reports to submit. Swansea, as pre-
viously
,
sent word that she was provided, but the statement
was for a time not accepted, and she was ordered to procure a min-
84
ister immediately. By April 1699 however the justices had been
informed of the exact situation in Swansea and agreed not to inter-
fere with the ministry of Samuel Luther as had been aereed bv the
85
^
General Sessions six years earlier. As a matter of fact the Bap-
tist Church of Swansea, by standing for principles so liberal that
it was able to include the Congregational ists in the region, long
saved the town from an effective attack by the General Sessions.
Not until it was remolded upon a more extreme Baptist form did the
Congregational is ts of Swansea become dissatisfied. The result of
this dissatisfaction was a petition to the General Sessions in 1707
asking the assistance of the justices in procuring an orthodox min-
ister. The selectmen of Swansea who were summoned at this time
t
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reminded Uhe General Sessions of the long continued recognition by
that body of their minister and after postponement and much dis-
cussion a compromise was agreed upon. While it was decided that
orthodoxy must be introduced into Swansea and a sum assessed upon
the town for the support of the ministry it was agreed that the
work of Luther ought to be recognized. Accordingly it was voted
,
that half of the yearly assessment should be settled on him, the
! 87
rest to go to the minister of the standing order. But no very
88
satisfactory arrangement was discovered until the town v/as divided,
89
I
the Congregational ists forming the new parish. After the death
of Luther there was a momentary difficulty as Swansea's dispensa-
tion had related to him only. The matter was settled by a vote
of the General Sessions in 1719 to accept his successor as minis-
ter of the tovvTi, and the selectmen, who had been summoned to state
90
the case, were dismissed.
'i The affairs of Dartmouth and Tiverton during this same period
represent the methods employed by the government in handling well
defined Quaker cormunities. In Dartmouth the people were almost
universally Quaker, the Congregational and Baptist societies very
small; in Tiverton, while the majority supported Quaker teaching,
there were among the inhabitants many who shared the general char-
acteristics of the eastern border of the bay. With their freedom
j
in theological opinion which often kept them from allying them-
' selves with any sect, there was a certain volatility in their make-
up which occasionally carried Lhem into some religious body and
^
out again in a very brief time. The S.P.G. in dealing with them
^! met constant disappointment for it was long ih learning that a
I
crowded service here meant little real allegiance. These people I
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were no less tr^dn^; to the Quakers than to the An^dican and Con-
gregational churches.
The General Sessions of October 1698, which had attacked Swan-
I
sea, took up the cases of both Dartmouth and Tiverton. Dartmouth,
like Swansea, stated that she was provided with ministers already, i
naming two Quaker preachers of th(t town. Neither this nor Tiver-
i
ton's answer was accepted, and both towns were ordered to supply
themselves before the winter sessions.
For some time the relation between the Court of General Ses-
li
sions and the towns of Dartmouth and Tiverton was little changed.
||
Over and over they suffered presentment and repeatedly sent answer
\
11
that they were properly supplied in the persons of the Quakers
whom they named, basing their argument on the fact that nowhere in
92
the law was it stated what was meant by orthodox.
93
This state of affairs continued until the autumn of 170S.
Bristol Court then became exasperated and took a step which was
significant. Relying upon the right which a recent law (1702)
had giver her to appoint special assessors the Court of General
Sessions decided to enforce the law of 1692 which gave her the pow-
er of appointing ministers to negligent towns. It was agreed that
eighty pounds per annum be levied on Dartmouth and fifty on Tiver- |
j
ton for the support of ministers whom she should appoint. Not
I
knowing suitable persons for these missions the Court ordered that
a letter be written to the president and fellows of Harvard Collese [
94
and Mr. Billiam Brattle of Cambridge for their assistance.
Though going so far as to take these measures the justices now f
95
I
allowed the matter to slide until April 1706 when they renewed !
96
their application to authority, including now the Boston ministers.
i
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Their next meeting despatched two of its members to Dartmouth and
Tiverton to enquire for a place or family where a minister mif/ht
97
be entertained, and upon receiving a most pessimistic report once
98
more agreed to state the situation in Boston.
The episode was at least making an impression on the minister- I
ial circle in the capital town though progress with effective meas-
;
99
ures was slow. Once more it was hoped that results might be
gained by further legislation and the act of November 1706, now
passed, went much farther than any previous laws had done. The
failure of Bristol General Sessions in dealing with her trouble-
some towns was to be obviated by bringing the General Court itself
into the situation. After making the necessary orders on a delin-
quent town and failing with results, the Court of General Sessions
was now ordered to make report of its proceedings at the next ses-
sion of the General Court, and the latter was not only to supply a
minister to such a town but also to provide for his support by a
sum added to the town's province tax. By concealing this amount
within the country rate the General Court expected to effect her
purpose in towns which had never failed to remit their assessments.
Bristol Sessions in the following year gave Dartmouth and Tiv-
100
erton one more chance, but when they still neglected her orders,
.
101
immediately agreed to carry the matter to the General Court.
A complete report of the contest between Bristol Sessions and
the towns of Dartmouth and Tiverton, with an elaborate petition,
was now submitted the Assembly. An appeal was made by the latter I
102 ^ i
to the fellows of the college, and before another year had gone \
103
by a minister had been sent to each town, Joseph Marsh to Tiverton I
104 105 i
and Samuel Hunt to Dartmouth. Their regular appointments were \
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made in the court session of the following summer when their sal-
aries were voted with the understanding that the sums were to be
106
added to the province rates of the towns. The opposition rais-
ed by Dartmouth and Tiverton upon their discovery of what had oc-
curred was one of the first and most important steps taken by the
New England Quakers in their struggle against Massachusetts eccles-
iastical laws. In spite of petitions from a Dartmouth town meet-
. 108
mg and the Dartmouth Monthly Meeting of the Friends the matter
was pushed forward by the authorities. Within a short time both
^omia^^ere in arrears of taxes and their assessors in gaol at Bris-
tol.
Succeeding events in both Dartmouth and Tiverton show how the
General Court was forced to compromise in spite of her legislation
of 1706. Samuel Hunt whom the Court had sent to Dartmouth proved
to be a man of unusual breadth in his relations with the town. He
refused to have the law enforced on Dartmouth for his advantage,
maintaining constantly that he was a missionary and as such should ;
110 |i
be regularly paid by the province. For this reason the diffi-
j|
culties so serious in 1708 subsided in subsequent years. r
The General Court complied with his request and beginning with
a grant of fifteen pounds to finish the meeting house in Dartmouth^"^
voted him various pa^mients of fifteen or twenty pounds between 1709
aL X>
and 1716. A large grant of one hundred pounds made in 1722, up-
|j
on a petition from the orthodox inhabitants for an annual salary |
for Hunt, and added by the General Court to the province tax of
the town, upset this arrangement and became the occasion of a long
|
and obstinate battle. I
I
The chief difference between these and the corresponding events
ii
i
in Tiverton was that the General Court, in spite of repeated ef-
forts, ^as never able to keep a Congregational minister long in
the latter town. In 1710 twenty-one pounds was voted from the
province treasury for the brief services of two men whom the Gen-
eral Court had sent to Tiverton, "but upon an appeal of the ortho-
dox inhabitants for a further appointment, ^ the Assembly merely
ordered the ministers of the neighboring towns to preach at Tiver-
ton during the summer at twenty shillings a Sunday, paid from the
public treasury. When in October the order was repeated an
earnest expostulation came from Saxnuel Lanforth, minister at Taun-
ton, who foresaw the difficulties of travelling to Tiverton in the
winter and urged the appointment of a resident minister on the
116ground that a meeting house was already partlj built. Hereupon
a man was secured at twenty shillings a week," ^'^but his congrega-
1 • 118
tion was meager and his stay brief. In 1712 the General Court
ordered twenty-five pounds for the ministry at Tiverton or "in pro-
portion for such part of_^the year as they are supplied with a learn^
ed, orthodox Minister," but the inducement accomplished little.
|
The following years saw only fruitless attempts by the General Ses-
'
sions and the Assembly to carry out the law, cajolery, threats and
further ecclesiastical legislation proving of no avail.
"^^^
While
it was as early as 1717 that the General Court voted seventy pounds
'
from the public treasury for the support of a minister^^^whom the I
General Sessions had recently voted to secure, it was not until
1722 that this sum was actually added, as in the case of Dartmout}?,
to the town's country rate. The resistance made by the Quakers
j
in behalf of the assessors of the two towns, imprisoned for failure !
to assess these sums, won an Order in Council on their behalf and
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was the indirect cause of the first local exemption legislation.
j
In Swansea and Dartmouth the Court of General Sessions of Bris-
tol County and the Massachusetts General Court were meeting the op-
position of well defined religious bodies fighting for a principle,
in Tiverton the same was true in less degree. In the towns of At-
tleboro, Little Compton and Freetown, which Bristol Sessions in-
cluded in her attack of October 1698, the justices found themselves
,
baffled by a lack of religious enthusiasm united with an ardent
feeling for social independence rather than any strong heterodox
opinions. In the course of events the Massachusetts authorities
learned that if they took these unusual conditions into considera-
|
tion and modified their regular system more could be done in such
j
a place than in a strongly anti -Congregational community. The
settlement of the ministry was an economic and social rather than
a religious question. i;
The unwillingness of the inhabitants of Freetown to be inter- !|
fered with in a matter where pocket booJfe were involved is suggest-
j|
ed in their answer to Bristol Court's warning in 1698. The "Pov-
j
erty k inability" of the town were the alleged causes for their
|
failure to comply with the law, and in the following year "their \
poor low scattered Condition was one Reason (notwithstanding
their Endeavors for divers years past) why they Oould not obtainea
minister."
For the next few years Freetown gave sufficient evidence of I
li
attempts to settle a minister to avoid presentment and in 1704 did \
124
secure William Way to serve as minister and schoolmaster, but
|
various facts show that he was not "learned and orthodox." He a-
I
greed to accept from his parish a voluntary contribution rather than;
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a public maintenance and failed to receive the necessary ?jpproba-
125
tion of Samuel Danforth of Taunton, In the meantime the preach-
ing of the first raissionarier, of the S.P.G. had made an impression
in Freetown. Of two important things the people were convinced,
that a member of the Church of England could not be taxed by any
other ecclesiastical body and that a missionary sent to them from
England would have to be recognized by the standing order. More-
over he would need no great financial support, --at least no regular
legal assessment, --since he would have a salary from the Venerable
Society, The majority of the townsmen accordingly were induced to
declare for the Church of England, a town vote was passed to this
effect and a letter written to Samuel Myles of Boston urging him to
forward their declaration to the Bishop of London. In the follow-
ing months Freetown turned aside various warnings from the county
126
court on the ground that she was waiting to hear from England.
Matters were in the meantime not pushed by the General Sessions as
the justices had come to the conclusion that orthodoxy could never
be fcrced_^uj^on Freetown without some assistance from the public
treasury.
That such a recommendation was to be made to the General Court
may have reached the ears of a minority in Freetown who were led by
Congregational ists. Perhaps aware of the money grants which Dart-
mouth and Tiverton had already received, this group petitioned the
128
General Court in 1709, and were supported in their appeal by Sam-
uel Danforth of Taunton, The wording of Danforth 's communication
indicates that he recognized conditions in Freetown so peculiar
that some special dispensation might have to be granted if a Con-
gregational minister was to be settled in the place. The support
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of those witholding their names from Freetown's petition might be
gained by yielding forced maintenance and allowing the tovm to pay
the minister by voluntary contributions as it had done in the case
of William Way.
This suggestion was accepted and proved successful. Joseph
Avery who was sent to Freetown received in addition to the province
J.ou
grants only the voluntary pledges of his hearers, and on this ba
.
•
iSl
sis was able to win the support of many of the townsmen. After
132
his departure the town lapsed once more into dissention ^ which
was only increased by the advent in 1715 of Thomas Craghead who was
133
sent by the General Court. Of an impetuous and domineering char
acter he was unwilling to let matters rest as they had in Avery's
time but went in January 1718 and procured an act of Bristol Court
to compel Freetown to pay him a salary of sixty-five pounds a year.
134
beginning on the day that he was chosen minister. The older
method of handling Freetown with leniency was now abandoned and lat-
er events show with what little success.
The money demanded by Craghead was assessed in 1717, 1718 and
1719, though the constables failed to collect it. They were than
imprisoned, and not released in spite of appeals to both Bristol
135
Court and the C-eneral Assembly. In March 1720 Craghead, deter-
mined to gain some part of his salary still in arrears, applied to
the General Court for certain sums against the three constables.
This application resulted in a court order to the justices of the
General Sessions of the Peace for the County of Bristol to grant
out warrants of distress to the sheriff to distrain the goods or
136
estates of these defective collectors. ^ Although Craghead soon sev-
ered his connection with Freetown his attempt to gain his unpaid
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salary extended into the summer of 1723. While his efforts were
never crowned with success he was backed constantly by the ius-
137
tices of Bristol County and by the General Court of the province.
The chief result of the later policy of the government in
dealing with Freetown was the alliance of many of the opposers of
a state church with the Quaker cause or with neighboring Baptist
|
societies. In 1729, 1730, 1732 and 1733 Freetown was presented ii
138
I
for lack of a minister, and when in 1747 a Congregational min-
||
ister was actually settled in Freetown it was with the express un- I
derstanding between himself and the people that he should not "di- ?!
rectly nor indirectly take advantage of ye Laws of this Province
to get a salary settled on me in ye town of Freetown, but look for
139
and expect my support by the free will offering of ye People," j;
The conditions in Little Compton slightly resembled those in
'J
Freetown, for although there was an orthodox society in the place
at an early date it was long unable to maintain itself without care-
ful supervision by the General Sessions. In 1699, in response to i
an appeal from this church, the court gave the tovm a legal order
for raising forty pounds to be paid to the minister. When the se- i
lectmen failed to assess this sum they were fined forty shillings ?
each. The same occurred with their successors in 1700 and apain
141 ^
in 1701. It was this situation at Little Compton which was
chiefly responsible for the legislation of 1702 giving the County
Court the right of appointing a special board of assessors if the
j
town officers neglected their duty. In the case of Little Comp-
^
.
142
^
ton this new measure was resorted to, but progress was now
14
blocked by the constables who failed to collect the sums assessed.
A compromise was finally reached which lasted until the time of the
144
exemption legislation.

IThe difficulties vvhich Attleboro encountered in eccleeiaBti-
cal matters were due to tv/o causes, —her serai -frontier location
and her proximity to the most unorthodox settlements of New Eng-
land. From 1698 to 1706 her affairs often figured in the busi-
ness of Bristol Sessions. At first the excuse given v^as her "low,
smale ^Divided Condition." Later she reported repeatedly that
I
she vvas taking steps to provide herself with a minister as ordered,
but found it difficult to attract anyone on account of her poverty
145
and small extent. Final success came after an appeal to the Cen
eral Court, for the latter responded to the petition with the rean-
146
nexation of fourteen families to her authority.
The rigidity in the church life of Massachusetts in the early >^
eighteenth century ms the result of the provincial ecclesiastical
legislation with its active enforcement throughout the province.
|
The strong particularism of the individual churches prevented Con- ;,
>.l
gregationalism in Massachusetts from acquiring the centralized or-
||
ganization ^hich the corresponding system in Connecticut assumed, i
but on the side of its relation to the state the Massachusetts
j
li
church looked more and more toward a central authority. The Court
of General Sessions of the Peace was given power over the towns,
||
and in time the General Court took upon itself the ultimate enforce-
147
ment of the legislation. In relation to the various towns end
j|
precincts, existing as ecclesiastical bodies, the authority of the
|
General Court was greater than appeared on the face of any act.
j
By law a minister was chosen by his church with the approval of the j!
towTi, and bargained with the latter for his salary. But the Gen-
eral Court took a conspicuous place in the appointrpent and removal
il
of ministers as well as in naming a choice when two were offering

claima. It was often called upon to settle disputes regarding
the method of paj/ing his salary and the disposition of the minis-
try lands when new precincts v^ere formed. The appeals cajne from
the towns or preeincts, ecclesiastical councils or from county
courts. For the towns the General Court decided whether circum-
stances warranted the formation of a new precinct, end if so, what
arrangements should be made. The proper location of the meeting
house was always an important matter as this building usually form-
ed the civic center of the community. From church councils came
to Boston various ecclesiastical matters, principally relating to
choice of ministers. From the county courts came the problem of
dealing with delinquent towns and town officials. The Assembly
migjit sanction or reverse council or county court orders. Finally
the Great and General Court, by holding the purse strings of the
province, was able in great measure to enforce her own commands.
Only when encountering opponents of the system in such numbers
that they formed a majority of the community, was the General As-
sembly forced to make alterations in her scheme of ecclesiastical
control. In several towns of Massachusetts the early years of the
eighteenth century saw the voluntary system in use for the support
of the ministry and in one of these towns a Baptist preacher was
actually accepted as the minister of the place. The increasing
severity in ecclesiastical legislation was running at the side of
but in a losing race with the growing independence of the "dissen-
ters, " The early exemption legislation was little more than a
registration of what they had already accomplished.
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NOTKS
.
1, channine, ton ml Csmty Qsisjomsui't 35.
2, A number of excellent attempts have been made to define
j
the terms relating to New England local government in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries. These are usually broader than
||
the present subject requires and should be slightly modified before
|!
a perfecy/5y clear idea can be gained of the Massachusetts ecclesi-
(|
astical system in the early provincial period. Township which.
j|
Channing tells us ( Town .Cpy£Lty QoJMmmlt 25) at first meant |!
?i
merely a tract of land granted to persons who intended there to set-||
a town and gather a church, is already used almost synonymously
|
with town, though less often, and when so used is likely to have a ?!
territorial sense in contradistinction to town as a civil organiza- i|
tion. A group of homesteads not to be considered as a civil or-
ganization may be termed a village
,
and if it is the outlying set-
tlement of some older town the name hamlet is not uncommon, as Sa-
lem village (later called Tanvers) or the hamlet of Billingsgate,
a part of Eastham, Plantation
^
while sometimes used in a general |!
i\
way for town, has more often the technical meaning observed by Chan-j|
ning, of a comniunity which has not yet acquired the dignity of a
|
tovm, {isML acii £pmty QmsxmmL, 35. ) The precinct
, parlefc. or I
h
district, as it was interchangeably called, though far less clearly
||
i
defined than the town itself, was a most essential part of the MassH
achusetts ecclesiastical system and will be later described at
length. Briefly it was a division of a town cut off for conveni-
|
ence in regard to attendance at worship and support of the ministry.|
s
Is
It had at the same time non-ecclesiastical causes and characteris- I
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'j
tics which are inclined to detract from its real significance as a jl
little church-state, its most important element. This fact is un- l!
j
derestimated by Howard (L^fiiii. CififLtii'Wid^Iiiii Hi^i-iJri?-, 5?. ) and his |:
definitions are therefore less satisfactory. The name parish was
|
not used interchangeably with town. Perry, Ql. Docp .
, Maas.« , 65. |'|
3. Buck, Ecc . Lss., 151, refers to the organization of
;
the church before the town as the custom of the country but this
method was not sufficiently general in the early provincial period
as to warrant such a statement. P
4. Erookfield, 1698, 1702. Masa. Prov. lm&, VII, ^ch. 27;
546, ch. 27.
fi
5. Biddeford, 1716, 1718. Mas&. Em.. ISM^, IX, 475, ch.42,.,
626, ch. 98.
j
Brookline, 1705. I
5a. y^MScS^.. Em.. Laws
,
VIII, 124, ch. 22, 145, ch. 72 et ali^.;|
Sunderland, 1718. Mass . Prov. I^^wg, IX, 621, ch. 88.
6. Considered as an ecclesiastical unit the precinct may be
defined as the geographical division of a town the inhabitants of
|
which were in ecclesiastical law the attendants at a single meeting
house. Chaiining, tea ^ C^Ufii^. <Qfiy^.mn£Bi, 26, follows Buck,
|
Mihk* 17--18. Because of the close relation between ?!
church and state this formation involved also a civil status for
|
the precinct, of chief importance in the collection of taxes. For
this purpose the precinct generally had its separate constable or
j
collectors and a sepatate precinct meeting with its own moderator
j
and business. It was therefore equivalent to a constablewick.
|
fegg* Erss:. LM£, VIII, 141, ch. 64. a separate school was usually!
supported by the new precinct which in this way became a second
district. Channing, lom aCii Gfii^OT^Di, 26. The precinct !
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was in the third place a military unit, such a condition sometimes
occurring within a town before a second ecclesiastical precinct
jj
had been formed. Brain tree, 1707. Mafifi.. Archivep , Xi , 241, Pre-
cinct and less often parish were the technical names for such a
division of a town, the latter becoming later associated chiefly i|
with its ecclesiastical functions, a meaning which it has brought ij
down to the present day in a modified form. Mas p . Prov . Lawa, X,
||
280, ch. 5. The name society which was applied to the persons of
|
a precinct in their corporate existence has continued in the or- !
IIganization of the older Congregational churches of New England to
\
'.I
the present day. The religious body organized as the church rele-
|
gates its non-religious functions to the corporate body knovm as
the society which is made up of the enfranchised members of the
parish and manages the finances of the church, Mass. Prov . LaSLS.,
VII, 246, ch. 19.
7. Cotton Mather, Eaii^. Pl^fiii^llna^, 1—2, describes this
same development from the point of view of church government. "A
Number of Christians," he writes, "either swarmed into a New Plan-
iatim, or finding the Churcjp , to which they have belonged, grown I
to such Circumstances, that it may be for the general advantage to
have a Ji§w ChiJXist formed in the Neighborhood
, first settle their
iiumber, and assure themselves that their Number is Competent, and
Resolved for the Undertaking.
"
8. Mass., toil. LaSiS, IX, 447, ch. 147.
9. West Springfield, 1696. Mass. P^iov. Laws_, VIII, 111,
ch. 12; Of the committee here appointed Edward Taylor was minister '
to the church in Westfield, Samuel Partridge the representative
from Hatfield in the General Court, Aaron Cooke from Hadley and
i
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!
Samuel Root from West field, the towns in Hampshire County nearest
i
to the west precinct of Springfield.
10. The case of Watertown between 1692 and 1707 is typical,
Maat. Alfihjj^, XI, 65, 64, ll, 86--87, 75, 85, 81, Mafi£.. Prov .
j
I
Law£., VII, 55, ch,20 £l piiasim* Cal. state P^p^rfi- tSi- aGtl.i. Ig^.
,|
I
1700, 241, 246,
|
11. M^SS. /.rQhiX££> XI, 109, 107, 112, 114, 118, 150, Mass .
j!
Prov. iM^, VII, 77, ch, 9, 111, ch. 12, 127, ch. 45.
12. Maas.. Archives, XI, 110. 12 May 1696.
13. Msjs&. toiiiiy^fi, XI, 114.
14. Ma£&. iiXfilliy^fi, XI, 215—217, MajSfi.. EuSiL. Laws
,
VIII,
198, ch. 91, 255, ch. 15. •'
15. MMa. toldK^^, XI, 215. 18 Oct. 1706.
16. Ibid, XI, 215.
17. Plymouth, 1695. Mass . tohii^, XI, 92—100, Scituate,
1700. Mas^. tX^ISS^, XI, 144, 145, 156, 159.
18. Chelmsford, 1724. Mass. Prov, Laws, X, 516, ch.258.
i
19. Ibid, IX, 550, ch. 6, 574, ch. 85, 451, ch. 155, 1
X, 80, ch. 4, 154, ch, 87, 166, ch. 25, 179, ch, 62, 224, ch,
( 188, 225, ch. 191.
j
20. Ibid, X, 225, ch. 191.
; 21. Eastham, 1722. Ibid, X, 175, ch. 45. 19 June 1722; |^
i
Marblehead, 1715, Ibid, IX, 426, ch. 107. The religious situa-
tion in southeastern Massachusetts resulted in a similar arrange-
ment for Rehoboth because of the presence of many Baptists in one |
of the precincts. Ma££. AlfiMliia, XI, 587, Mass, ?X21,* Lawp, \.
IX, 165, ch, 158, 241, ch. 27. I|
22. Salem, 1712. Mass. Prov. Laws, IX, 258, ch. 82, 261, \
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ch. 92,
25. Lynn, 1718/19. Ibid, IX, 640, ch. 131.
24. Springfield and West Springfield, 1695--1705. Mflm- Ir-
CiiV^g, ^I, 128, 170, 177, 180, 181, 18:-, 196, MafiJB.. ErPl. top,
VII, 549, ch. 35, 369, ch. 6, VIII, 120, ch. 10. i
25. Plymouth, 1695. Mass.. iiX£hims., ^I, 97--98, 100, •
Weymouth, 1722. Mass. Froy. Lm&, X, 220, ch. 175, Salem, 1719.
Ibid, IX, 687, ch. 94, Ipswich, 1715--1720. Ibid, IX and X, passim..
26. Dorchester, 1721/22. Maafi.. Eim. Lms,, X, 132, ch. 82, !
468, ch. 102, 500, ch. 197. I
j
27. Ibid, IX, 621, ch. 8, 678, ch. 73. !
28. Ibid, IX, 289, ch. 16, 418, ch. 87, X, 230, ch. 205,
29. There was also some question v/hether a communicant who
ill
belonged within the limits of some other town or precinct and hence |l
paid no ministerial tax for the benefit of his own church should I
have power to vote in calling a minister. The matter came up for I
Idecision in 1735 and was decided in the negative, when the House |
of Representatives resolved "that no person in communion with any |i
church and dwelling without the limits of the town or precinct to ||
which such church belongs, and by which t©wn or precinct cannot be I
rated or taxed for the support of their minister, hath, nor ever ||
had nor ought, to have any vote or power of acting in inviting, call-ii
ing, supporting, continuing, or separating from such minister, or ij
any other affair that may affect the interest or charge of any town 1
or precinct," Mas^.. Prpy. T.awg
,
I, 108,
jj
-30r "Now they proceed unto a Salary , to be offered unto the |!
Minister
,
whom they have chosen, bo which there is usually added p
somewhat also, which they call, A Settl^mepl,, in order to some Sub-
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sistence of his Family, in case he dy among them.]" C, Mather, B^^-
21. In creating a tov^nship in 1717 the proviso which the
j
General Court included in the order ran ,
--"provided they have there
at least forty families setiled there with an orthodox Minister
within the space of three years, and that a Lott and other accommo-
dations as large and convenient as may be the Place will admit of
in the Judgment of said committee be laid out to the first settled
Minister, i^lso a Lott for the Ministry and an other for the Use
of the School." Mass . Prov . LaE£,IX, 548, ch. 79.
32. Suffield, 1702/03, 1703. Masfi.. Em.. VII, 370.
ch. 11, VIII, 17, ch. 24.
|
33. Ibid, X, 249, ch. 264.
34. Ibid, VIII, 779.
35. Ma^. ircMim, XI, 276, Maas., EcPX. Laws
,
IX, 30, ch.74.
36. Ma&S.. PrQY. LfiWjg, VIII, 253, ch. 84 . 28 Nov. 1707,
IX, 19, ch. 41, 30 June 1708, VIII, 776--793. Another famous
example of the supervision of the authorities over the settlement :
of ministers appears in the history of Watertown, 1722. Mas
p
.
PrcY. Lm&, X, 196, ch. 99, 221, ch. 176. |
37. The address of Gov. Eellomont to the Council and Assem-
bly in May 1700 included this exhortation: "I recorrmend to your
care the ministers in the remote parts of the Province v/ho have
narrow stipends." 2i. P^p^x^, 1700, 485.
38. Mass. Em. Lawg
,
VII, 34, ch. 10.
39. Ibid, VII, 68, ch. 43.
40. Ibid, VII, 160, ch. 28.
41. Ibid, VII, 202, ch. 53.
i
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^.2. Ibid, VII, o04, ch, 49.
45, Ibid, VII, Zc2, ch. 19.
44.. Ibid, VII, £?,2, ch. 19.
45. Ibid, VII, M7, ch. 72, 252, ch. 41, 504, ch. 49,
541, ch. 16, VIII, 56, ch. 77, 78, 69, ch. 14, IX, 215, ch. 120,
241, ch. 26.
46. Ibid, VIII, 56, ch. 77, 78.
47. Ibid, IX, 595, ch, 25,
48. Ibid, IX, 557, ch 45, 589, ch. 1, 626, ch. 98, X, 9,
|
ch. 10, 80, ch. 5, 199, ch. 109, 505, ch. 56, 448, ch. 45,
558, ch, 568, 592, ch, 45.
49. Ibid, X, 577, ch, 275, 578, ch. 279, 462, ch. 84,
|
599, ch, 65.
50. Ibid, X, 172, ch. 41, 725, ch. 422.
51. Ibid, VII, 115, ch. 17, 168, ch. 49.
52. Ibid, VII, 197, ch 56, 511, ch. t8, VIII, 41, ch. 90,
126, ch. 29, 259, ch. 101; IX, 56, ch.69, 86, ch. 90, 121, ch.7,,
146, ch, 85, 566, ch. 64.
55. Ibid, VII, 168, ch. 47.
54. Ibid, VIII, 99, ch. 96.
55. Ibid, VII, 197, ch. 57, 546, ch. 27, Viil, 54, ch. 74, '
145, ch. 69, 201, ch. 100, 246, ch. 55; IX, 50, ch. 100, 252, ;
SI
ch, 65, 505, ch. 62, 577, ch. 96.
|
56. Ibid, VII, 115, ch, 16.
57. Ibid, VIII, 55, ch. 75,
58. Ibid, VIII, 84, ch. 55.
59. Ibid, VIII, 145, ch, 68.
60. Ibid, VIII, 180, ch. 44. ^
61. Ibid, VIII, 209, ch. 126.
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62, Ibid, VIII, ch, 4'6, IX, 56, ch. 98, lAb, ch. 9'Z,
2'6Q, ch. 12, 252, ch. 63.
65. Ibid, IX, 604, ch. 58, X, 555, ch. 287. much earlier
grant was made in 1701 of fifteen pounds for the payment of a gar-
rison chaplain who had served at North field in the time of Sir Ed-
mund Andros. Ibid, VII, 505, ch. 46.
64. Ibid, VII, 175, ch. 60, 17 Tec. 1697.
65. Ibid, X, 699, ch. 541, 8 Dec, 1725.
66. Ibid, VII, 295, ch, 25, 26 June 1701, IX, 555, ch. 55,
18 June 1717, 597, ch. 22, 18 June 1718,
67. Ibid, VIII, 118, ch. 5, 8 June 1705.
68. In 1700 Wrentham secured the remitting of twenty pounds
of her province rate of 1696. Ibid, VII, 655. In 1705 the prov-
'
ince treasurer was directed to order Wells and York to pay their
minister the sums of fifteen and ten pounds respectively of the
province tax last levied on those towns. Ibid, VIII ,56, ch. 77, 78.
69. In 1724 permission was given Rutland to tax her uniraprov-^
ed land towards the support of the ministry. Ibid, X, 552, ch.284.;
Similar orders were issued for Enfield, Ht)pkinton and Scarborough.
Ibid, X, 479, ch. 156, 450, ch. 51, 578, ch, 279. The taxing of i
non-resident proprietors had been resorted to in the colonial per- ?
iod. Magg. irchivej, XI, 15—14. Worcester and Oxford came un-
;
der this ruling in 1716 and 1718. Prov . Lm^, X,518,ch.82,
70. Ml^Q^ ^xmh 12£a, 3.
71. Sftlpm MP-. M.. , passim.
72. EsB^y 2iS3&im^'
75, Pembro}ce M^. M« i passim.
74, The records of the Court of General Sessions of the
Peace for the County of Barnstable are not in existence.
i
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75. Ma. , ii^^^im.
76. Mafi£.. AlfitliXfi^, XI, 256, 257.
77. Mafifi.. firov . Lam, IX, 292, ch. 27.
76. Champion of "enforced maintenance", though his work has
not survived. Chalkley, Ansvv'er to Matcalf.
79. This difficulty regarding paper money which many other j
ministers soon encountered became so acute by 1724 that the Gener-
|i
al Court was obliged to consider the matter. The report of a com- ij
mittee from this body recommended that a law be made to compel ev- \
ii
ery parish to make up to its minister an amount equal to the dif-
\
ference, the County Court to determine hov/ much the currency had ||
depreciated. While this report did not become law, a resolve was
passed recommending it to every town and precinct, this resolve to
be read in every congregation on the next Lord's day and in the
jj
parish meetings of the following March. Mass . P^ov. Lav.s
,
X, 563, |i
ch, 285.
I
80. M&ss . prpy
. LMLa, IX, 672, ch, 56. The organization of i
this fund seems to be the cause for the cessation of grants from |
the public treasury to the ministry throughout the province. Free-
town was voted its benefaction in the same year. House JpurP^j., I
1719, 1,
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CHAPTER V.
THE OUAKERS AMP THEIR AUIES,
The three religious bodies which, during the first hilf
of the eighteenth century, were carrying on a consistent opposi-
tion to the Massachusetts ecclesiastical system, were the Quakers,
the Baptists and the Church of England. In this opposition the
Anglican Church stood apart, basing most of its arguments on its
own position as the established church of the mother country.
The Baptists and Quakers very early joined forces in their common
demand a^inst the legal recognition of one sect over another.
During the latter half of the century the Baptists were the
stronger group and the leaders; before 1740 the Quakers held this
position. TJfiis exchange in influence was merely the accompani-
ment of the exchange in numerical strength which the two bodies
experienced during the second quarter of the century.
In their decline the Quakers of New England were suffering the
fate which early came to the society in both the old and the new
world. The Baptists of New England were gainers at the expense
of the Quakers, and likewise of the Congregationalists, the
"separate" churches, which dated from the G-reat Awakening, in
many cases becoming Baptist • The fact that the Quakers were
doing before 17^i0 the same work which the Baptists continued after
that date has never been fully recognized. This would not have
^
been the case if like the Baptists they had produced an historian.
It is true that at one time IJIoses Brown of Providence, contemporar;
and friend of Isaac Backus, was contemplating a history of New
England Quakerism, but he never went farther than to collect some

material. The aitnation was not to be changed by the typical
New England hiatoriansof the nineteenth century. Interested pri- !
j
marily in those elements in the community which were represented
\
in the General Court they underestimated the influence of other
3
forces.
The Quakers of the eighteenth centiury hid left behind them
the period of persecution and now enjoyed both in England and in
the Colonies a power quite out of proportion to their numerical
j|
strength. This influence was due to their position as the smaller
||
group of a great body, organized and centralized, still warm with |
religious enthusiasm, and including ajnong its members many influ- I
ential men. The weekly, monthly and quarterly meetings of New
England, centering in the great yearly meeting at Rhode Island,
were only the repetition of the same organization in the Quaker
colonies and in England. Communication between the various yearly
meetings was constant, the London Yearly Meeting taking a super- i
4
vising interest in all. The "Meeting for Sufferings,* which
was organized in London, received the complaints not only of all
j
the smaller meetings in England, but from Quakerism wherever it
had been established.
The method used by the English Quakers of recording their
\
sufferings with the purpose of carrying them before local meetings
|
and thence to London was a well recognized custom in New England
several years before the date of the province charter.
|j
In Massachusetts these sufferings were of three kinds,- fines and 1
I
distraint or imprisonment for 1.) refusal to train with the militia
j
or go with a military expedition; 2.) refusal to take any oath of I
I
office or for service on a jury; 3.) refusal to pay the rate for
I1
the Congregational miniater or to asaeas or collect auch a rate in
the office of aelectman, aasoooor or constable. With the laat men-
tioned we are chiefly concerned as it alone affected the individual
churchea in their relation to the civil government,
Aa early aa 1677 the Salem Monthly Meeting propoaed that
•Care might be taken in ye buaeneaa relating to frienda Sufferinga*
6
I
which were to "be recorded, and Coppiea thereof aent to Rodialand," \
I \
jl
The recomraendation had probably come from the Yearly Meeting which
\
\
haa no extant records for ao early a period. In 1683 the Yearly I
I
•
I
Meeting desired "that due Care be taken by frienda in their respec- \
I tive meetings to record all their Sufferings, and by whome they
I
Suffered, the time when, the manner how, and the Cause why they
I
Suffered, and to bring them to the next Yearly meeting att
il
6
II
Rodisland," The method here recommended for recording auffer-
1
inga waa the one adopted by the monthly meetings throughout New
I
England, they communicating it to their weekly^meetinga.
[ Though an occaaional reminder proved necessary the yearly reports
I
were duly carried to Rhode Island and thence dispatched with the
I
yearly epistle to the London Friends,
I
The next step was taken in 1692 when the Yearly Meeting
j
arranged for a special ^thering on certain days, early in the
!
I
morning, before the time for the public meeting for worship, at
1
which representatives from the several meetings were to bring in
I 9
I
their accounts of sufferings *if Aney Bee," At these little
i
special "meetings for sufferings* it became customary to call the
i roll by monthly meetings at which time the reports were given and
> recorded.
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In 1701 the Yearly Meeting drew up a list of •Some
Queries to Bee raade at Quarterly and monthly meetings, • covering
all phases of Quaker life and doctrine, for the purpose of bringing
the weaker communities into line. Among these were three relating
to sufferings!-
"9 Are friends Cearfull to Bring in thear Sufferings
for Truths Testaraoney, yt theyo may Bee Recorded,
10 Wheather ffriends doe Keepe up Truths Testamo ney;
agaynst Bearing of armes & Trayning; & Things of that natiure —
11. How doe are ffriends Keep Theare testamoney to ye
Truth in Refusing to paye to ye raaintainance of ye heyerling |:11 !!
minestry-t •
|j
Five years later, feeling that the collecting and re- [
cording of sufferingmight well have more attention, the Yearly
Meeting appointed a committee of two or three prominent men for
each of the four quarterly meetings in existence at that time, to [
'i
handle the matter and bring in exact accounts, "ffriends are |
Desird," ran the resolution, "to take Ceare in Bringing in theare
Sufferings to Each Quarterly meeting & take notis of ye Daye of ye I
month & the yeare, and also ye name of ye person that grants fforth P
the farant and the names of ye persons that takes awaye theare goods I
and the use ffor what it is taken wheather Priest or others with the
name of ye place wheare the ffriends Liveth and all ye persons jl
above named and the some Demanded & ye vallew of what is taken." ji
This increasing solicitude of the Yearly Meeting was shown also in
the purchase of a book for the recording of sufferings and the ap-
pointment of an official recorder. li
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'
While the Ouakers inaiated strongly upon reaiatance to
the payment of taxes in certain cases, they were on the whole law-
abiding citizens, the various meetings using their influence to ac-
complish this result. The Rhode Island Quarterly Meeting was in
1705 much distressed by complaints that certain Friends "Eastward* i|
refused to pay any public taxes to the government on the ground
that a great part of the money was used for war, A paper was
j
I
drawn up on the subject and travelling Friends were asked to ur^-e I
i| 14 ^
Ij Hampton and Dover people to pay the rates,
[
Resistance to taxation for an established church was
[j
I
one of the first rules of the Quaker body. Recording of suffer-
il
1
ings was very early an important duty of the individual Friend. f
I
The first record we have of a deliberate decision on the part of a
I
i New England meeting to raise the question of the legal right of |i
j
the government to exact ministerial taxes, belongs to the Monthly
I
Meeting held at Lynn on January 10,1697/98. At this time a letter h
i \\
I
was written to London describing the sufferings of the Quakers in
1;
I
.
j
that region,- more intense than in the southern country of Bristol,
because the Quaker element was here more completely overpowered by |
the standing order,- and inquiring "Whether the Presbiterian Clerg/e!
have power to sue for Tythes," The London Meeting for Sufferings !
which took up this case agreed that the correspondents for New i
j
England should investigate the matter, to discover whether any laws
I
I
I
which might be made in New England could empower the "presbiterians
to sue for Tythes and cast people into prison," Application
I
was immediately made in the form of queries to two English lawyers, I
1 ^ 16 ffor a legal statement of opinion. Their reply is important as
|
I
the first such statement obtained by either Quaker or Anglican body
1

in its struggle against the Masaachusetta church-state ayatem.
•Query 1 Whether Presbiterian Ministers not being
Inducted according to the Cannons of the Church of England, have
power to sue for, Distrain and cast into prison, Persons yt refuse
|
to pay the Tax of the Country made in January, 1693. in the Towne of |
Lyn in New England.
Answer Unless there is a Law in the Country Confirmed !
in England to Justifye it, I conceive they cannot; for a Presbite- li
rian Minister is a Person not taken of in our Law, and if he was |!
;i
the Law of England doth not warrant such proceedings; I find by the
Warrant to the Constable his behavioiar in this Case - |
Q: 2 Which way ye Person so Prosecuted distrained or
||
Imprisoned may be Relieved agst the said Law or Prosecution afore-
li
said.
Ans; The Person so prosecuted If his goods were dis-
\
trained may bring a Replevin or Action of Trover for Recovery of
\
them: If he is Imprisoned he may bring an Action of ffalse Imprison- !
mt or an Habeous Corpus ye Cause of his Committment appearing on
j
return thereof, a Judge ought to discharge him his Committmt being
Illegal,
Q:3 Whether any of the Country Laws of the Said New
England made by their select men yt are repugnant to the Laws of
||
England can be Lawfully Imposed upon the Inhabitants thereof.
||
Answer I Presume by their select men, they mean their
Assembly, If so I take it yt no Law yt is made by them yt is repug- ;
nant to the Law of England will bind the Inhabitants Unless it be
Transferred to England and there confirmed, ;
J. Scroope
i
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I am of the Scone opinion with Mr Scroop©
17
Tho: Newton
On the strength of this statement the London Friends now
wrote to the New Englanders urging them to try a test case and if
local jud^nent proved unsatisfactory, to carry the suit to the
18
proper court in England. Here was the first suggestion of the
later appeal to the King in Council. Further encouragement along
the same line soon cajne to the New England Yearly Meeting from
Governor Bellomont. The Lynn meeting, not yet ready for a test
case, carried its difficulties to the Yearly Meeting of 1699 which
appointed a committee to "consider h Draw up an Accot of fri nds
Sufferingesat Linn & Yarmouth or ealswhere in order to present to
19
ye Groverner Bellomont to obtaine Reeleefe from him."
His reply was to call the Quakers* attention to the fact that the
laws of which they complained had been confirmed in England so that
ho had no authority in the matter "vdthout order from thence."
He did however give the Quakers to understand that he would send
20
their petition to England and obtain some answer for them.
Although this petition never reached England Bellomont
had made a contribution in his statement that the Massachusetts
law had had the approval of the crown. It remained for the London
friends to prove this statement to their own satisfaction and this
21
they did through the work of investigating committees.
Richard Diamond and William Crouch who visited the Plantation Of-
fice at the request of the meeting, reported the esistence of the
22
law of 1692, and John Field who was shortly afterwards sent to
discover whether the law had received royal approbation, reported
23
that it had been confirmed by the King in Council.
II

||
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Nothing daunted the English Quakers determined to pro-
ceed farther, first taking the precautionary measure of recommend-
ing to all meetings in the various colonies that they watch their
respective legislatures and give timely notice of the |assage of a
law if they wished to have it disallowed in England.
In regard to T^ssachuaetts the London Friends observed that it
might not be in accordance with the Massachusetts charter to
•force maintenance to a Nonconforming Ministry dissenting from ye
Church of England." If the New England Quakers were convinced
n
that this was the case they were urged to approach the governor
jj
once more and remind him of this fact, in order that he might in-
form the Privy Council against the allowance of further legislation, [;
In the meantime it would be well for them to draw up a petition
directly from themselves to the king that the English Friends might i
25
solicit for them and have a stop put to further legislation.
While the London Friends were waiting for a reply from '
New England they were investilting the various questions which had
\
recently presented themselves. William Crouch brought from the
Board of Trade information of a fact which they were already sus-
pecting!- that when once a law made in the plantations had been
allowed in England there was no other way of repealing it "but by
the Assembly that made it," The meeting which received this
statement appointed a committee to discover whether the law which
|
was under consideration did "agree with the Orierinal Patten or
26
Governours Instructions." Three months later William Crouch
appeared with the Massachusetts charter, secured at the Plantation
Office, and it was filed by the Meeting for Sufferings with the
27
laws of 1692. Convinced by their perusal of the charter that
i
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lawB for the sui^i^ort of one form of worship were not in accordance
with this - document and that they should be disallowed on this
basis, they wrote a further letter to New England in which the
Massachusetts Quakers were again urged to keep watch of their assem-j
bly and make protests before it was too late.
The first suggestion made by the English Friends in their [i
letters of 1700 - that a petition to the king be drawn, was followed'
by the Quakers of Lynn who in the following year produced a timid
||
representation. It was approved in the New England Yearly Meeting
||
and dispatched to London, The Massachusetts Quakers had not
|j
yet grasped the full significance of allowance by the crown of |i
colonial legislation and made the simple prayer thit they might be ''
eased of the imposition of tithes. In recent months the
London Meeting for Sufferings had been gaining a clear idea of
colonial administration and recognized the fruitlessness of such a
petition unless new legislation was before the Privy Council.
Its only act therefore was the appointment of a committee to ap-
proach the man who should be made governor of New England and ask
nis moderation toward the Friends there. Other matters of ira- |l
portance to Quakers were already occupying the attention of the 1
s
London meetings and crowded out consideration of this case for the
|
present. The sufferings of the Lynn Quakers did not again appear ji
as a separate issue until 1705. !|
The assurance with which the English Quakers made promise^
of effective support in the case of further ecclesiastical legisla-
tion in Massachusetts was well founded. In the years following
\
the revolution, when the Toleration Act had recognized the Quaker i
body with other dissenters, and further laws passed in their favor
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!
wore giving them various rights and privileges, the growing influ-
j
ence of these people received increasing recognition. In govern-
|
mental circles this was due in large part to the importance of in-
j
dividuals among them who represented ability, wealth and large busi-
ness interests. There has been present in the make-up of many ad-
[
hering to Friends* principles, a strong business sense and finan-
cial keenness which, combined with deep religious feeling and sin-
|
cerity of lofty purpose has given great material strength to the
j
society, William Penn was himself a possessor of this characteris-l
tic. In New England it appeared conspicuously in the lives of ii
Richard Borden and Thomas Richardson and among the English Quakers,
who were backing the New England meeting at the opening of the
eighteenth century, many could be mentioned. The name of William
Crouch appears among the signers of a petition (29 Jan, 1702/03)
agiinst granting a charter of incorporation to Sir Mathew Dudley
and others for furnishing her Majesty with naval stores. It was
offered on the theory that such a charter would be destructive to
the trade of the provinces and be a very great prejudice to all
merchants and traders to those parts, among whom the petitioners
32
were numbered. The charter was not granted. Other important
Qifi-kers were John Field, Edv?ard Hastwell, Theodore Eccleston and
33 34Joseph Wyeth, and in later years John Gurney, Thomas Hyam and
Richard Partridge
. John Kelsall, a youngQuaker who attended
|
the London Yearly Meeting of 1704 records in his diary a list of the
|
noted Friends present, in which are as many names which represent
|
36 'public importance as stand for eminence in preaching or writing, ^
This was the type of Englishman which had opposed William
|
IITs methods of dealing with foreign trade and economic affairs in Ii
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the colonies, calling into exiatenco the body officially known aa
' the Lords Coriimi asloners for Trade and Plantations. The first mem-
bera of the Board of Trade were chosen largely to aatiafy the de-
37
|j
manda of Engliah busineas intereats. In auch intereata Quakers
were represented, and to this fact may be due something of the close
relation existing between the Board of Trade in its early hiatory
and the London Yearly Meeting, At a later date, when the Board
l;
had loat much of ita early vigor and colonial affaire were in
I
Newcaatle'a hands, the influence of the English Quakers in the
problems of the American Friends was no less conspicuous.
jj
In these later years the Quaker body not only continued to form a
h strong element in the Whig party, but included among its members
{»
I?
several men who could command the attention of Walpole and the
I
38
I
Duke of Newcastle.
This political influence of the important Quaker leaders
appears m many contests which they entered for the sake of the
j
I
Friends in the colonies, just at the opening of the eighteenth
i!
century. Here may be mentioned their resistance to the Maryland
tobacco act with taxation for the Church of England, opposition to I
\the newly published Connecticut law against heretics, and their |
long continued struggle against the crown's attack upon proprietary
|
governments. Though they were in theae acts opposed by the Church
j
I
of England, the colony of Connecticut and the general policy of the
\
Board of Trade respectively, the Quakers were able to get unusual
|
recognition. Two of these struggles bear an indirect relation to
|
Massachusetts Quakerism.
|
In the attack on proprietary governments the Quakers of I
England had a two- fold fear. In the first place they foresaw the I
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fall at the hand of the Board of Trade of the thriving Quaker colo-
nies of Pennsylvania and Rhode Island, and immediately sent letters
|j
to both Philadelphia and Newport to advise of the situation and l!
I
urge that statements of defense be sent to England. Beyond this
|j
and as a prime motive, they were convinced there was an endeavor on I
the part of the English bishops and clergy, especially Dr. Bray,
and their "more meaner Instruments," - meaning Randolph and Bass -
to secure the introduction of governmental institutions which
could best be used as the civil arm for establishing the Church of
England in these colonies, welcoming missionaries and collecting
tithes. Before them they imagined lay the sa^ne battle in
these colonies that they were already waging for Maryland.
It was in certain part due to the efforts of a vigorous committee
of the Lonaon Meeting for Sufferings that the matter was dropped
in 1701.
When the attack on the charter governments of Rhode Island
and Connecticut was renewed in subsequent years the situation was
changed by the presence of Joseph Dudley as governor of Massachu-
setts. While determined to enforce the British imperialistic
41policy of which he was the exponent and conscious that this was
impossible without great changes in the liberties of Rhode Island,
he had a keen sense of the importance of the Quaker in England.
jj
His problem was to keep on good terms with a vigorous religious
body, while advancing schemes for colonial control which conflicted {i
1^
with the political and less directly the religious interests of thia ij
sect. During his whole period of government he was remarkably sue-
jj
cessful in clearing himself from accusations made by English Quakers'
I
and in giving a distinct impression of cordiality to the New England
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Friends.
On May 20,1703 the London Yearly Meeting took notice of the
revival in Connecticut of an old law against various heretics, in-
42
cluaing Quakers. The New England Yearly Meeting, in sending
this law with their epistle to London and begging for its "repeal*,
were carrying out the suggestion v^hich the English Friends had made [|
when, two years before, they urged the timely report of such legis- \\
lation. Two distinct measures were adopted by the London Meeting !
for Sufferings at this time. The committee to whom the matter was j!
assigned was not only to visit the Plantation Office, with a view to |l
learning whether this law had yet arrived and been confirmed. ?|
It was also to acquaint the Presbyterian and Independent ministers |
43 i
of London of the existence of this colonial legislation.
The committee, upon discovering that this law was at the Plantation
44 the
Office, wrote a letter to the Presbyterian and to^ Congregational
ministers of London to ask them to join the Quakers in a petition
to the Queen for disallowing such laws as were inconsistent with
tloat liberty of conscience for which they were all supposed to
45
stand. The answer from the ministers, while acknowledging that
they as well as the Qualcers were for liberty of conscience every-
where, did not ax3cept the invitation. It stated merely thjat both
bodies were writing to the Congregationalists of New England, re-
peating the complaint of the Quakers, and remarked that they could
46
not go further until obtaining a reply.
The letter which was written at this time by the London
47Congregational ministers finally reached Increase Mather.
In it tloB writers shiowed a much less clear conception than the
English Quakers possessed of the basis and methods of New England
A/! i A.
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legialation, as they had studied the ^tajgnalia rather th^an the
Plantation Office. Nevertheless, with some opening apologies, they
made a strong case regarding "penal laws for matters of meer Con-
46
science.
"
49
In the meantime the London Quakers grew weary of waiting
for the Independents, and the Yearly li^eeting of 1704 gave its ap-
proval, with financial support, to a petition whiich the Meeting for
Sufferings had prepared and was ready to lay before the Queen in
50
Council. Succeeding meetings followed this petition in its
course through Lords Committee and Board of Trade, s>rranged for an-
51 I
swering Sir Henry Ashurst in his defense of Connecticut and for
|
5
seeking advice from William Penn, They supplied specific instances
j
\
of persecution v?hen called upon and finally, v/hen the Order in
52 I
Council had been secured, filed it with the other papers.
A second attempt was made by the English Quakers to ^in
the support of the Nonconformists in 17C5, after the receipt of the
Order in Council. A committee of Quakers then visited the Inde-
pendents with the invitation to join them in sending to New England
the appeal that the "Tolleration act may by yt Governmt be there
admitted by consent in its full force." As neither body took the
53
steps for which the Quakers were hoping, the Meeting for Suffer-
ings independently sent off a copy of the Order in Council to the
governor of Connecticut with an earnest recommendation for th^e
future
.
In this question Dudley became involved through the accusa-
tion by Sir Kenry Ashurst that it was he who had unearthed this bit
of old legislation and published it in Boston in order to stir up in
England further hostility to the government of Connecticut,
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While this was not a fact, the charge was a clever one as it took
}
account of Dudley's appreciation of the importance of the Quakers i
and of the evidence he was already giving of a desire to propitiate ij
thoem. Watching from Boston their activities in England he saw that
in their first appeals they were associating Massachusetts with |i
siConnecticut in treatment of dissenting sects, Ke accordingly wrote si
(1 Jan, 1703/04) to William Crouch to explain the situation, saying- i|
"there are no Taws in . . . D-fas sac husetts] yt Affect any persuasion
|!
of the Reformed Religion - and ... their Laws wch were formerly
\
56
made agst friends are abolished,"
William Crouch, though convinced of Dudley's friendship, |i
had gained, in the course of hia investigations at the Plantation 1|
Office, information of the letter which Dudley hiad written to the !!
Board of Trade, September 17^1702, berating severely the Quaker
|
government of Rhode Island, As a result of this discovery his I
56
answer to Dudley's letter contained a rebuke.
Meanwhile the letter written to New England by the Congre-
gational ministers of London, carrying with it a copy of the London
j
Quakers' letter to them, had reached Increase Mather, Not long |
afterwards (29 October 1705) there appeared in the Boston News
j
Letter, under the editorship of John Campbell, certain insinuations I
1
against the London Quakers based upon their letter to the Congrega-
|j
tional ministers. The chief point here made was that th-e London I
Quakers in this letter had misrepresented the Massachusetts govern- |!
ment, accusing it of great unfriendliness to the Quaker elem.ent and
||
in this including Dudley, To the London Friends this was a direct
j|
challenge from Dudley as the paper bore the usual heading, "printed 'j
by authority," John Field and Joseph Wyeth, who acted as a com-
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mittee in this affair, visited theLorda of Trade and secured their
j^romise that a letter would be written to Dudley to clear the London!!
Frienda of any suspicion of opi^osing Dudley's government.
A letter written soon after by the Board of Trade to the governor
of Massachusetts contained this statement:- "And whereas several of
the Quakers here have complained to Us of a paper said to be
printed at Boston by Authority, Entitiled, The Boston News Letter,
Dated the £9th of October last, containing reflections upon their
proceedings here in England: We thank it fit to give ycu this no-
tice that none of that perswasion have made any Application to this
|
Board in reference to New England otherwise than a^inst thie fore-
mentioned Law Entitiiled Hereticks and that the Spreading of false
News cannot but tend to the Creating of heats & Animosities amongst si
60
her Majesty's subjects.*
So it was that Dudley received within a few months of each
other two letters v/hdch called upon him to state his position in
relation to Quakerism. To each he replied
"To Wm. Crouch in answer to his dated the 3d m 17C5.
Boston ye 15th of Aprilll706.
Sr This is the first opportunity Since I had your kind
letter and it is to thank you for ycur respect therein and
so freely to accept your GhJ-ding if I have deserved it, it
is certain there is no Lav; of these Provinces in force
agst any of your perswasion nor pretence thereto but
they are as Easie in all points as any others to attend
their own Method of Worship and I believe none of them
will complain that I have not always Treated them with
freedom and respect as well as Justice, but in the matter
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of Road Island of wch ycu write it ie not a Businefla of
Religion but of a Civil Nature referring to thie JuriBdic-
tion of the Admiralty Court in which I did nothing but
vTt I was Expressly Commanded by her Majesty and their
Refusal was agst the Law as is given for the Oj^inion
of her Maties Councill in the Law to wch they and I ought
to submitt,- however that matter is now over and need
never be Rememb red or Repeated, I heartily Wish you
well and shall be glad of a letter now and then from
you and pray you will give my service to Mr. Pen when
you nay see him,
I am Sr. your very humble servt
61
J. Dudley :*-
To the Board of Trade on October 2,1706 he wrote: -
"I am very sorry tbit the News Paper should give your
Lordships the least disturbance referring to the Quakers
here in no Law in being that reflects upon them or is
grievous, saving the Military Laws, which demand ?ynes
for want of Service, which was made before I came hither,
but has been used as moderately as I can bring to pass,
There are none of that perswasion here, but will give
Testimony if need were of my friendship and kind recep-
62
tion of them at all times, and in this Matter I have
reprimanded the writer, and required him to tell hia
News without any reflection for the future, which I am
sure he will obey, and of this the Quakers here are
63
knowing and well satisfyed,"
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This somevtrlmt intricate episode is of iniLortance in the
light which it throws on numerous civil and ecclesiastical questions*
Dudley appears as the exponent of the British imperialistic policy, f
ready to carry out the wishes of the authority which he represented h
but with a certain tactfulness v/hdch meant the placating rather |
than the disturbing of religious interests. The London Quakers
give marked evidence of their constant support of the smaller
groups in Congregy-tional New England and of their ability to enlist I
I
the governKient in their behalf; the Congregational and Presbyterian
|
ministers of London in their few utterances shov; how little sym-
j
pathy and understanding remained between themselves and the estab-
j
lished dissent of New England,
j
During the progress of these events the Quakers of
|
Massachusetts had not been idle. Though interested primarily in
|64
I
the Massachusetts legislation the Lynn Quakers threw themselves
|
heartily into resistance of the Connecticut heretic law, and the
New England meetings together sent twenty- four 1» to aid in securing
its disallowance. In 1706 the London Meeting for Sufferings
was beginning to take up with the Board of Trade the further dis-
abilities of the New England Ouakers in both Connecticut and i
Massachusetts but were for a time delayed by the Connecticut agent, i
At this moment events occurred in Massachusetts which roused all I
the little meetings and carried the center of the struggle back to
\
the NeviT England shore, -
j
I
I
The immediate cause of the rising of the little meetings!
!
of Massachusetts at just this time was the law of November 14,1706, |l
i
The weekly meeting which especially stirred itself was tha.t of |
I
Little Compton whose relations with Bristol Court of General See- I
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Biono were somewhit strained. This meeting, with an ai,j.eal to the
{
Governor in mind, on December 3,1706, applied to the Rhode Island i
Monthly Meeting of wMch it was a member, but the latter suggested
tliat it would be better to delay matters until "sufferings were
better put in order," and a concerted action possible.
^
The proposal here hinted v/as not allowed to drop, i
Representatives from Rhode Island Monthly now carried the ^\
jl
idea to the Rhode Island Quarterly Meeting and there urged that I
I
all Friends be instructed to collect their sufferings "Especially 1
I
wt is taken for ye Priest." Rhode Island Cuirterly Meeting ap- I
||
proved, and Richard Borden was chosen to "send to ye other monthly l|
I
or Quarterly meeting in Newengland to doe ye like; & So to bring in f
order Sd Sufferings to Rhoad Island yearly meeting yt friends may fi
fairly Apeal to ye Masetusus Governer & So for England if Acation I
68
i
be for Releaf."
|
Salem Quarterly Meeting was the next to consider the situa- !
tion. On April 7,1707 it was ordered that some of its principal
members send to England the law "lately mad for ye maintananc of
there Priests" and all others of like nature, and appointed Samuel I
V.
1
Collins and Walter Newbury to "acquaint ye Govena r of ye Sd Laws 1
and there intentions before they send it for England,"
This committee, obedient to instructions, took up the task
jimmediately, but the occurrence of the Yearly Meeting two months 1
I
later made it possible for them, by carrying the matter to Rhode
Island, to broaden their appeal, so as to involve a large part of |j
I
tloB Quakers in Massachusetts, though Richard Borden's independent
|
^ work in the limits of the Rhode Island Quarterly Meeting was not I
included. The Yearly Meeting ordered the Withering of "an account
|
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of friends Sufferings ffor not paying the priest Ever since Gover-
nor Dudley hath Beene present governor for Reliefe and that to
Bee done by the ffirst 2d daye of the next month and send in thje
Same to Walter Newberry, in order ffor him & Saml Ceilings to
70
Laye before ye Governor ffor Releiefe."
The work of Newbury and Collins when finally completed
comprised a petition and a paper entitled:- "A True Accompt of the
I
sufferings of the People Called Quakers. In divers parts of this |
{
her Majtys Colony of New England. for con.a ienciously refusing to \
7 1
j
pay towards the Maintenance of their Priests," It included the \
^
various recorded instances of distraint and imprisonment for ?
ii
priest's rates belonging chiefly to the towns of the Salem Quarter ly|l
Meeting, Lynn, Salisbury, Haverhill, Araesbury and Kittery with a i
few entries for Falmouth and Mendon of the Sandwich Quarterly,
The sufferings of the Lynn Quakers in 1705 and 1706 were estimated
at h 71. 6/,5d, The accompanying petition, reminded the governor
and council of their power to block this oppressive legislation and
warned them that unless something were done at Boston for the re- 1
72
I
lief of Quakers, application would surely be carried to England,
|
While Dudley had no grudge a^inst the Quakers the Council
|
was not very friendly. The cause had not yet become a vital issue, |
73
I
A delay was voted and objections raised. No promises were made.
Immediately after thJ.s, difficulties in Bristol County be-
came so acute that the Salem committee became unimportant and in-
terest settled on the Rhode Island Quarterly Meeting for whj.ch l|
Richard Borden was at work. The execution of the law of 1706 did,
||
as we have seen, particularly affect the Quakers in the towns of |!
Dartmouth and Tiverton, but it was not until September 1706 th^t j
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their affairs were taken up systematically by the society.
At that time in the Dartmouth Monthly Meeting the "business con-
cerning the Rate which is required of this town by the General
Court or Assembly at Boston, part of which rate is supposed to bo
for the maintenance of a hireling priest" was referred to the
Quarterly Meeting at Rhode Island and John Tucker was sent to
Boston with a petition from the Dartmouth Friends to be laid be-
74
fore the governor. In the following meeting Tucker reported
that he had been at Boston but had not been able to set a satis-
75
^
factory answer.
In the meantime the Rhode Island Monthly Meeting had be-
gun consideration of th^ similar situation at Tiverton, that town
lying within its boundaries. The law of 1706 was denounced and a
committee appointed to inform the governor in writing of the
"detriment to Friends" caused by the law. It was to request re-
lief and, should its petition be disregarded, threaten an address
76
to the Queen, At the following meeting Richard Borden reported
that he and Joseph Wanton had delivered the paper as ordered and
had received from Dudley a verbal answer to the effect that they
should have a hearing before the General Court, In thj.s message
there was nothing sufficiently encouraging to deter the meeting
from ordering more lines, this time to be presented to the Rhode
Island Quarterly Meeting, that with its sanction they might be
77
sent to the governor as a second appeal.
The two monthly meetings of Dartmouth and Rhode Island had
made their independent appeals to Governor Dudley, Both had like-
wise referred the matter to the Rhode Island Quarterly in whoich
they were represented. This meeting accepted its task and went J
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promf;tly to work appointing Ebenezer Slocurn "for to Speake with
ye Govener of ye rfasathuset Bay, in behalf of ffri nda Concerning
the Great oppres ion ytt Is Likely to fall upon ffri nds In ytt
Colloney by ye Priests Raits being Joyned In with ye gineral
78
Publick Tax," This petition did little more than repeat what
79
the Rhode Island Monthly Meeting had already written.
Ebenezer Slocum found Dudley willing to give him a per-
sonal interview and distinctly friendly, as he had proved in his
conversation with Borden and Wanton, While the governor was not
able to effect any improvement in the situation, the lower house
standing firm to the law of 1706, h& took matters into Ma own
hands to the extent of including in a letter to the Board of Trade
a review of events in Dartmouth and Tiverton with an expression of
personal opinion. *I thought it my Duty," he wrote, "to Ac-
quaint Your Lordships herewith. Expecting a Complaint thereupon,
I am sorry for their Suffering though it be not upon the head of
Religion, and am also sorry that they would be Assessors of the
Tax to bring themselves into trouble, th^ey think it hard to be
Taxed to the Maintenance of the Ministry, and if those yt are
Strictly of their profession were quitted it would be no great loss
but it ia Expected that if such an Indulgence be given, a great
many will profess themselves Quakers, to quit themselves of this
charge, as they have done from bearing Arms, and Many Villages in
.
the Country would be left withiDut any Publick Worship on the Lords
Day, I humbly offer it to Your Lordships Consideration having no
60
Interest in the Matter, but that Religion may be Maintained.
•
The petition of 1708, though failing to secure any relief
to the Quakers, h_aa gained something in this letter of Dudley's,
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Two other results accompcinied it. The Quakers, convinced thit !
nothing could be done through the local government, deciaed to carry;
out their alternative and make a vigorous application home to !
England to prevent the allowance of the law of 1706, while the
j
General Court, foreseeing this action, proceeded to draw up a memo-
82
rial to be laid before the Queen justifying this legislation.
This lengthly document which is a handbook of Massachusetts ecclesi-
83
astical ortliodoxy had practically no effect.
j
The petition from the Quakers to the Queen, which was th© \
third result of their solicitations at Boston in 1706, was temporarily
delayed. The petition to the governor from the Rhode Island Ouarteri
ly Meeting had failed and the following month saw the seizure by
|]
the sheriff of Bristol County and imprisonment at Bristol gaol of
j
the neglectful assessors, Richard Borden of Tiverton and Th^omas
84
Taber and Deliverance Smith of Dartmouth, At this the Rhode
Island Monthly Meeting of November 30,1708, decided to give the
governor one more chance, but in case he failed to answer their re-
quests, the Quakers declared, "then this meeting Doth Continue...
85
to write to the Queen,* At the following meeting the petition
86
to the Queen was read, and ordered sent to England.
This petition which reached London in the spring of the
following year was given careful consideration by the Meeting for
Sufferings. It was agreed however that instead of addressing th^
Oueen it would be well to write once more to the Presbyterian and
Congregational ministers of London.^^ A meeting between the dele-
gation from the London Meeting for Sufferings, headed by John Field,
and the Congregational ministers occurred in the latter part of
November 1709 and ^ve the Quakers good cause for encouragement.
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From the diacudsion which took ].lace they were once more convinced :
that the Eng).ish nonconformiBto had very little feeling of symj^athy ;
for their brethren in Now England and "seemed Inclined to bo Ab-
oisting to friends in Endeavouring to get yt Law Repealed wch
88
friends complain of." At a meeting in the following month the
|
Quakers received the offer from the Congregationalists to write once'
more to New England urging that the annoyances of which the Quakers
|
complained, might cease,
j
V/hether or not the dissenting ministers carried out their \
promise as they had on a previous occasion, an even more effective
measure was taken by Jeremiah Dummer at this time agent for Massa-
chusetts, In consequence of the lengthy memorial from the General
Court to the Board of Trade and the action in the London Cuaker
meetings which might end in a petition to the Queen, he wrote to
Samuel Sewfidl, at this time a member of the governor's council in
j
Massachusetts and Judge of the Superior Court at Boston. In tMs
h.
i
letter he reminded Sewall of the ill name which Massachusetts magi8-|
ij
trates had with the government for their many independent actions, |
and suggested that the Queen would have little sympathy with dis-
j
senters for giving severe treatment to Quakers and Baptists wh^o
\
were looked upon in England as equal with the Presbyterians and
90
Independents under the Toleration Act.
The chief reason why the Quakers did not apply to the
4
Privy Council in 1709 was that the very meeting which received the
|
i|
Rhode Island Monthly Meeting's petition learned also of the libera- |l
ition of the imprisoned assessors. After dispatching to London
!|
their petition to the Queen the monthly meetings of New England pro-'
I
ceeded to take what measures they could for the immediate relief of ;l
!
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the irapriooned assessors. The Dartmouth Monthly Meeting of j'
January 17,1708/09 sent John Tucker to Boston to ask for the re-
91
lease of the prisoners and the results of his efforts were most
satisfactory. Between the years 1706 and 1714 Tiverton was regu-
larly, with the exception of the present year, assessed the sum of
t 170 while Dartmouth was rated for an amount varying between
||
i> 345 and h 370. The charges for 1708-1709, of t kOO and ^ 437 ll/l|
!'
respectively showed therefore a ministerial rate of i 30 for Tiver- i|
tj
ton and about 60 for Dartmouth. The selectmen not only failed to
assess the h 100 extra but declined to have anythiing to do with the
whole rate. Their imprisonment was therefore legal even without
the ecclesiastical legislation of 1706. Through a compromise now
effected the assessors of Tiverton agreed to assess the town's regu-;^
92 I'
lar rates and the additional tax was removed "for the present." I
In the case of Dartmouth the two assessors were unexpectedly dis-
93 I
charged.
|
The probable explanation of these events appears in a vote
of the New England Yearly Meeting which soon occurred, Richard
f
Borden and Thomas CcmeLl were appointed to write to Governor Dudley i
"a sallutation of Respects and acknowledgnents of his severall 1!
94
ffavors and Kindnesses shewed unto our ffriends, * The Governor I
of Massachusetts had in his attitude toward the Quakers in his
j
province expressed the general policy of the Board of Trade as well i|
as what was probably his own personal sympat}^. It is significant i
that the next serious troubles between the Masscujhusetts authorities '
and the Quakers of Dartmouth and Tiverton did not occur until after
i
the dectth of Queen Anne and the removal of Dudley.
\
1•
.J.
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In 1715, the year of Lieutenant-Governor William Tailer's
authority, the Quakers becajne much concerned upon learning that the
IJassachusetts Church was taking means to secure governmental sanc-
tion for holding a synod, as had been done in the days of the
j
colony. In this attempt the New England Yearly Meeting saw on the
part of the miniHters a determination to have the Congregational
Church receive more legal recognition. To them it seemed that an
act of the legislature giving the right to hold such a synod, upon
!
receiving royal allowance, would make the Congregational Church the !
true established church of Massachusetts, like "Presbitery in
;
95
North Britain," as they argued it had never really been,
A memorial from the Congregational ministers was before the upper
house on May 31 when it was voted by the councilors "That the Synod
and Assembly above-mentioned, ia agreeable to them, and the Rever-
i
end Ministers, are Desired to take their own time for the said <
96
;
Assembly." On June 1 it was concurred in by the Representatives.
The Yearly Meeting which now opened its session appointed a comiiiit-
teo to watch the progress of the ministers' memorial and if neces-
sary, inform the London correspondents, that they might prevent the
97
allowance of any such law. The London Meeting for Sufferings
9a
upon receiving this information, was on the alert out action was
unnecessary as Increase Mather opposed the synod in an address to
99
the House of Representatives and it was never authorized,
|
The law of November 14,1706 was enacted for seven years
only. If the English crown had seen fit to order it disallowed ;
i:
when addressed in 1708, or if the Massachusetts General Court had
been willing to let it lapse when its time was run out, the stirring
events among the Quakers which began once more in 1717 and culmi-
'5
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nated in an ap^^eal to the Privy Council in \1Z7) would never hjave
,
occurred. The legislation of 1706 was practically repeated in
1715, and the law of 1715 was reenacted in 172ki, While the legis-j!
lation of 1715 continued the chief provisions of the law of 1706
||
It was not followed as in 1708 by a strict application,
j|
For this reason it aroused little immediate excitement among the
Quakers. The first evidence we have that they had discovered the |!
(I
act of 1715 is in the action of the Dartmouth Monthly Meeting of jl
May 20,1717, when a committee was chosen "to Draw up some account :i
to Walter Newbury Concerning a Late act for ye maintenance of I
ministers and Desire him to take ye said act along with him to Old
England and deliver it to John Whiting or some other friend yt he t
100 i
shall think suitable."
|j
It was at this same time that the affairs of Dartmouth
||
Quakers were a^in before the General Court. Pelig Slocum and Johnp
Tucker owned land on the Elizabeth Islands and were accordingly
\
rated to the minister of the town of Chilmark, in the boundaries
j
of which town it was located, although both men resided on the main4,!
land and hence far from Martlia*8 Vineyard.
|
Not only did the two men petition the General Court but the «|
101
!|
Yearly Meeting also addressed a representatiion to the governor who 1|
was now His Excellency Samuel Shute. The Council, perhaps realiz- |i
mg from the affair of 1709 what the course of events might be,
j
voted a hearing for the following sessions, all prosecution to i
!
Cease in the meantime. But the House of Representatives, when l!
finally forced to consider the case, proceeded to vote a dismissal
^|
of the whole affair. Even when the minister and town of Chilmark 1
went so far as to ask that the estates of Slocum and Tucker might I
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be exempted from paying toward Chilmark'e ecclesiastical chirgea
and the Council was ready to grant this request, the lower house
102
met the situation with a twice repeated "non concurred,"
|!
The result of the events of 1717 was that the Quakers of ?i
New England in the following year once more took up their problem
|
of relationship to the established system of the province, '
Their work so far had shown no lack of energy. Beginning with the
[j
systematic recording of sufferings and an endeavor to discover the ij
constitutional basis of the lav/s of which they complained they were |i
soon pouring applications for redress before the governor of the
|
province and the London Yearly Meeting, Several formal petitions [-
'i
to the Queen in Council had crossed the water, but the English
||
i\
Quakers for one reason or another had failed to push these, though
always ready to do what they could for the New England meetings, ji
As a matter of fact whatever the New England Quakers did before 1718
p
though sincere and strenuous, was accomplished largely through in-
||
dividuals or the smaller meetings, and lacked system. The work
|
done in and after 1718, although it was started by the separate ap- |i
peal to Boston by Slocum and Tucker, was based on a new theory,
|
All efforts were to center in the Yearly Meeting and by it a common
treasury for this special end was organized, to back up a petition
to the crown in England,
This policy is recorded in the minutes of the New
s
England Meeting. "The Consideration of the Contineued Sufferings
\
of ffriends Under the Prisbeterian, or Independiant Priest; laveing ij
taken hold of this meeting; it is agreed that ffriens doe as soone 1
i,
as with Conveniency they Can wright to ouer f friends in great Brit- I
tain Requesting their Endev.ours f.for ouer Reliaf in that Caae l
and In order to Carey on Said business; and to Ueffray the Uharge
a;
.1 '.
I
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thearof it is agreed that the Quarterly meeting of Rhoad Island doe
coleot the Some of thirtey pounds; & ye Quarterly meeting of Salem
the Some of ffifteen pounds & ye Quarterly meeting of Sandwich &
Sittuat the Some of ffifteen pounds; and when colected to be ordered!
Iinto the hands; of John Wanton & Thomas Richardson; they to remit
j
Ye Saine home in ye best method thay can and this meeting will supply;
with more money ffor that Sarvice if wanted; and Said John Wanton
\
h Thomas Richardson are desired to Take Ye management of that
103
1
Affair Uder their ceare-"
j
Not waiting for this committee to act the writers of the
\
epistle to London included in their letter a statement of the case ?
and the request that the London^Meeting should immediately take up
the same with the government. The official communication from
I
the New England Yearly Meeting to the London Friends, by the hand I
of Thomas Richardson, was dispatched two months later. In it
j
special emphasis was laid upon the i» 60 which the meeting was then
{
105!
raising to help defray the expenses of an application to the crown,
I
According to the order of the Yearly Meeting and the
|
promise of Richardson to the London Friends the three Quarterly
meetings of Nev/ England went systematically to work to raise the sum |
!
of L 60 agreed upon as a necessary beginning. In its meeting of
|
July 11,1718 the Rhode Island Quarterly appartlonedits h2>0 among its
|
five monthly meetings, asking Rhode Island to contribute h 10,
Dartmouth the same, Greenwich three, Providence two and Nantucket
106
five* Dartmouth and Rhode Island, the two meetings which had
felt most keenly the weight of the Massachusetts law, each volunta-
107
rily contributed an extra 40/, While there was somewhat less
enthusiasm outside of the bounds of the Rhode Island Quarterly Meet-
i.
I
ing, by the beginning of 1719 the sum of h 60.2' /.6d, had been col-
1C8
looted and was dispatched by Richardson to England ,
Though the English Friends had so far failed to answer the earlier
letter, dated in August, that Richardson, when he consigned the
money in January 1719, begged for some word, later events proved I
that the Londoners were not idle. In fact the answer of the London^
V „ . , 110
'
Yearly Meeting was already on its way to Massachusetts.
The London Meeting for Sufferings of November 28,1718 had
considered the Yearly Epistle from New England with its account of
sufferings and promise to send money for an application to the ^
111
government, and appointed a committee to consider the situation.
j
The report which was brought in one month later so far assured the
meeting of the injustice of the Massachusetts law th-it an immediate
agreement was reached to appeal to the government.
|
Through the rest of 1718 and the following year this com-
|j
mittee was retained on the New England affairs, and by May 1719 had P
progressed so far as to have read in the Privy Council a petition !•
113
1}which they had drawn. As in the previous petitions to the i
Ck)vernor and Council of Masscichusetts the Quakers here set forth
|
"the great hardships they suffer by not paying the Demands of the |
Priests there* and humbly prayed "in regard the Charter granted to |
that Colony by King William, Allows a free Exercise and Liberty of
|
Conscience to all subjects that should settle there (except Pap ists)
That His HJajesty will Commisserate their Case, and Direct the Gover-I
nor of said Province to Relieve Them herein." This petition was
referred to the Board of Trade May 26,1719^^^
At this point it was suddenly dropped as the result of in-
'
formation given the London Friends by one of th. I^ssaohusetts agentj
.
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From him the English Friends heard that the local government was
contem].lating some sort of legislation for the relief of Quakers, '[
and decided that before going farther they would investigate this
rumor. A letter was written to Nev? England asking that the matter
jj
be looked into, and the Rhode Island Quarterly Meeting resj^onded by
sending John Wanton and Thomas Richardson to consult with Thomas
Fitcn and Jonathan Belcher of the Governor's Council,
It was probably at their suggestion that the Rhode Island Quarterly
Meeting immediately voted to send a delegation to the General Court
117
at its opening, once more to state the case. This order was
118
approved by the Yearly Meeting and an elaborate petition drawn up v
,
.
,
11^
which was before the Council on July 21,1720. f!
The Council went so far at this time as to appoint a com-
mittee *to Consider what may with Justice & due Regard to the Laws ^
of this Province be done for their Ease, And more especially to pre-1
vent their being oppressed upon any Distress made upon their Estates*
120
while further discussion was postponed until the following session, i
In all the House concurred.
While the Council was now ready to be conciliatory the
\
Assembly was still opposed to any great concessions and the follow- |
s
ing months were disappointing to the New England Meeting,
|
Wanton and Borden V7ere retained as a committee but repeatedly re- s
121 |i
ported lack of success in Boston. The following year (1721) sawli
•i
the second appointment in the Council of a committee, ^'^'^which went ||
even farther than its predecessor in suggesting a method for relief 1
j
Of Quakers. Constables or collectors were to be "obliged to take 1
as near as may be the Value of the Sum or Sums assessed,- and in
ase of seizure of stock and a disagreement concerning the value,
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after an interval of four days, during which time the charge of
keeping was to devolve upon the owner, the assessors of the town
were to appraisethe same, the constable to accept this decision and
return the overplus "after the necessary Charges of Taking & Keep-
ing the same are deducted," Poor compromise though it was, it
savored far too highly of a leniency toward irreligion to find favor
123
\m the lower house. The Representatives failed to concur.
At this Dartmouth called a town meeting, voted to assess
|
only that part of the province rate which excluded the L 100 addi-
tional, sent an agent to state the case before the General Court andji
agreed that any troubles to which the selectmen might be put by
virtue of the town's vote regarding the tax should be met by a town
124
f:
rate. When Dartmouth's petition secured the attention of the
;|
General Court on December 26 it was favorably received by the Council
agdin who recommended a discharge of the whole matter if Dartmouth t;
I
would pay the amount assessed upon her in the previous year, but
J'
the lov^er house, unwilling to concur, allowed the case to run over I
125 i
to the follovdng session.
ll
As a result of Dartmouth's town vote her province rate re-[l
mained partly uncollected, and in May her assessors, John Akin and |i
Philip Taber, were arrested by the sheriff and carried to Bristol, ll
There they met Joseph Anthony and John Sisson of Tiverton who as
j
assessors of that town had had an experience much like that of the
Dartmouth men,
|
The divergent opinion between the Council and House of ]
Representatives which had already manifested itself appeared even
|
more strongly exhibited in the summer of 1723, in a dispute between
^
the two houses, respecting the tax bill for this year.
4 ^JtA-:-
t
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The Council, in considering the petitions from Dartmouth and Tiver-
ton, paid careful attention to technicalities in the laws of 1692
and 1715, The result was an important decision in the case of
each tov/n. The laws, so said the Council, directed how ministers
should be chosen; viz. either by the church with sanction of the
town or in case they be negligent, then by the General Sessions of
the Peace which should provide and settle an orthodox minister.
Only after they had done this and found their orders eluded, might ;;
they represent the matter to the General Court which should then '!
settle and provide for a minister by assessing a rate additional in
the province tax. In applying these laws the Council concluded ||
that it did "not appear That the Sessions of the Peace for the *|
County of Bristol ever appointed and sent a Minister to Tiverton,*
and until that step should be taken it did not seem to the Council
,
lawful that the General Assembly should appoint a minister as they
||
had attempted to do. In the case of Dartmouth it was discovered jj
that while the town had an orthodox minister he had never made any
contract with the town for his maintenance and the General Sessions ;!
of the Peace had never made any order ©n the town for his support,
"Nor could they by Law, until the sd Minister had made a Complaint,"!;
which he had never done. In view of this decision the Council
could not think it right th^at Dartmouth or Tiverton should be as-
sessed in the coming tax bill any thing more than was their pro-
126
portionate rate with the other tov/ns.
In spite of this decision victory went to the lower house.
Just two days later the Representatives were busying themselves ovex
the ministry in Dartmouth and Tiverton. The sum of h 100 was
voted to S:unuel Hunt of Dartmouth from the province treasury, wh^ch s
^r,
i ' •
• X
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oum v/is to be added to Dartmouth's proportion in the province tax
127
i
for 1723. Tiverton, still neglectful and refusing to settle an j;
orthodox minister, was to be provided with one by order of the
General Court, and his salary of t 72.11/ was to be paid and
j
128
raised in similar manner. With both resolves the Council now »
«.
concurred for one of its technical objections to previous measures !
had been obviated. The House of Representatives in its order
placed the execution of the law in both instances upon the Justicesj
of the County of Bristol, and on the following day passed th^e tax
|
j
act of 1723 with its large rates additional on Dartmouth and
129
Tiverton.
j
In the meantime the Court of General Sessions had been busy I
enforcing previous legislation. When this law was passed the {
\
Dartmouth and Tiverton assessors had already been in Bristol gaol \
a month for their failure to assess the province rate for 1722.
|
In fact on the very day that the General Court passed the tax bill |
for 1723 it was called on to consider two petitions, one from
Dartmouth and one from Tiverton, asking that these assessors might
|
be released upon payment of the proportionate rates of those two
'
towns. In both cases the Council voted a hearing on the whole
case for the fall session, with the immediate release of the
prisoners upon promise to return. Once more the House asserted
itself as upon previous occasions and refused to concur.
This action upon the part of the lower house proved to be the de-
cisive stroke with the Quakers. For a quarter of a century they
|
had been pouring their woes into the ears of Governor, Council and 1
House of Representatives. On numerous occasions the governors
had shown kindness and made promises, in the last few years the

Council had given signal evidence of a desire to concede, but no
imjiresaion had been made on the representatives of the towns of the
|
province who, in this matter which involved a religious question, 1
'I
'I
showed their provincialism even more strongly than in the con8idera«|!
tion of other matters which were of greater concern to the royal
governors.
j
The time for an appeal to England was now ripe. We hiave
j
traced the close relation between the London and the New England \
\
Friends during this period and have seen how much Richard Partridge
j
and his associates had alreaay done, especially in the year 1719, h
i
and how the matter had been dropped in anticipation of what the |i
local government might be willing to do. When the Friends of New |l
{ England resolved once more to make application to the crown it was ?!
! with the determination to send an agent to England, well armed with!
1
authority and funds, who should push the matter until some definite
^
result was really accomplished,
|
The agent chosen by the New England Yearly Meeting to pre-
|j
;1
sent the case of the Dartmouth and Tiverton assessors in London was
|
I
Thomas Richardson of Newport who was in the spring of 1723 making |
I
131 \
preparations for a voyage to England. Richardson was to ex-
|
I I
plain the whole situation to the London Quakers and urge them to
j
I renew their earlier efforts, with the understanding that the New
|
England Yearly Meeting would continue to bstck them financially in
|
! 132
anything which they would undertake.
Richard Partridge of London was no sooner apprised of the
|
s
further application which the New England Friends were making than
j \
\
he began to take necessary measures. There was certainly no man
j
m England better able, in training and in interests to carry the
||
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wishes of the Massac husetta Quakers before the Privy Council and
the Board of Trade, than Richard Partridge. Born and educated in
|
New England he was well acquainted with the ecclesiastical system !
of Massachusetts; an important member of the Society of Friends in I
London, he had the interests of its people at heart. Of the \
greatest value was his position as a colonial agent who had for
years been dealing with the various branches of the government, es- .
pecially those which handled colonial affairs. The appreciation 1
i
which Partridge had of the value and best use of money in bribes
and fees, his employment of the right persons and his constant
presence on every occasion to see that his case was not allowed to
drop:- these v/ere the means by v/hich the Order in Council of
June 2,1724 was gained.
During the whole time which Partridge was at work on tYie
New England affair he had the constant support of the Lonaon Meet-
|
ing for Sufferings which voted him an able committee to assist with |
133
the work and advanced money. As soon as Thomas Richs^rdson, the
New England Quakers' agent, reached England, he was associated with !i
Partridge, but in all matters the latter was leader.
Before Richardson's arrival Partridge had interviewed Chief
Justice Weargs for advice in the best way to proceed and had se-
cured John Sharpe as attorney to prosecute the case. It was Sharpe
||
who drew up the petition and on October 21 succeeded in having it
put in the paper of business which the Privy Council was to take up
on the following day.
Accordingly it was on October 22 that the petition whiich
Richard Partridge and Thomas Richardson presented, in bel-jalf of the
four imprisoned assessors of Dartmouth and Tiverton and also the
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Quakers in general, was first taken up by the Privy Council and was
,^
135
on that day referred to coinmittoe. The details connected with
the actions of Partridge and his associates in succeeding montliS
are of value in the light v/hich they th-row upon the ways and method8||
by which the disallovvance of colonial legislation was secured,
jj
As the case was passed from Privy Council to committee, from comrriit->l
tee to the Board of Trade, from, the Board of Trade to the Board* s t
t
attorney, Richard West, and back again, it was followed ceaselessly
;|
by Richard Partridge and Thomas Richardson, the auxiliary committee I
of the London Meeting for Sufferings, and John Sharpe, the Quakers'
1|
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lawyer. Richard West in drawing up Ids opinion, summoned |
Sanderson and Dummer to present the side of the Massachusetts
|
I
General Court, and Sanderson and Sandford with Bampfield as their f
attorney appeared on the day of the hearing before the Board of
|
Trade, The Journals kept by John Sharpe and Richard Partridge in
|
!.l
connection with their accounts of exjjenditure show just when their ji
presence was most needful to keep their case in the business of the
|
meetings, and at what points it vi/as necessary to pay the largest I
?'
fees. Before submitting his opinion on the tax act Richard West p
received h 4,4/, On the eve of the final hearing before the Lords |!
Committee, when only counsel could argue, Partridge paid h 10, Q.^ |
each to the attorney-and solicitor-general and J» 13,2/. 6d, to Talbot,
|
I
These methods brought the success on which Partridge was determined,!-
The first report rendered, that of Richard West, on the tax act of u
1722 in point of law, v/as not altogether encouraging. In this act Ij
West saw nothing unconstitutional, as nothing upon the face of the (i
act indicated that the additional sums levied upon Dartmouth and
[j
Tiverton were for the support of the Ministry, The report of the
|
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Board of Trade, though based upon this, was more satisfactory,
j
The tax act of 1723 had been unofficially reported to the Board and
||
i|
the latter was quite ready to take exception to it, *We think it jl
(i
our duty,* wrote the Lords of Trade, *to represent to Your Excelcya
j|
ij
that by the Charter granted to the Massac husetis Bay, the founda- y
tion of this Colony was laid in an absolute & free liberty of con-
science for all Christian Inhabitants there, except Papists, But the,!
Presbyterians having absolutely the ascendant in the Assembly of
this Province, have assum*d to themselves the authority of an es- I
ij
tablished Church, and v/ould compel the Quakers even in the Towns of h
IDartmouth and Tiverton, where they are infinitely the majority, to
^|
pay a large maintenance to Presbyterian Ministers, whom they call li
!i
Orthodox, for the service of some few Presbyterian Families only."
||
When the act of 1723 made its official appearance the
|
Board stood by this statement of opinion and recommended its disal- |
lowance. Although the Lords of Trade were repeating West's legal
|
opinion in replying to the order of the committee of the Council,
|
this statement was obviously favorable to Quakers, The Lords Com- I
I ^
raittee went one step farther. On the ground that the additional
|
pi
sums were in fact illegal in spite of the act*s containing nothing
||
ji
on its face to prove them so, and that the le^l taxes of 1722 were
j
now already collected and could not be affected by a disallowance,
|
•! they recommended that the act be disallowed. During the whole I
I
procedure thie Massachusetts General Court had made a poor shicwing, \
Its agents had been sent no instructions and, not knov/ing how to P
proceed, had thrown their efforts into causing a delay. Not until ||
i
I
the day of the hearing before the Board of Trade did the General i!
I
?!
i Court take up the matter, at that time ordering instructions sent
||
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to the Massachusetts agents in London for the defense of the prov-
ince, but it is doubtful whether they were ever prepared.
The official arrival of the Massachusetts tax act of 1723,
during the course of jiroceedings, sent Partridge back to the Board
137
of Trade to hurry it on to the Privy Council, ' but the final Crder
related only to the earlier act.
This Order in Council of June 2,1724 was triiw|hantly re-
ported to the London Meeting for Sufferings of July 3, and sent
off to New England. Though the order therefore reached the
Lieutenant-Governor of Massachusetts in a roundabout way. it was
139
^
'
given full value, CJoverncr and Council ordered the sheriff of
140
Bristol County to see it carried out, and Joseph Anthony, John
Sisson, John Akin and Philip Taber, after an impriBcnrnent of fifteen
||
months, were set free.
This was the literal fulfillment of an order which re-
lated only to the tax act and imprisonment of 1722, The bill of
1723, passed in June and definitely stating the reason for the high
rate on Dartmouth and Tiverton, had been followed by the imprison- \
\
ment of delinquent assessors far more speedily than its predecessor, \
\
Jacob Taber and Beriah Goddard. assessors of Dartmouth, failed to |
14l
I
make the rate on their town, Tiverton had neglected to Qualify
142
any assessors whatsoever. In August, when the order came for
|
the release of the prisoners of 1722, the Massachusetts government I
showed no inclination to be more liberal thjin necessary.
|
Taber and Goddard had been in Bristol gaol almost nine months, "^"^but \
\
were obliged to see the others depart without them. Their release \
i
Which caine in November was the result of a petition from Henry
j
Rowland, the third of Dartmouth's selectmen, who explained that he 1
t • t
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was unable to do hi» duty in making asaeasments or performing the
other functions of his office because of the absence of his col-
leagues. The committee of the upper house to which the matter was
;
referred returned a significant report, "Tliat whereas Fia Wajtys
Royal 1 Pleaaure has been lately signified to this Government for
j
remitting the Additional Tax of the stime Nature with thds within-
|
mentioned laid by the Gendl Court upon the Towns of Dartmouth k
Tiverton in the Year 1722 & for releasing from Impriacrjrient the
persons committed to Gaoll on the same account on which the persons
;
withinnamed were committed, It may be therefore adviseable for this ;
Court to testify their ready k dutiful Compliance with Kis Ma j ties I
\
declared Will and Pleasure in this Matter, by ordering that the f
I
Said Jacob Tabor & Beriah Goddard be released from Imprisonment, |
Upon the said Tabor k Goddard' s paying or giving Sufficient Se-
curity to the province Treasurer for the payment of the Sum of
h 81,12/, laid on the said Town as their proportion of the province
144
Tax for ye Year 1723,"
In Tiverton further trouble was averted by the failure of
the General Court and the Bristol justices to keep a minister in
the town for any length of time, Theophilus Pickering who was
procured in 1722 was paid in two installments the h 72,11/ promised
|
145
him, but left "after a Years Trial being Discouraged by the^re-
verse and Untractable Temper & Carriage of the Said teople,*
In 1723 the General Court was unable to find anyone.
This failure ended the immediate quarrel of the authorities with
the town for it was now ordered that the treasurer of the province
148
receive the sum of h 27,9/ as Tiverton's tax for the year,
r,;
\\
This was the last attempt which the General Court made to establish i
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or asaist orthodoxy in Tiverton. Dartmouth had at least two more
grantfl, one of h 30 in 1724 and another in 17^5, but these sums
149
were not added to the province tax.
The Quakers and Baptists had won their case. There was no
further attempt by the General Court to add ministerial rates to a
town's province tax. The next efforts of the dissenters were di-
rected toward procuring laws which should make it unnecessary to
pay ministerial charges even when they were, as normally, a part
of the town rate.
Thomas Richardson, returning to New England soon after the
|
important June 2, when the Order in Council was secured, carried li
with him the large bills of expense which he and Partridge had been ji
1
obliged to incur in pursuing their object. The total amount was
jj
150
^1
156.15/.5d. Richard Partridge soon afterwards wrote thjit if
Jj
further solicitations in England were desired more funds would be !i
151
II
needed. i
In succeeding months the General Court, although the Order li
i\
in Council was obeyed, and even the prisoners of 1723 discharged,
.j
was not inclined to go farther with the laws whiich the Quakers de- ;
manded. As a result the former troubles continued. The ministe- ?i
rial rate was assessed v/ith the town chiarges and the constable was
under obligation to collect, distrain, or imprison as need be.
Especially in the vicinity of Dartmouth, where the recent success
1
of the Quakers hajd caused much feeling, difficulty was inevitable
and the old question betv/een the land owners of the Elizabeth
Islands and the town of Chilmark was revived. Pelig Slocum and
John Tucker vvhjose case had been carried to the Assembly seven years !|
before, were again under the law. Upon their failure to pay a
i!
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rate for building a meeting house in Chilmark, John l^ilayhew, con-
stable of the town, seized eighty sheep belonging to Sloe urn and a
horse and a heifer whiich were the property of Tucker, The sheep
sold for h 7, more thiin the demand, and Tucker's property for t 5.
j|
in excess^^so that the usual complaint of exorbitant distraint was ^
entered, A rumor of this incident reaching the Rhode Island
Quarterly Meeting, it was ordered immediately that an exact account t
of the matter be prepared as agitation was already oegmning for i
jl
another mighty effcirt^to be released from the "oi^pression of Presby-|i
terian &c Priests."
j
This was the situation confronting the Yearly Meeting when jl
in June 17Zb it met at Newport. Thanks were first of all voted to t
i
the London Friends whose ener^had secured the Order in Council of ^
li
the previous year with the added request that they return the New i
154 s|
England Meeting's hearty acknowledgnent to the King for this favor,
|j
In considering sufferings, •all on Accott of Priests Rates and
j|
building their Meeting hous at Chilmark," it was agreed that the i
London Friends had been so much more successful than the petitioners!
at Boston that the account of this situation, no more trivial than
the troubles of Akin and Taber, should be sent to England.
But in the message which John Wanton and Thomas Richardson were re-
quested to send to Richard Partridge they were to state that if
money was needed for further solicitation, as he had warned them it
would be, he was to take it on interest until the Yearly Meeting
Could make him a remittance.
Experience had shovm th^ New Englanders that progress
I
through the various bodies in England dealing with British colonial
government was so slow tlcut if immediate relief was to be gained it
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must be through the authorities at Boston. Accordingly another
committee was asked to travel to Boston as speedily as possible,
apply to the General Court, and report their success to John Wanton \
and Thomas Richardson th^t it might be included in the letter to
155
Partridge.
Results were not so gratifying as to deter the English
Quakers from complying with the request of the Dartmouth Friends. ?
On the second of September, just three months after the Yearly Meet-
ing had sent its message, and four days after the London Meetins: t
156
for Sufferings had made him head of a committee, Partridge was
1
again before the Privy Council. On this day the register records I
of I
reference to committee of the "petition^Richard Partridge on behalf I
of PelegSlocum, John Tucker and other Quakers, inhabitants of
|
Massachusetts Bay,] who are under Severe Sufferings for Conscience
Sake, praying the Repeal of such Laws past in that Province as
j
Directly or Consequently affect the Liberties, Properties, Religion
or Consciences of His Maiestys Protestant Subjects in the said
157
Province, etc .
"
The fate of this petition was not due to lack of funds
159
or of interest or even Quaker influence, but to the political
situation in England. In the London epistle to Rhode Island of
September, 1726 the London Quakers wrote, "As to ye Sufferings
ffriends are still under in the Massac 'u- set s Government on account
of Priests maintenance, there has been some steps taken in Order
to obtain a more General Ease, in that Case, which at present lyes
for a more suitable Opportunity to prosecute it in, and then we
160
hope ye Necessary care will not be neglected."
A year later they were still saying thoat "the present state of
-I
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riublick affairs will not allow us to move for anything of this
161
Nature," The end of George 1*8 reign had come very inopi^ortune-
[
ly for the Quakers, Since 1723 a change had come over the British '
Board of Trade in the appointment of the Duke of Newcastle as
j
Secretary of State, for his assumption of control in colonial af- i
i
fairs was removing authority from the Board. In spite of the close
j
relation between the Quaker body and both Walpole and Newcastle it I
i
was impossible to accomplish anything during the stress of c ire urn-
|
(
stances attending the close of George II' s reign, as the Whig
|
i
leaders were engaged in the vital issue of maintaining control of
the ^vernnent.
The failure of the London Meeting to succeed with the peti-
tion of 1725-1727 turned responsibility back upon the New England
^
I
Yearly Meeting, althougli it was known that the London Meeting
|162
planned to renew its application when a suitable season appeared,
|163
|j
Sufferings in Massachusetts continued and resulted in the further si
164
work of Joseph Wanton and Richard Borden before the General Court, j!
165
Funds for their work were voted by the Yearly Meeting and their Ij
efforts were suddenly crowned by the passage of the law of June 20,
||
1728, After a preamble which cites the fact th^at application
[|
had frequently been made to the court in beLalf of these people who
\
refused to pay taxes for the support of the ministry , "alledging a
\
scruple of conscience for such their refusal," the law stated that I
hereafter any belonging to a society of Anabaptists or Quakers
j
shjould be exempt from having their "polls* taxed for such an object,
"nor shall their bodfl^[y]3 be at any time taken in execution to |
satisfy any such ministerial rate or tax assess*d upon their estates
|
i
or faculty, " provided such persons were in the habit of attending 1
I 1
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their own meeting on the Lord*e day and lived within five miles of !'
ij
a place of worship. Of the Quakers, whose opinions the orth^odox !i
II
were likely to regard with suspicion, a declaration of fiaelity and;'
»i
belief in the trinity and divine inspiration of the scriptures was
ij
demanded, to be given before the court of General Sessions,
|
To discover who these Anabaptists and Quakers might be, some one of
|
one denomination or the other, appointed by the justices in each
|j
county, was to bring annually to the Court of General Sessions a
|
list of persons professing themselves to be Anabaptist or Quaker I
and in the habit of attending meeting, these lists to be submitted
|!
by the clerk of the peace to the assessors of each town or precinct.S!
iUpon all not exempt the assessors were ordered to levy the rate, i
and only they who paid the tax for support of orthodox religion
|
could vote in any matter relating to the ministry of the tov/n,
167
The act was to be in force for five years.
This was the first law made in Massachusetts which in any
way exempted the Baptists and the Quakers from the financial oppres-j
oion of the ecclesiastical legislation. Such as it was it went 1'
168
\
into effect. How little relief it afforded the dissatisfied 1
IQuakers may be seen from their further action. No expression of \
gratitude came from the next yearly meeting at Newport and no
change appears in the general condition of the two sects, the dis- [
senters finding the system too bungling to be practicable, while
169
the five mile limit upset the whole affair for many of th^em.
The general opinion found exjjression in the words of the Rhode
Island Quarterly Meeting which met in the following month and
|
agreed that "the Assembly last Seting in Boston have done little or
[
Nothing for the case of Sufferings ffds," and again asked Joseph
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Wanton and Richard Borden to continue their Endevours with the
Authority there, for a diochtrge from these Sufferings they are
under and if not Obtained to collect those papers & Coppyes which '
may be propper to be Sent to our ffriends in England which may En-
able them the better to seek for Releif there and bring the charge
170
thereof to Our Next Quarterly Meeting." At the end of three
months Wanton and Borden had spent h 11.16/. but had no encourage-
ment to offer and at the end of a half year h^ad "not proceeded any
171.
farderwith the Assembly at Boston on behalf of Suffering ffriends." '
172
In spite of this they were continued by the Yearly Meeting and
j
through their work did produce further legislation.
|
This second law, secured like the first one by the efforts!
of a committee, backed by the Yearly and the Quarterly meetings, was
5
\
passed December 20,1729, The preamble explained that by the pre-
j
ceding act the polls only of Anabaptists and Quakers were exempted
[
from charge in the support of the ministers of the churches by law
||
established, and the law nov? ordered that the estates, real and per-
sonal, of such Anabaptists and Quakers should be exempt from taxa-
tion for the support of ministers. A proviso, occasioned by the
troubles at Chiilmark, at the same time made it clear that no person
||
was to be freed from the charge toward building any meeting house
when the assessment had already been made. This law was enacted
173
for three years and a half.
While this legislation seem.ed more favorable to the dis-
senters tlian that of the preceding year, it came little nearer to
174
solving their difficulties on account of its rigid limitation.
3!
Among some of the Quakers there was a distinct aversion to taking [i
I
advantage of the privilege offered by this or the preceding legisla-|
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175
tion, on the ground that exemption was not liberty.
Troubles continued which were reported to the Yearly Meeting in the
176
following summer. The result of these reports was a further ap-
pointment of John \7anton and Thomas Richardson to send the accounts
of sufferings to England with an appeal that the English Friends
renew their endeavors, while Joseph Wanton and Richjird Borden were
177
ordered to give any possible assistance.
This last vote of the New England Yearly Meeting to apply
for help from the London friends was made unnecessary by the ap-
pointment of Jonathan Belcher as Governor of Massachusetts.
The basis of Belcher's kindness toward Quakers was not, as in
Dudley's case, that larger policy of colonial control toward which
each question as it appeared was forced to bend. Succeeding
governors had been on the whole neutral, leaving matters to their
councils, which as the years passed showed growing leniency opposed
only by the lower house. With, the coming of Belcher the weight
of tlie governor was thj^own heavily on the side of the Ouakers.
The fajnily connection between Belcher and Richard Partridge was the
primary cause for Belcher's interest in the Ouakers and h^ad ^^^^y^Q
the means of his making many friends among that body in England.
Their wealth, organized power and political influence with the V/Mg
leaders he had recognized and, looking into the future, saw the
possibility of securing the support of the whole organization by
179
assuming the cause of the local meetings in his province.
Just before leaving England he received a delegation of prominent
English Friends sent to him by the London Meeting for Sufferings
180
to solicit hl& support of the New England Quakers,
Jonathan Belcher's opening speech to the Assembly, while
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not making special reference to Quakers, recommended that they
"imitate the Royal Indulgence of our gracious Soverign, that none
of our Laws may carry in them a Spirit of Rigour or Severity
j
towards those who consciently differ from us in the modes of divine'
181
i
worship," Among the New England Friends Belcher's reputation I
162 i
had preceded him and his coming was looked upon with delight,
\
He h^ad not been in the province two months when almost simulta-
neously two of the quarterly meetings determined to address him
in behalf of the Friends, while one of the monthly meetings took
steps to show a personal allegiance at the expense of its loyalty
to the Assembly. It was Dartmouth w^i^h signed a paper to be
sent to Belcher "signifying our v/illingness to Comply with giving
183
him his Salary according to the King's Instructions,"
In the meantime the Sandwich Quarterly Meeting appointed two of
its members to write and sign a paper in behalf of Friends for
184
Belcher's inspection, and the Rhode Islanders, meeting a few
days later, once more charged Joseph Wanton and Richard Borden
with their earlier duty, "Sine GovernerBelcher is arrived to
the Government of the Massechusets, " runs their record, "and that
while he was agent in London he Manifested An Inclination to dis-
charge ffriends from Persecution on Account of Priests Rates It is
thought propper for ffriends to Apply to him to see wh^t Releif
can be had Our ffriends Joseph Wanton ii Richard Borden are
therefore desired Either to goe or Wright to Sd GovernerBelcher
185
on that Account,"
Not until they were reminded of this duty at the next
166
Quarterly Meeting did Wanton and Borden set to work, but in the
v/inter or early spring they obeyed the order, and were ready to
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report at the Yearly Meeting in June that they had found acme en-
couragement from the new governor. Still nothing had been done
yet and conditionB were far from aatisfetctory. While Sandwich
this year reported "Ease with respect to Priesta Rates," Rhode
Island submitted an account of t 23;17/from the Rochester Friends
for "Priests Rats " and Salem brought in the report from Kittery
188
of t lC;17/6d. As a result the Yearly Meeting continued the
api^ointment of Joseph Wanton and Richard Borden, desiring them
189
"to make farder Application," It was now generally agreed that
since the Massachusetts governor had expressed himself as a friend
to Quakers the New England Meeting would no longer need to trouble ;
190
Friends at home. The London Meeting for Sufferings readily
191
agreed to discontinue the "New England affair."
The direct result of the appeals of the committee appointed
and financed by the Yearly Meeting of 1731 was the law of December
|
24 of the same year. Belcher, writing to Partridge just before
jj
the opening of the fall session, said: "The Assembly sits here
again this week, and you may depend on every thing in my power for
the relief of the Quakers, and I think I shall be able to get a
bill past that will be pleasing. The Quakers are very sensible
of my readiness & sincerity to serve them." On December Z he
addressed the assembly referring to his earlier speech and spoke
|
of the repeated applications which the Quakers were making.
"They are Generally," said he, "a Sett of Vertuouo and inoffensive
|
people and good members of the Common Wealth and their Friends in |
England are a great Body of men, and esteemed as well attached to
Es Majesty and His Royal House as any of the best of his Subjects;!
I would therefore upon all these Considerations think it an In-
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Btance of your prudence and Wisdom to pass Some further Law for
193
their Quiet and ease," A few days later, when writing to
Partridge, Belcher inclosed a copy of this speech with the comment,
•You'll see by ray speech inclosed that I am leading the Assembly to
the ease of your Friends, and I have reason to believe by the in-
fluence I have on many of the members that a good bill will be past
194
before the Court rises."
The bill was passed December 24,1731. In the preamble it
was expressly stated that the Quakers had been complaining of the
difficulties in complying v/ith the acts already made for their re-
lief and had been making frequent applications to the court for re-
dress. Its special provision of importance, occasioned by the
difficulties met under the special certificate system described in
the two preceding laws, was the new method for indicating who might
be of the Quaker persuasion. The assessors of any town where
Quakers were found or owned land, were annually to make a list of
all such persons and give it to the town clerk to be entered in the
town records and handed out at six pence a copy to any Quaker de-
siring to own one. If a Quaker found his name omitted he was to
inform the assessors in writing, his statement certified by two of
the principal members of his society, appointed by the society for
that special purpose. All such were to be exer%t from the pay-
ment of any taxes whatsoever for the support of the ministry or for
||
195 ibuilding meeting houses. This explicit wording was to correct^i
the troubles which the Quakers had suffered since 1728 and 1729,
j|
While exempt from certain rates, if once able to prove himself to t
j
be a Quaker living within five miles of a place of meeting, the |l
Massachusetts Friend had found it was not easy to establish his own 1
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identity, for advantage was taken of every tec Ionicality. The en-
forcement of this law for five years would prove whether this new
method of exemption was pnicticable.
In the pasaage of this bill Belcher's influence had been
196 fi
important and results were gratifying. The lower house had made I
l\
It no small work for the governor but the satisfaction of the Quaker^
and their allegiance to Belcher in after years were the reward.
j
This Belcher frankly anticipated, expressing himself to Partridge in
I
a letter as early as January 5,1731/32 , He also confided to his ||
son Jonathin the hope that the New England Yearly Meeting would ure- 11
198 '
sent an address to the King in his behalf, !
In this hope Belcher was disappointed although the New
England Friends had much to say in his favor. The Yearly Meeting
of 1732, the last vsrhich ever recorded "sufferings for priests rates i
199 ' ^
attributed the new law to Belcher and repeated recognition of his
influence in the London epistles of the next three years.
'^^^
The Yearly Meeting of 1732 voted that "An Acknowled^nent be Rendered
to the fe^neral Assembly for what ffavour they have Shown us & in a
perticuler Manner to Gcverner Belcher who we understand has been
candid in his Endevours on friends behalf and also to Acquaint
Ricbird Partridge of the Governers ffavour therein."
The delegation which presented this ackncwledx^Tient met a kind re-
ception and found the governor "Pleased to Signifie his Intentions
of ffuture Kindness as it might fall with in his Power."
The news from New England \7as quickly reported by
Richard Partridge to the London Meeting for Sufferings which was
instructed by the Yearly Meeting to "write to Such Persons in yt
Government as have been Instrumental in Procureing this l^reat favour
i
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and to make such Gratefull acknowledgnents of their kindness in
203
this Respect as they sImII tliink proper." Although Belcher was i
disappointed that no representation in his favor was sent to the !
jKing by either the New England Yearly Meeting or the London Meeting;
for Sufferings, he made the most of their memorials to himself.
j
Outside of the Quaker body the result of the law of 1731
!|
was to arouse both the Baptists and Anglicans of the province. I
li
The law of 1731, unlike those which preceded it in 1728 and 1729, i\
\\
was limited to the Quaker sect and did not include Baptists. ji
si
As the law of 1729 expired in 1733 and nothing had succeeded it ji
*•!
re^rding Baptists, advantage was immediately taken of this fact. i
l\
A nunber of Baptists in Bristol County were taxed for ministerial ii
205
II
rates and some even imprisoned for non-payment. Upon applica-
\\
\\
tion to the legislature they were released and a law made for the
|
Baptists similar to that of 1733 for Quakers, This law, passed |
j
July 4,1734, repeated the Quaker legislation of the preceding year
|
with the added proviso that the act should not extend to new towns
|
granted with the customary condition of settling an ortloodox minis- I
ter and erecting a meeting house, until these things had been ac- I
206
I
coraplished. This law was practically reenacted on June 30,
207
1740 for seven years.
In the meantime the Quaker law of 1731 had started a
commotion in the Episcopal camp, as the adherents to the Church of
|
England, though the first sect to gain some exemption, had made no
||
advances since 1727 and were in 1731 under greater disabilities thadj
either the Quakers or Baptists, Immediately after Belcher's
|
speech to the assembly of December 2 and the the appointment by the
|
lower house of a committee to prepare a draught of a bill for the ji
<(
i
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relief of the Quakers caxne a memorial from Roger Price of King's
j|
Chapel to the governor, council and house of representatives.
In it Price called attention to the fact that the members of
Church of England suffered the same difficulties and discourage-
ments as the Quakers, not being exempted from taxes for the Congre-
'
gational minister unless living within five miles of a church and
not even then if the church lay outside of the province, and had
208 jl
suffered both distraint and imprisonment. Belcher, upon view-
ing this memorial, appeared sympathetic and promised his interest,
and a joint committee of the two houses was appointed to take it
into consideration. In spite of this the case of the Anglicans 11
was allowed to slide and the officials of King's Chapel and Christ
Church, seeing the Quaker law was about to pass, decided to raise
209 .
a sum of money and apply to the crown for its disallowance.
j
The Churcbmenwere so far successful that the answer from the Privy |
Council, dated February 2,1736, stated thiit only the fact that it
|
was a temporary law, about to expire, prevented the Lords Justices
from asking for its repeal. This statement was made on the ground l!
that as the charter of Massctchusetts granted a liberty of conscience
to all Christians except Papists, cjDnsequently sue h_ exemption ought;
not to have been limited to any one sect, but extended to all
Protestants. Since the act was so near expiration it did not seem,
necessary to call for its repeal, but to prevent a renewal or the ^
passage of similar acts it was recommended that an additional in-
|
struction be prepared for the governor to forbid him to give hJ.s
|
assent to any such law unless the exemption be made general.
The Board of Trade was accordingly directed to prepare such an in- i
210
struction for Belcher,
1I
I
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The result of this order and the instruction to Belcher
was not the cessation of Quaker legislation but the alternative
mentioned in tlie report of the Lords Committee, Already, on July
jj
4, 1734 the Baptists had won their cause and a year later, an act
|
had been made exempting the polls and estates of the Episcopalians ^
for five years. It was far from satisfactory but its passage gave
;
Belcher the right to listen to the next appeals which came from his
friends, the Quakers, The Yearly Meeting of 1736, foreseeing that
the law of 1731 was about to expire, decided to speak for its re-
j
newal with the possibility of greater concessions, and appointed a
\\
committee to attend the General Court, The result of their |:
work was the law of June 28,173'^ which practically renewed the legis^^
2t 12
lation of 1731 for ten years. Although the Friends had hoped
for a greater satisfaction at this time they were forced to admit
213
that the old inconveniences were no longer troublesome.
While making this confession the Yearly Meeting of 1738
failed to vote Governor Belcher the expression of appreciation which
;^
he was expecting. This omission caine at an awkward moment in his ^
affairs for he was growing more and more certain that his removal
|
was approaching and was gathering together all possible elements i
214
j
which might support him. Of great importance among these were ^
the English Quakers to whom he wrote asking thit they would use
their influence with Walpole and the Duke of Newcastle to have him
215
retained as governor of Massachusetts, A petition presented in
his behalf by Richard Partridge in January, 1739/40 referred to the
,
,
216
work he had done for the Quakers of Massachusetts, In recogni-
tion of these services which tided the matter over for another year,
Belcher sent a memorial of thanks "To my good, & worthy Friends, the
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people call*d Quakers, in Gt Britain,* dated May 9,1740, which
speaks of "the great respect h friendship you have manifested to me
upon the many efforts my enemies have been making to have the
coraiflsns I have the honour to hold superseded," "I shall take all
occaions, " wrote Belcher, "to return the late kind office^j you
have acted towds me in evry reasona way & manner y I can be de-
217
sired or expected." In private letters likewise to London
216
Friends Belcher expressed himself strongly in this same strain,
placing in the Quakers such confidence as later events failed some-
219
what to justify. An application in the autumn of 1740 failed
^ 220
to secure what Belcher had hoped and he was superseded in the fol-
lowing year. In spite of their failure Belcher never lost regard
221
for this body of people.
The progress of the Quakers in Massachusetts toward secur^"
ing exemption from the ecclesiastical laws of the province falls
|j
into three distinct periods:- from the beginning to 1718, 1718 to
1730: 1750 to 1740. I. In the first of these periods the various 1
1!
local meetings of New England were busy with the collection of suf- \
foringis and nmierous petitions to the Governor and Council, con-
stantly reported to the London Yearly Meeting, The English
Quakers paid careful attention to these reports, studied Massachu-
setts legislation and took ivhat measures they could, aside from
addressing the government, to secure relief for the New England
Friends, II, In 1718 the London Meeting for Sufferings deter-
mined to address the Privy Council on Massachusetts affairs and
from then until 1730 was almost constantly before the government
upon this business. A temporary pause was made in 1719 when the
I
rumor was circulated that the Massachusetts General Court was about
'1
II
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to paaa a law favoring Out^kers, but in 1723-1724 the test case of
the Dartmouth and Tiverton assessors was pushed to a successful
conclusion. A further petition (1725-1727) failed to secure
attention because of the stress of the political situation in
England. Ill, In 1730 the London Meeting agreed not to pursue
the matter farther as a governor favorable to Quakers had reached
.
I^assachusetts. From that time on the contest was in Boston and
was finally won through Belcher's influence.
While Belcher's work was important in this affair the re-
\
SI
suit would have been impossible without the great change which had |i
ji
come over both houses of the General Court since 1700. i
51
The Council had first grown liberal, and in later years the lower |!
house had been forced into line by authoritative messages from |
England. The disallowance of a law had to receive recognition, t
It was useless to pass further legislation which might receive the
||
I,
sawe treatment. The first exemption laws were hardly more tbin
|
the regiabration of conditions wMch the Board of Trade had already
[
forced upon ^Massachusetts, The opinions of the Lords of Trade,
relating to an ecclesiastical question between two dissenting sects,;:
were consistent with their imperialistic policy of suppressing 1
unruly elements in vigorous colonial legialafcures. The General
Court had been resisting imperial authority, and the case of the
;
Quakers was decided in 1724 at the cost of the Massachusetts |
I t
Assembly, Such had been the policy of Joseph Dudley as the ex-
|
ponent of the imperial system. The weakness of the Quaker cause
|
in his time was due to the fact that the question had not yet be ~ v
come a vital issue.
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While the order in Council of 1724 was not inconsistent
with the Board of Trade's general policy, it could not have been
obtained without the work of the London Meeting for Sufferings and
its representative, Richard Partridge. In the time of William and
Mary and during the opening years of Anne's reign the English
Quakers had been recognized as an important element in English
society, representing large trading interests and great wealth.
With the accession of G-eorge I they assumed once more a place of
importance, with the return of the Whigs to power, and numbered
among their ranks men who in later years were very close to Walpole
and Nev/castle. To this fact much of their success in 1723-1724
was due, and on the power of the Quaker leaders to make him a re-
turn Belcher was relying when he worked for the Quaker cause in
Masscichusetts.
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wer to Ashurst by the Quakers, Ashurst 's second petition. Answer
|
by the Quakers, Instances of persecution under Connecticut law,!'
Letter from the Quakers to the governor of Connecticut.
j
52. Lond . M. for Sufferinrrs
,
XVII, 108, 112, 156,. ..212,
|
226, 224, 241, 274, 276, 291, 299, 303, 309.
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53. Ibid, XVII, a6--317, 220, XVIII, ,?6.
j|
54. John Field and Joseph Wyeth Lo the Goveraor of Connec-
ticut, Book of Cases
,
IT, 152--154. The act had been repealed by
Connecticut before this letter arrived. Lond . M, for Suf ferinf^'^
,
XVIII, 178.
j
55. Tudley to the Board of Trade, 2 Oct. 1706, CQ..^, 912
,
274—276, Trumbull, Hist , of Conn .
,
I, 420.
56. Lond . M. for Sufferimrs
,
XVII, 268.
57. Cal. St>g,t^ Papers, M aoii lihg. V/^gt Indies, 1702, #966,
58. Book of Cases, II, 154--157. At the same time the Lon-
don Meeting for Sufferings agreed to send to^ode Island Meeting
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,
XVII,
60. Board of Trade to Dudley, 4 Feb. 1705/06, £.0..^., 912
,
119-120.
61. BfioK, il£.Ca.S^8, II, 162--168; LoM- I. for Sufferings,
XVIII, 139.
62. There are several proofs of this statement. In 1703 &
petition from Sandwich Quakers reached Dudley, and he seems to have
taken some interest, perhaps attempting to find out the number of
Reg
.
,
II, 149.
j
^-9,-1' 21h 274--276. In addition to making his state- ]
ment to the Board of Trade Dudley in his interviev/ with him. so
|
frighteded Campbell that the latter sent off in all haste to the ij
Board a letter of apology. £.11.5, 864 .
276, 282.
59.
the sect in the province. Sandwich Mo. i. , 51, N.S.. Hist. & Gen.
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,
XVII, ?57, 509, 521.
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Sandwich, Dartmouth, Scituate and Boston, Epistles Rec 'd
,
II, ?7--
30, Epistle from f^ynn Mo. M. , 12 Jan. 1707/08, ImL- for Suf-
ferings
,
XIX, 65--66, DartmouLh Mo. , 27, Salem Mp. t. , 25,
R.i. I., I, 199, 200, 203, N.g.. In. 1., 35--36,
66. Lond . 1. tc.t> .Sufferings
,
.XVIII, 179, 184, 230, 245.
67. a.I. Mii. I.
,
I, 62, 184.
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69. Salem Quart . M..
,
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70. U.K. Ir. I. , 36.
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XI, 255.
73. Epistles Rec'd, II, 27—30, Epistle from Lynn Mo. M.
,
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74. Dartmouth Mo. M.
,
43,
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,
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113--114.
81. R .1. Quart . 1. , 55.
82. Mass. Archives, XI, 279--280. The paper is entitled,
Memorial of the Governour Council k Assembly of Her Ma j ties prov- i\
ki
ince of the Massahhusetts ^ay in New England for their Vindication li
against the Suggestions and Insinuations of any who may accuse them- ji
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|
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E.i. M. M.. , II, a, Dartmouth Mo. 1., 46--47 , 49.
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296, 301, 307, 310.
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91, Dartmoutli M9. t. , 47.
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47-48, 49, Lond.. In. M..
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IV, 58.
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If, 29--30 , Epistle from the Lynn Mo.
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,
1708, ll
I I'
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jj
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,
II, 270.
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,
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,
II, 270.
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130. Ibid, II, 272.
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II, 211, 212.
132. N.I. In. M. , 119.
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"
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,
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,
Gought Quakers
,
Hallowell,
Pjffl^gr Qu^kgra., etc.
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printed in Mass . Prov . Laws
,
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of interest are among the Moses IrpMl Papeyp , entitled "Papers re-
garding imprisonment of Quakers.** See also Acts qS. the PjrilX
Cjjm.cil, III, 58, 59.
137. qL ?xiJX Qsmsih ni, 59, Ms^. Prov. im&,
II, 277, Backus, Baptists
,
I, 504, ^ Ma^. Higi.^ig.
,
II, 170--
171, Sewall's Letter Book,
138. L^. M. Ipr ^Ui*l.erili££, XJIII, 402.
139. The Quakers ^ere in too great haste to wait for a de-
livery by the government which might mean further delay. It is
probable that the order was brought to Rhode Island by Thomas Rich- l|
ardson. It was placed in the hands of "one of the assistants" of
Rhode Island who gave it to Charles Church, Sheriff of Bristol Countyi'
i!
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Church in turn submitted it to the Lieutenant-Oovemor and received
![
his orders. lond., Ir- I., VI, 501, 6 IJlass . Hiiii. L'^iifl.
,
II, 171,
Sewall's Letter Book, tofigfi. ErgWE P^p^Xfi, "Papers regarding im-
prisonment of Quakers", itoiJ,^^ II , 578—579,
140. The expenses incurred by Charles Church, sheriff of
Bristol County, in comrrdtting the assessors of Dartmouth and Tiver- ;!
ton to gaol in the two years 1722 and 1725 amounted to 8 pounds,
7 shillings. In June 1724 the General Court ordered the General
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Prov. LMfi.
,
457, ch. 68, 650, ch. 198.
||
141. The warrant for the arrest of Ta.ber and Goddard is pre-
||
served among the Moses Brown Paperj.
142. Ik&S.. Plfil. L^a, X, 441, ch. 26, 457, ch. 68.
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Taber and Beriah Goddard. EarMPUih M^. M.. , 185.
144. Ma^. Pm. L^ws., X, 496, ch. 191, L^M. Ir- M- , VI,
299, ismsL^ E. Lor 2i^Im'im^, xiiii, 457-458. 1
145. Mass. tox. X, 587, ch. 508.
146. Ibid, X, 458, ch. 69.
147. Ibid, X, 517, ch. 78, 587, ch. 508.
148. Ibid, X, 458, ch. 69.
149. Ibid, X, 541, ch. 511, 598, ch. 62.
150. The largest item, John Sharpe*s account, was 57 pounds, i
5 shillings, 5 pence toward which Partridge had paid 15 pounds, 15 i
shillings in April, leaving a balance of 41 pounds, 8 shillings, 5 ^!
pence. To the Clerk of the Council had been owing 50 pounds, 8 '|
shillings, 6 £ence. Ihie rest w^^^^ Partridge. The New Enp;lajid
j|

Yearly J.1eeting had already paid 91 pounds, IP. ahillinf-p, IJpence,
and the London Friends 20 pounds, 17 shillings, 9 pence, leaving
only the small remainder of 4 pounds, 10 shillings, 6 pence, Mose p
Brown Eap^x^.
151. a.i. fiui^. }i, , 159.
152. Part . M. , 182--185,
153. R.I.Cuart . M.. , 128.
154. EpistJls^ II, 378, Epistle from N.E. Yr. M.
,
1725.
155.|i.E.Xs^i:j^ M££.tiXi£, 122.
156. IsmsL. I. iPT, SuXfmHES., XXIV, 22—23.
157. £ct^ fiX j.i3£ PriB: Q9umil, in, 121,
158. The money, which the New England Yearly Meeting of 1725
told Richard Partridge to take on interest until it could be raised
'
in New England, he advanced himself, and by June 1725 the New Eng-
j|
land collectors had sent him 120 pounds. As more v/as still needed
||
the New England Yearly Meeting of 1726 voted 150 pounds additional |l
which was apportioned, 100 pounds to Rhode Island Quarterly, 20
j
pounds to Sandwich and Scituate, and 30 pounds to Salem. N.E. Ir. s!
I
I!
E.
,
125, 127, P^nmpi^ii Mp. I., 185, 189, Epistl e^ Rec\^, II, 386,1|
Epistle f rm N.E. Yr. M. , 1726.
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E.l. Qmj±^ M. , 144.
I
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(i
gift in money to Partridge to express the appreciation of the New jl
England Yearly Meeting. The idea was adopted at the Yearly Meeting!
1
of 1728 which also apportioned the sum on the quarterly meetings,
|
1^
the latter continuing the method as before. N.E. Yr . M. , 132 .
|
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The amount (60 pounds) was assessed as follows:
R.I
.
Mo. 24 pounds,
rartmouth— 10 *
Nantucket-' 6 "
Providence--\ omitted because not affected by
\^Treenwich-- J Mass, law.
R.I. Quart.
,
40 pounds.
Sandwich k Scituate Quart., Sandwich Mo. --5 pounds, 5 shillings.
6 pounds. C^^cituate-- 2 "
Salem Quart., ( Salem Mo.— 5 pounds.
.
15
12 pounds. Hampton k Amesbury--3
Dover-- z
,
10 shillings.
,
10
It was all reported paid by June 1729.
i.E.*^. I., 155, 156, M^, M^^M, qX ^fiiiu^M, Ltokfi^a^J
aMtotua, 59, R.i...fiu^. i. , 154-155, S^idwich Mfi. M-
,
127;
S&iem Cuari. M. , n, 7, saiem Mq. m. , eeb,
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XXIV, 23, 24, 26, 28, 29, 31, Ipiati^ 5gB.t, II, 392. See also
R'l- Ir. M.
,
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160. E£ifiii££. 2SDl, 11,399—400, Epistle to N.E.Yr. M.
,
1726.
Ibid, II, 416, Epistle to N.E. Yr. M.
, 1727.
E.E. In. I., 133—134, Epistle to London, 1728.
Salem £umA..E- , H, 3, R. 1. eu&Xi. M- , 153.
Qmrk* M. , 153.
Ir. I. . 131—132.
161.
162,
163,
164,
165,
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,
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,
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can Accept." N._E. Yr. M
.
, 142,
175. Bristol Sessions
,
III B, 146, 147,
176. il..K. In. I., 139, 140.
177. Ibid, 140,
178. J. Belcher to J. Belcher, Jr., 12 Aug. 1732, 6 Mass .
Hist. Colls.
,
VI, 164; Same to same, 12 Nov. 1740, Ibid, VII,
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,
VI, 4.51; J. Belcher to F. Harrison, 15 Nov. 1731, Ibid, 1
VI, 455, J. Belcher to R. Partridge, 30 Oct, 1739, Ibid, VII, 236.
180. Lmi. M. IsiL 2^'XiDg&, XXIV, 352, 356.
181. Pu]2£.. cl C£i. Sijfi.. fllMa^fi. Vol. I. TiMLs^^sUQm^
"Note on Quakers" by A. C. Goodell, 143, Palfrey, IV, 534.
182. Pirn fil I- Cfiliifi^, 17.
183. Dartmouth M^.
,
222.
184. ^Sfidiiist, Qu^x±, M. , 22.
185. R .1. Quart , , 171.
186. R.I. Quart , i. , 171. 8d. 11m. 1730.
I
187. For conditions in Bristol County at this time see Bris- ji
Iti^l kS^ssigpg., Ill B, 160.
188. Np. Yearly Meeting, 142.
189. N.£. In. I., 143. A sum of thirty pounds was voted
for the necessary expenses. Salem M.« , 93.
190. a.E. Ir.i. , 144, Epistle to London, 1731; LsmsL^lL^ M.
, I
VII. 331.
191. LiM. I. for Sufferings, XXV, 40.
j
192. J. Belcher to R. Partridge, 1 Nov. 1731, 6 Mass . Eigi.
|
CiLLU.. VI, 37.
193. Pagg. ?rQl> LMS., II, 635.
194. J. Belcher to R. Partridge, 7 Dec. 1731, 6 Mass . F;st. 1
CflAA fi. . VI, 82.
I
195. Mass . Prov . Laws
.
II, 619, ch. 11.
196. J. Belcher to R. Partridge, 3 Jan. 1731/32, 6 Mass .
j
Hist . Colls.
.
VI, 94.
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197, J. Belcher to R. Partridge, 7.1 Apr. 17;'.2, 6 Mass . Fiat .
C9U g». VI, 125.
198, J. Belcher to J. Belcher Jr., 28 Apr. 172.2, 6 Maan .
Hi^. Ciiii^,.
,
VI, 125.
199, gpistlQs Bgg'fl, II, 477, Epistle from N.E. Yr. M.
,
1732;
LfiOdM. iSiH Suff^rlng^g,, XJCV, 246--247.
200, EpistXps II, 488—489, 497, 506.
201, iL.JL. It. E. » 145- -146.
202, Ibid, 148.
203, Li2Qli. for Suffer;ipgg, XIV, 155, The success or
i
Massachusetts made a profound impression upon the English Cuakers
Si
on account of the resistance which they were making to payment of \
tithes, Paesi:^. i£i£jjjaii.M -lJ3^.-fiu^ ll
204, J. Belcher to LT. jPichardson, 14 Aug. 1732, 6 Map
p
.
Hi^.Si^ii^.
,
VI, 481, J. Belcher to J, Belcher, Jr., 18 Sept. 1732,
Ibid, VI, 182i J. Belcher to P. Partridge, 21 May 1734, Ibid, VI, 462,
205, Backus, Bs^pij^iS., 11,30,
206, Mass . Prov. Laws
,
II, 714, ch. 6.
207, Ibid, II, 1021, ch. 6.
208, Perry, eh.. Mass .
.
272--273.
209, Updike, Narragansett Church
,
II, 504—505,
"10, Puim.. fiX ihiL-£iiL. 2£iL. £^ Vol. I. Transactions.
Note on Quakers by A. C. Goodell, 143, Mass , Prov. Laws
,
II, 635^
|
i^lB- £lI t^ Privy Cpyngj-I, III, 491-^492, Foote, Annala of King* a
j
Chape^
,
442 ff.
211JI^.l£S£lxM££tiji£, 159, 163, 165, Epistles Rfic'pJT, 543,
212, Mas£.. Prov . Laws
,
II, 876, ch. 6.
213. N.E. Yearly Meeting, 168, Epistle to London, 1738,
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214. There was apparently at this time a certain coolnesB
toward Belcher among the New England Quakers which was reflected
!m the London Meeting for Sufferings. UlaJX SiL L- Collins , Nov.
10, 1757; a.I. teri.. M., 198, LiM. E. £^ Sufferings
,
OTI,
324, 554, XXVII, 25.
215. J. Belcher to R. Partridge, 15 Jan. 1739/^0, 6 Maaa..
Hi£l. CqUs., VII, 262.
216. Mafi&. PrQY* Lam, II, 636.
217. 6 Mms.. Eul-ikilB..
,
VII, 505.
218. J. Belcher to R. Partridge, 1 May 1740, 6 Mass . Hi^i.
||
j^iiils..
,
VII, 284, Same to same, 7 May 1740, Ibid, Vii, 284, J. BelJ
Cher to Bubb Dodington, 8 May 1740, Ibid, VII, 295—297; J. Belcheijj
to [T.]Ryain and J. Gumey, 9 May 1740, Ibid, VII, 505. To his son jl
Belcher wrote (19 May 1740) "I can't enough express my gratitude
|
for his[Pichard Partridge] great k unwearied care, vigilance k fidelH
!
ity to my interest k service. Such a friend is worth the name of
||
(I
one k my heart is fir'd with gratitude to the whole body of Quakers |i
i
who have at this juncture given such signal proof of their sincer-
ity to serve me at a time when I so much wanted their interest k
friendship." Ibid, VII, 301.
219. "I really beljeive an earnest letter sign'd by Mr. Gur-
ney, Hyam k some other of your principal Friends k directed to Sr.
I
Rob could still secure me in both provinces." J. Belcher to R, I
I
Partridge, 20 May 1740, 6 Mafifi.. Hist. Co}}^.
^
VII, 507; J. Belcher!
to [T.Jnyam, 25 Oct. 1740, Ibid, VII, 522.
220. J. Belcher to R. Partridge 26 Jan. 1740/41, 6 Ma^p .
Hialv Coll^.
,
VII, 363, J. Belcher to J. Belcher, Jr., 27 Jan.
1740/1741, Ibid, VII, 366—367.
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221. J. Belcher to R. Partridge, 7 May 1741, 6 Maja£..
(loiifi.., VII, 562, Same to same, 51 Aug. 1741, Ibid, VII, 546,
J. Belcher to J. Belcher, Jr., 17 June 1741 Ibid, VII, 542, Bel-
cher's later appointment as governor of New Jersey has been attrib-
uted to the work of English Quakers. Palfrey, New Engian
^j, IV,
562 note.

CHAPTER VI.
|i
TFE CimCV. OF EIIGUIID
ii
In the year 1691 there was but one Episccpal church in |i
i!
the whole provijKie of Massachusetts Bay. By 17k:5 the nuniber l-ia-d in-jj
creased to five, which included King's Chapel and Christ Church of
jl
Boston and the rural parishes of Bristol, Newbury and Marbleheaa.
This growth was representative of the work which the Church of
j
England was in this interval doing in the whole line of colonies I
from Maine to South Carolina and the West Indies. '
The advance made by the English Church in the years fol-
lowing the accession of William and Mary was not due to a consistent
!|
policy on the part of the English government. In spite of the close?'
personal relation between Williiuii III. and Henry Coinpton, Bishop of
London, Willicun's reign, though friendly to the low churchman, was |i
Concerned especially in ecclesiastical affairs with the interests of li
the dissenters and was more or less indifferent to the ambitions of
the English Church. In the reign of Anne the syinpatl:^ of the
\
monarch was thrown in distinctly with the interests of the Church
j
which was able to take unusual strides in the direction of exclusive |!
rights during the Tory ascendency just preceding her death, but lost |i
«!
1
this preeminence in the succession of the House of Hanover.
!
Un].,erfected plans were abandoned under the Whigs whom the accession i
of George I placed in power, and the authority which scon came to be S
exercised by Walpole did not in any way improve the situation, as he
1
il
openly expressed a lack of sympathy.
i
It was therefore in a period of comparative indifference 1
so far as the government was concerned thjit the great Colonial work
I.
I
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of the English Church was begun, and at the end of forty years was
still vainly looking for governmental support. In spite of this
.deficiency very definite advances were made by the Church of
England in the colonies through the work of individuals and organiza-|
tiona,
j
\
Two particular forces came together to effect these re- !
suits
, On the one hand the Bishop of London, Henry Compton, early \
f
took a lively interest in the transatlantic portion of his diocese I
and through his v/hole life time did what lay in his power to advance
the interests ssk of the Church over the seas. The influence
which he did possess in Williain's reign was the result of his low
church and Whig learnings which had earlier cost him his authority
under James II. He hjad acted upon the committee of the Privy
Council dealing with trade and foreign plantations, and later, at
ex
its organization, became an officio member of the Board of Trade.
In questions which concerned ecclesiastical affairs in the colonies
It was customary for the Boara to secure the recommendations of the I
4 5
Bishop of London, although his advice was not alv/ays followed.
j
The second force behiind the growth of the colonial
j
church in the provincial period was an organization whose origin was
|
due to the interest in the formation of religious societies conspicu-
ous in England at the close of the seventeenth century,
|
The connecting link between the Bishop of London and the religious
[
societies appears in the person of Thomas Bray, bishop's commissary sl
m ITaryland, who was instnimental in the founding of the Society for
?|
Promoting Christian Vnowledge and in the organization of the Society
f\
for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. Indications of
:;|
the later work of the S.P.C-. appear in the original constitution of |i
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the S.P.C.K. At home this society was to promote religious and
secular education through the estab lishnent of libraries and schdoolaj
abroad it was to assist the bishop's missionaries in those colonies
I'
(|
where no financial provision was made for them, i.ension ministers* i|
6 ll
families and establish libraries. The S.P.G., in absorbing the
functions abroad of the S.P.C.K., obtained a charter which did lit-
tle more than repeat these duties with modifications. There had ap-
[j
peared hov/ever, particularly in the work of George Keith for the I
S.P.C.K., a secondary object toward which the earlier society moved li
and m which it was followed by its successor. In the Quaker
||
of the last decade of the seventeenth century the English Churchman I
h
saw not one of an irritating but liarmlesB dissenting sect, but the ii
11
member of a great organization, non-Christian in its teaching, ec- |
eentric in its customs. The strongest opposition to its suprem-
j|
acy whiich the Church of England met in the early eighteenth century
||
'if I
came from the Quaker meetings of England and America. In the attack \
upon them the Quakers saw not only religious intolerance but politi- I
\
cal injustice as well, for the Anglican was the church of the state, I
i
and the Quakers, even more conspicuously thjan the other English dis-
j
senters, were hemmed in by political disabilities. In the colonies I
the struggle resolved itself into a duel in whiich the two sides were
j
not unevenly matched. Backed by the two parent bodies at home,
the London Yearly Meeting and the English Church, the latter working
I
through the Bishop of London and the S.P.G. , the battle was fought
out. In Pennsylvania, where Quakerism had its stronghold, the
Anglican was less successful, in Maryland where Bray's chief v;ork
was done, opposition set up by the Quakers to the establishment of
the English Church, v/as in time defeated and the act of religion
i
-••i
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passed and allowed,
j|
As the situation was in each colony modified by conditions
'j
resulting from the nature of that colony's early settlement, in
New England three varying types of the Btrugp;le appeared.
In Connecticut the C?uaker-Anglican conflict was practically non-
existent for unorthodox religious ideas found little encouragement
within its borders. The Church of England, when finally introduced!;
came among people v/ho v/ere already Anglicans and later proselytized \
from the Congre^tional churuhes of the colony. In Rhode Island \
the Church found itself facing a number of different religious \
\
groups, united in their opposition to an ecclesiastical system when
\
joined to thje state, but differing much among themselves. Of these
|
the Quakers were the largest and most influential body and the only \
one having a strong support in England. Among these people there
was a large number who claimed no particular religious affiliation. Ii
In Massachusetts existed a condition midway between th^ese two.
|
i
As m Connecticut the Congregational church stood firmly supported I
by legislation which protected it as the favored system.
|j
In addition to it however, there were in the province, as the pre-
|
vious chapters 1-iave shown, so many communities of Quakers or of
people with other unorthodox religious ideas, that they had, from \
the beginning of the provincial government, formed a serious problem^!
in the enforcement of Massachusetts ecclesiastict.l law. For a de- Ij
cade the most important work done by the S.P.C-. in Massachusetts was J
ajnong these people.
The situation in New England was understood by Thomas Bray
|
who distinguished carefully between Rhode Island and the two larerer
il
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coloniHB, To the former he would have miBBionariefl immediately
sent to deal with atheiem; with the diBBent of Massachusetts and
8
Connecticut he had no vdsh to interfere. In two of its other pur- li
'i
poses the S.P.G. in its early years gave evidence not only of an un- il
willingness to clash with New England Nonconforrity but even of an |i
I;
eagerness to act in conjunction with it. When in 1704 the secretaryt;
was communicating with the Board of Trade in regard to work among the|:
Indians he was informed of the existence of the old Society for the !l
Propagation of the Gospel in New England and urged to discover how ||
its funds were employed. A later lett,er from Sir Vi/illiam Ashurst j
to the secretary described most cordially /ofy work of this organiza-
[!
tion. At about thje same time an account came to the S.P.G-. of an \
organization in New England known as the Society for the Propagation !|
of Religion, founded on the jattern of the corresponding societies ji
existing in London, The S.P.G. exchanged publications with this ji
10 l!
society.
The principle laid down by Bray was carried out in the
work of George Keith and John Talbot, its first missionaries.
George Keith especially, having himself passed from Quakerism to
Keithian Quakerism and thence to the Church of England, made his
great work to lead his former friends from their "errors,"
With this in view Keith and Talbot went early to Rhode Island, the
j
11
center of New England Quakerism. There they found one Anglican
church already in existence as Newj.ort had been favored by Bray
three years before the founding of the Venerable Society.
1^
Its first two ministers, both sent out by Compton, were followed in
1704 by the Rev. James Honejirian who had crossed originally to be in
13the Narragansett Country. There was much urging in the early
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days of the Society that a misHionary he sent to the west shore of
14 15
Narragansett Bay but it was not supplied until 1717. In 1723
16
the little church in Providence received a minister.
In Massachusetts Keith and Talbot visited chiefly thje
towns which most closely resembled Rhode Island, on Cape Ann and in
the boundaries of the old Plymouth Colony. It v^as not however in
the strongly Quaker comr-iunity of Dartmouth or in the part-Cuaker,
part-Congregational towns of Salem and Lynn, Sandwich and Falmouth
that they met their warmest welcome. Instead of this it was in
that group of Rhode Island border settlements which had given the
Bristol justices their greatest problem in administration, through
!|
i\
an indifference to religious teaching and a strong determination to |j
ij
have political and personal liberty, that these men were most kindly;!
received. Around a nucleus of sincere Churchmen ^thered a group \
of independent or negative thinkers, more thian read^ to meet Massa-
|
chusetts ecclesiastic ism with any stronger weapon* Such was the
condition in Freetown, Tiverton and Little Compton and less conspicu-jj
18
[i
ously in Swansea, Swansea and Little Compton decided for Church li
19
\
of England ministers at an early date and the group in Swansea
j
under the leadership of one John Brown persisted for several years,
jj
Samuel Myles, who was especially fond of this little church, often !i
!i
preached at Swansea, lent books to the people and repeatedly wrote
jj
to England in their behalf, but the attempt made by the Society to
21
procure a minister for the town was unsuccessful.
The work of John Brown for the Church of England ministry !
in Swansea was paralleled by that of Col. Vesey in Braintree, a town
which lay outside the lines of the non-Ccngreg^tional influence and
1
would probably not have been affected by the S.P.G. work but for him*
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George Keith* s report submitted to the society in 17C2 stcited thiat
the only churches in New England were the one at Boston, the newly
founded church at Nevfuort, "and another in Braintry which has no
22
Minister." As early as 1669 tliere is evidence of Cliurchmen in
22
Braintree, and in r'(/2 numerous applications were made in their be-
24
half. The Society responded in the following year by sending
William Barclay to the tov/n, but Ms stay was brief. As a matter
of fact that inevitable hostility betv/een the Standing Order and
the Churchnen had been increasing and at this time broke out in
the prolonged warfare wMch the tovm waged over the questions of
26
increasing the minister's salary and forming a second precinct.
In the struggle the Standing Order resorted to any means to deride
the Churchnen, while thie small Episcopal group was not above ally-
ing with itself the disaffected of the community.
From the time of Barclay's departure the affairs of
Braintree were considered by the Society in connection with the
other towns of southeastern Massachusetts, and about them all Henry
26
Compton was very doubtful. Thougli Myles, who as late as 17C8
was v/riting in their behalf, in time reached the conclusion that
the number of sincere Churchmen was too small to warrant sending a
29 50
missionary, appeals from the various towns continued.
The inhabitants of Freetown went so far as to vote in town meeting
in 1707 to apply to the Bishjop of London for a missionary, arguing
that by this -means they could free themselves from presentment for i
31
Ilack of a minister. Upon this principle the town pleaded when
j
32
Ipresented in 1708, but the Court of General Sessions failed to
|
view the matter in the same light, and, upon a petition from the
j
selectmen, who v/ere not in favor of the movement, appointed a minis-l
i
,
: }
1
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52
I
ter for the town.
!
I
The Venerable Society in the meantime watj having difficultyj
in procuring preachers for independent villages of the type of
j
Freetown and Tiverton, James Honeiinan of Newport whiO in 1709 be-
!
i
gan regularly to hold week day lectures in the towns on the eastern ^
sliore of the bay, reported that the people were "very ignorant and
rude in religious matters,... yet very grave and attentive at Divine
34
worship." Of this same parish William G^u y wrote a few years
later, that the "generality of the people (as I am well informed)
35
are almost Un all these places) as ignorant as the very Heathens."
As the numerous attempts which the Society made to supply this re-
gion met with little success, Honeyman continued this work for many
years, preaching usually at Tiverton, but also at Freetown and
36
Little Corq^ton.
When in 171k: Thomas Eager was sent by the Society to
Braintree he was ordered to preach likewise at Swansea and Little
Compton, but distance as foreseen made the task difficult and
37
Eager 's speedy departure ended the scheme. The church declined
\
rapidly at this period and no successful attenrpt was made to revive
38
jit for many years. It was at this time that Nicholson took
I
special interest in the situation, recommended a lay reader for 1
Braintree and two itinerants for the whole group of country villages.!
Neither suggestion was accepted and Honeyman continued his work on |'
the mainland using Tiverton, the most centrally located as hds chief '
40
place of labor, v^here he establishied a regular lecture in a meet-
ing house formerly built for a Congregational minister, but unused
41
at the time. In 1716 Honeyman was ordered to withdraw his ser-
42
jvices from the eastern shore as it was included in the parish of
j
• i
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William Guy, sent by the Society to officiate at Narragunsett
,
43
Tiverton, Freetown and Little Compton, but at Guy's sudden de-
44
parture, he resumed his former labors. In 17;^!, when some of the
inhabitants of the growing town of Bristol made application to the
Society for a Church of England minister, giving promises to build
a church, the Episcopalians of the neighibcring Freetown, Tiverton,
45
Swansea and Little Compton were included. Although James Orem,
]
46
who arrived in the following year, stayed only a few months, the
church began at this time a permanent ezistence, and was for many
years the only Anglican society in southeastern Massachusetts,
With the establishment of the church at Providence the Episcox^alians
i
of Attletaoro and Harrington, Swansea and Rehoboth became associated
with this group, but the Bristol church^remained the center for
Freetown, Tiverton and Little Compton, and Honeyman continued his
48
week-day lecture among them.
In addition to the towns already mentioned there were
several others in the region south of Boston which by 1735 numhered
some Anglicans among their inhabitants. Until separate churches
were founded these scattered people were included in the parish of
Christ Church, Boston, and Timothy Cutler often travelled into the
country to hold special services. When in 1725 he went to Brain-
tree to administer the sacrament he found the people collecting
money to build a small church and anxious to revive the society
49
which had died out a dozen years before. In 1727 the Society
50
responded to their application for a minister and sent over
Ebenezer Miller who served the church at Braintree for thirty-four
51
years. The first service held in Scituate was also in 1725
next 52
and during the fev; years Cutler and Miller supplied the town.
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53
A church was built in 1732 which accommodated the neit^lJDorine- towns
54 55
of Pembroke and Htmover, Marohfield and Halifax, and a minister
56
arrived in the following year. Soon after this Cutler reported
preaching at Dedham and at Mendon, the partly Quaker town north of
57
Providence, while the ministers of Braintree and Scituate alter-
58
nated in officiating at Bridgewater.
Success in the founding of a church in Bristol several
years before any other town south of Boston boasted a permanent or-
ganization is explicable. Though in the beginning its establish-
ment seems due to the anti-Congre^tional feeling in the region for
which it was county seat, the later history of the church there
shows that it was largely economic causes that assured its success,
Bristol was a growing commercial town sharing with Providence and
Newport the trade of Narragansett Bay, Because of this comjnerce
there was a constant arrival from across the sea of English
strangers, many of them Anglican in sympathy.
To this same cause may be traced the early demand for
an Episcopal Church in Jiiarblehead, the chief commercial town of
northern Massachusetts, John Talbot, preaching at Marblehead in
1707, found the people "terribly pleased (as their phrase is)* and
60
ready to subscribe toward building a church. In 1714 they pe-
titioned the Society for a missionary, ^who arrived in the person
62
of William Shaw in the following year. In succeeding years
Marblehead became the center for the Church service in the region
north of Boston and had many communicants in the neighboring coast
63
town of Salem which in 1734 erected a church of its own,
64
There were also by 1735 churchmen in the towns of Ipswich,
Newbury, Amesbury and Salisbury, in the vicinity of Portsmouth, New
I
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HanipBhiire and in the Maine tovvna of York, Kittery and Piscataqua.
One of tlaeoe, Newbury, was the first community in the province out-
:j
i
aide of Boston to organize permanently an Anglican church ana to be *
supplied with a resident missionary. The movement was however not »
I
caused by a Church of England group withJLn the town but came out of a|
long protracted struggle between two factions in the precinct Con-
i
gregational Church of V/est Newbury, The minority, angered by the
j
actions of their opponents and a General Court order in favor of
the latter, were approached by Jolin Bridger of Portsmouth, N.H.
surveyor general of Her Majesty's forests, and agreed at his sugges-ij
. i
tion to proclaim a definite schism from their neighbors by declarm^^
66
I
for the Church of England. Bridger assured the people that if
j
they would petition for a Church of England minister, they would be I
freed from contributing to the precinct church, while a missionary
|
would come supplied with a salary by thje Society, This a^rgament
|
was of importance in effecting the results, but later events proved
67
that a misunderstanding had occurred,
John Tiambton, a chaplain of the Queen's navy, officiated |!
in Newbury for a short time in 1713-1714, and was succeeded by
|
Henry Lucas, an eccentric man, who painted a picture of his unusual |i
i!
parish in dark colors. According to Lucas the first steps were
|
taken to frighten the precinct, never with the thought that the
|
Honorable Society would actually grant the petition and send a minisj*
68
!
ter. While there doubtless were several sincere Churchmen
j
among the apostates of Newbury, the group as a whole was, according 'i
I
to Benjamin Colman, simply a typical country church faction, pos-
!
I
sessing, in the matter of church practices, those very prejudices ]i
which made them look with horrorupon such tendencies as the Brattle ji
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Street church repreoented, and as far from EpiBCopacy as could well
be imagined.
From this review of the vyork of the S.P.G. in rural 7i[assa-
chusetts it will appear that in its beginning and during the first
||
ten years of the Society's history it was little more than the local
application of the great Anglican-Quaker struggle going on in all
the colonies. By the end of that time the Church had found a
foothold and other causes accounted for its growth. These were
principally tv?o, - the increase of the over-sea element in the com-
i
mercial towns of the province, and the subsequent proselytizing
from the churches of the standing order. A town quarrel was the !
Ibasis of the introduction of the Anglican service at Newbury, and
|
in various other comraunities local disagreements helped to feed the !
missionary establishment of the Church of England.
|
Coincident with this second phase of the Church's develop-
ment in the province, came a new alignment of parties.
The IJassachusetts Congregationalist had come to see in the Anglican
!
minister not a missionary to "Quaker and irreligious" towns or to
the Indian natives, but rather the representative of an organiza-
tion and practice which the Puritan of two generations before had
come into the wilderness to escape, and which in spreading would
exert a political as well as a religious influence which might
prove hostile to the system of the land. Succeeding years there-
fore witnessed the conflict between the ecclesiastical laws of
Massachusetts and the demands of the Anglican churches tharoughout
the province.
The Society for the Proj/a@ition of the Gospel haa scarcely
||
begun its work when it discovered the difficulty which it had to
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meet in Massac huoetts whore a state church was supj^orted by j^ublic
taxation. As early as 1703 the Churchmen in Braintree apj^ealed
to Joseph Dudley, asking that the governor and council would order
tliat their estates need not be taxed for ministerial support until
71
a legal trial be held or Her Majesty's pleasure be known.
Not receiving satisfaction at that time they were in 1710 complainingj
to the Bishop of London that they were termed Papists and Idolaters •
i
and their worship called the m.ass, while their estates were forcibly
taken from them "by those whose wills are the measure of their
actions, for the support of Dissenting ministers.
"
It is not withjDut some significance that it was the
church at Nev^rbury v/hich was the first to go systematically to work i
and not altogether ineffectively to gain exemption. Disgast at
ministerial assessments, levied upon them after they supposed they
would be immune, was united to a certain resentment long felt against
their fellow townsmen. The attempt made early in 1712 to collect
from them a ministerial tax, voted before the schism., was the cause
of an appeal which they made to Dudley. The petition stated that
i
it v/as •'a thing unknovm in her Isfajesty's dominions that the members
|
of the Church of England should be forced to contribute .to the sup-
port of the tolerated dissenting Teachers."
Dudley's relation to religious and ecclesiastical concerns
within hiis province was a curious one. Born in Massachusetts, of an l|
old family of the standing order, he was trained in all the customs 'i
of his native land and was a member of the church in Roxbury,
But wh-ile governor of the Isle of Wight he became a communicant of
the Church of England; in 1701 he was made correspondent of the
75
S.P.C.K. for tlmt province, and later a member of the S.P.G.,
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becoming a stuong sup^^orter of its work. Returning to New
England he soon found that he had incurred the hatred of his own
circle, but was at the same time never able to gain the full confi-
77
dence of Massachusetts Churchnen. This result cacie as an inevit-
able consequence of his application in ecclesiastical affairs of his
theories as a representative of the British imperial system.
His affiliation with the Anglican Church was a practical expression
of his advocacy of the enforcement of English law. In his dealings
with the religious parties in New England he was above all eager to
suppress petty jealousies, to placate the various parties, and by
the arrangement of compromises to allay the strife of religious fac-
tions as he succeeded to a certain extent with political ones.
It was with tlais object in view tliat he had given an impression of
friendliness to thje Quakers, John Tucker, Richard Borden, Joseph
Wanton and Ebenezer Slocum while doing little for them.
.
78
The same principle he applied in dealing with the Anglicans.
Knowing that the matter presented by the representatives of the
church at Newbury was outside of his authority he was however anxious
to remedy the situation. The result of his consideration was em-
bodied in a communication to the Justices of Essex County, dated
j
28 Feb. 1711/12. After reciting the situation presented in the
Newbury petition Dudley concluded, "I am therefore of opinion that
the said Petitioners and others that join with them ought to be
peaceably allowed in their lawful proceedings therein for their good \
I,
establishment and ought not to be taxed or imposed upon for the sup- 1
port and maintenance of any other public worship in the said Town, !
of wch I desire all persons concerned to take notice accordingly.*"^^ \
1
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'
'
This was no order but a mere recommendation, though the Honorable
80Society always thought otherwise and v/as led by Duiley so to believe.
This encouragement prompted the Churchmen of Newbury to go on with
their church building and continue resistance to taxation, but the
other townsmen were no less determined upon aucceso. Imprisonment
81followed, from which in the first instance Dudley issued a discharge.
A later suit resulted in an appeal to the Inferior Court of Common
Pleas which upon a technicality reversed the iudmnent previously sub-l
82 ^ H
mitted by the Justices of Essex County. ' This result was in large
part due to Sir Francis Nicholson to whom the Newbury Churchmen had
63
applied for aid, as the chief patron of the Church in the colonies.
Nicholson employed counsel from his own fortune and went to work with
the double purpose of freeing the prisoners and discovering whether
there v?as real authority for their imprisonment. He would doubtless
have made a strong appeal to the home government hrid he found any
illegality in the latter, but in this he v/as disappointed.
84
He did however write to the Society while Bridger applied to Dudley.
Whatever the governor may have done at this time the west precinct
of Newbury registered its understanding of the recent turn vt events
had taken by voting, 2 April 1714, "to free all those persons that
are or shall be for the Episcopal way of worship in ye Precinct from
85paying any rates to the maintenance of ye Ministry amongst us."
Thougli an attempt was later made to revive the tax, matters were for
the time being quiet.
During the course of these proceedings in Newbury the
Churclxnen of Braintree began to take similar measures regarding their
jtreatment at the hands of the standing order. Early in 1713, soon
fter the coming of Eager, a petition signed by William Vesey and
I1
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othera, and asking that they be freed from eccleoiastical chars^ea
86
was presented to the C3cvernor and council. It was considered on
May 7 and then referred to the General Court on the ground that it
87
lay within the authority of tlmt body. The petition was accord-
. ,
88
ingly tendered to the General Court in June but the latter took
89
advantage of a teclinicality and refused to consider it.
It was at this point that Eager sent an appeal to the Venerable
Society. "We cannot find," said he, "that any of our Communion
upon this Northern part of this Continent are obliged to support
90
the Dissenters, but this poor handful of this Town only."
Eager* 8 letter produced a communication from the secretary to
9
1
Governor Dudley. "The Society conceive this to be a very great
hardship," ran the letter, "and apprehend it is very much in your
Excellency's pov/er to do and procure to be done that which is just
and equal to such who are so oppressed, and the rather because they
observe in a Letter from your Excellency to the lata Lord Bishop of
London of the 19th December last, you are pleased to say, that as to
such Inhabitants who had declared for the Church of England you hiad
at their request exempted them from payment of taxes to any other
Ministers but of the Church," Such a statement shoves how Dudley
had succeeded in giving the Bishop of London a different impression
from whit was actually the case. In his relation to the Episcopal
churches of the province Dudley had not gone farther tlian to make
recomiTiendations to the Justices of Essex County, and those only in
93
re^ird to the single town of Newbury, The Society believed that
\
he had issued general orders and upon this supposition based their ;
appeal to him in the present case. Dudley must have felt some
uneasiness at the misunderstanding for he hastened to write.
J1
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1 May 1714, to explain to the secretary that what he had formerly
said referred only to Newbury, He was however not obliged to con-
li
feoo tliat thifl had been nothing but a statement of oj^inion.
Between his two letters affairs at Newbury had developed, and he was
now able to record the vote of the west precinct which exempted
Anglicans from miniBtorial charges.
The matter of Braintree was dropped soon after this be-
cause of the departure of Eager and the decline of the church,
r
During the administration of Joseph Dudley the principal
application made by the PJassachusetts Churchmen for relief from
j
ministerial taxes were to the governor. His effort to smooth mat-
\
ters over and give an appearance of authority prevented the Anglican^
element from carrying many urgent appeals to the Bishop of London
j
or the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, Had such appeals^
been made at this time and solicitations in England followed, it is i;
possible that results for the provincial Churchmen might have been
obtained which were long postponed by the death of the strenuous
Henry Compton and of Queen Anne,
Lieutenant-Governor William Tailer who acted as chief
executive for the year betvTeen Dudley *3 removal and the appointment
jj
of Shute had the confidence of the Anglican ministers in the provinc^
95 r V
as well as of the Society, but was not called upon to settle any
questions of church and state.
His successor Scuciuel Shute, although belonging to an
96 97
English nonconforming family became a member of the S.P.Gr. and
98
pledged hjmself to support its missionaries. He had occasion to
frame a very definite policy regarding tlie Episcopal churches of the
province, and took matters into his own hands. With him a deter-
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mination to enforce English law was unaccompanied, as in the case
of Dudley, with political astuteness and an understanding of New
England institutions, so that he v/as induced to stretch his prerog-
ative in dealing with the Anglican churches.
Not long after Shute's arrival the wardens and vestry of
the church at Marblehead presented him with the grievances which
they felt in being forced to contribute to the support of dissenting?!
ministers. The governor's response gave temporary satisfaction,
jj
He seoms to have sent a comraunication to the selectmen of the town i
99
to the effect that the Churc haen ought not to be taxed.
The feeling of security which this support gave the church at
100 ^ t*-
Marblehead was in reality unfounded for the selectmen of the town '
defied Shute's recommendation. The assesoors proceeded once more
to rate the Churclmen to the support of the ministry and the con-
101
stables to distrain their goods, Mossom, who in the meantime
lOL
had succeeded Shaw, wrote to the secretary asking that the Society!
would communicate with Shute and secure his intercession for his i
103
parishioners. Without waiting for this suggestion to take ef-
-i
Si
feet he applied to the governor himself in a petition dated June 27, i|
1722, with the request that His Excellency would be pleased "effec-
tually to interpose" and require the Justices of the Peace and
, ,
104
selectmen to exempt members of the church in Marblehead.
The result was highly satisfactory to the Anglicans as Shute assumed 1
authority,
.
He immediately addressed an order to the Justices of
the PeiUJe and the selectmen of the town of Marblehead requiring
them to forbear laying any taxes upon people belonging to the
English Church of the town toward the support of "any dissenting
Minister,"
1
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Although this order Imd no effect upon the town or county},
officials it inspired the Churclimen of Newbury to rruke a like appealjj
Disregarding its vote of April 2,1714 the town had recently renewed
j|
the taxation of Churclmen, Just one month after issuing the order
in regard to Marblehead, wrote a similar one upon Newbury to
the Justices of the Peace. It is probable that he repeated the ;
107 ji
same for Bristol at about this time.
In no one of the towns which Shute favored v/as his order
obeyed. At Marblehead the goods of two men were distrained and
several others threatened, upon which Mossom in December 1722 peti- f
tioned the justices at General Sessions, but succeeded only in
j
getting them to write a letter to the town urging the people to be ;
108 109 ;
at peace. In Newbury the situation was similar, and in Bristol^
110
a number of persons were imprisoned for failure to pay to the
support^of the newly arrived Congregational minister, Nathaniel
Cotton.
At this point occurred the sudden departure for England
of his Excellency Samuel Shute, and the Episcopal clergymen, in con-l
tinuing their business with the provincial government, found them-
selves facing the lieutenant-governor Jeremiah Dummer,
From the first Dummer announced a policy very different from his
predecessor's. While willing to arrange the differencies in the
Episcopal towns of the province, he recognized far better than
Shute what was his own relation to the law. As a native New
Englander like Dudley, he was aware that if concessions were to be
made they must come from the legislative and not the executive body,|
Orem and Mossom both addressed Dummer soon after Shute 's departure
and were pleasantly received, with the promise from the governor
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that he would use hia influence in their favor, Fe explained
however and iterated many times in the following months, when ap-
proached on the aarae subject, that the laws of the province absolute-
ly supported what the selectmen and constables were doing, so that
|
relief must come in the way of legislation through the Gener^xl CourtJ
While Dummer was announcing these facts to the New I
I
England cler^an, events were occurring in England which soon ex-
erted an important influence upon conditions in Massachusetts,
In 1723 John Robinson, Bishop of London and diocesan of the colonies,
was succeeded by Edmund Gibson whose ideas in regard to the supremacy
of the English Church and the importance of ecclesiastical control
in America resembled the theories of Henry Compton, In Compton's
time the number of Anglicans in New England was so small, and Dudley
had been so eager to keep the religious elements in some degree of
quiet, that the complaints which had reached the Bishop and the
Society had not created any great disturbance.
Under Shute*s government the dissatisfaction with condi-
tions had become more expressive but the Society, not prodded by an
active bishop, turned the matter over to the governor, and Shute,
by assuming an unconstitutional authority, relieved the Society of
further responsibility in the matter. The legal status of the
Massachusetts Churchman was not appreciated by the Venerable Society
in these years.
The change came at about the time of Gibson's translation
to the sece of London, . He could not have been Ions in his li
I
new position when he received an elaborate communication drawn up by |l
Orem and Mossom soon after the imprisonments at Bristol, seconded by I
Samuel Myles and Henry Harris of Boston, and urging the presentation
p
.„ Ji
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of a petition to the King asking for relief. Gibson* 8 imme-
diate reply was a letter to the lieutenant-governor asking for hia
114
protection to the clergy of the province, but with characteristic
force he went farther. Wishing to understand better ecclesiastical
conditions of the colonies, Edmund Gibson at once sent out a set of
queries to the various commissaries of his predecessor. Among
them was the question: "V/hat public Acts of Assembly have been made
& confirmed, relating to the Church or Clerg/ within that Govt?
The reply made by Samuel Myles, ansvrering for Massachusetts, said:
"There are Several laws for the Establishing of Independants, &
Settling Orthodox Ministers chosen by the people. The Church of
England only indulged, as the Anabaptists k Quakers for never in
any of the Jjaws is the case supposed that the clergy of the 'Ctih of
Engld, should be here Supported." "It v/ould tend very much to the
advantage of the Church, and comfort of the Clergy," he continued,
in reply to another question, "if the members of the Chh were freed
from any compulsion to pay to the independant ministers, as they are
forced to do in mmy places Particularly in Bristol where the Church
people have been imprisoned for not paying their rates towards the
115
maintenance of l^r. Cotton a Dissenting Minister of that Town."
Even before this information could have reached Gibson,
the Society was giving serious attention to an account from Mosaom
of difficulties at Marblehead and of Shute's order. His letter was
referred to a committee "to inspect the Laws of that Country, and to
examine what has been the practice in other Church of England
churches, in Nev; England, and also what has been the Usage and Prac-
tice in other CTOvernments where the Church of England is the Estab-
116
lished Church." The result of this committee* s investigation
(.
I
I ,
•
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ahowed that "every person is rateable by the Governrnt there to pay
117
to the Minister chose by the Majority of each Town,"
This information, with the facts which the Society was
constantly receiving from the ?Ias8achusetts clergy and churches,
resulted in a new line of action for which Gibson was probably re-
sponsible. Shute, who was present at a number of the Society's
meetings and was now aware of the unconstitutional position which
118
^
he had previously taken, was instructed to write to the lieuten-
ant-governor to use v/hat influence he could. But it was agreed
that if Durarner's efforts with the General Court failed, the matter
119
would be taken to the proper place,- the King in Council.
The course of these events was interuupted by another
ecclesiastical question in which the Bishop of London had been much Ij
I
concerned. In 1% 1725 the ministers of Massachusetts made their
||
second attempt to secure governmental sanction for the holding of !
120 ^
a synod, A petition from the convention of ministers in Boston
was presented to the General Court on May 27. Ten years earlier
the New England Yearly Meeting had done its utmost to prevent the |
|i
sanction of such a synod. Now it was the Boston clergymen who wereji
on the alert before the Yearly Meeting had gathered. Their point
of attack was similar to that which the Quakers had taken,- that ap-
proval in England of such an act would be the recognition of the
Congregational Church as the established church of Massachusetts,
The dismissal by the Representatives of a petition from i
I
Myles and Cutler against the ministers' memorial was the occasion
of an appeal from Myles directly to the Bishopof London,
Edmund Gibson, in presenting the case to the Duke of Newcastle
dwelt upon the constitutional phase of the question,- the legal

121
Dtatufl of the Church of England in the colonieo. Beyond that were
the unfortunate reaulta which might occur in England shiould such a
privilege be granted. An example must not be given either to the
lower clerQT or to the nonconformists, A Whig decision between non-
conformists and Anglicans was likely to favor nonconformity rather
|
than churcliiianship, but the question was presented in such a way that
other interests were at stake. The matter was hurried through tlie
necessary bodies and a judgment rendered which satisfied the higher
cleTQ/. Dummer received from the Privy Council a rebuke for his
failure to veto the bill, and the matter never came up again in
the General Court,
The year following Shute*8 letter to Dummer saw the arri-
val of fresh information from Massachusetts but no account of suc-
cess in the legislature. Relying perhaps upon the outcome of the
synod project the Society in September 17^6, after rereading two
special communications, one from the ciergy of New England and the
other from MoBsom, decided that a committee should be appointed to
123
draw up a representation to lay before His Majesty, In the fol-
lowing month a petition framed by this committee was read before the
!
Society "concerning the Members of the Church of England in Connecti-I
I
cut Colony and Massachusetts Bay in New England who are aggrieved in
\
5
>
being forced to pay towards the Maintenance of Independent or Dis-
|
senting Teachers." William Sharpe was secured to act as counsel jl
and the treasury of the Society was put at the disposal of the com- ji
mitteo which was asked to present the Massachusetts and Connecticut 1|
I:
laws to the Attorney and Solicitor General for their opinion whether |i
1 !
the colonies by virtue of their Charters had power to make such laws I
124 i
"in prejudice of the Church of England," In consequence of the
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opinion rendered Sharpe was ordered to draw up a representation
*in the ntune of the private Persons who have sent over complaints of
their Grievances, to be laid before his Majesty," ' This petition
i
was lodged in the Council office Mcirch 20, on May 13 referred to
12^
committee, and on July 14 passed on to the Board of Trade, which
considered it on November 10. The document in many respects re-
sembled the Quaker appeal of 1723 but went farther.
While the Quakers had been concerned with a disallowance of a particuji
lar law the Anglicans asked for the "repeal" of the whole mass of
Massachusetts ecclesiastical legislation under the province charter
128
as inconsistent with the religious provisions of that document.
On November 14 the Board of Trade, with the Bishop of London present,
gave directions for writing to the Attorney and Solicitor General
for their opinion whether the said acts were repugnant to the charter
129and if so whether it was in the King's power to repeal them.
The failure of the Board to secure any answer at this time must have
been due in part to the political situation. The failure of the
Bishop of London and the Society to push the matter farther was in a
measure at least occasioned by the Massachusetts law of December 19,
1727.
The solicitation of Dummer by the Venerable Society, falling
in as it did with his own policy, was not without effect, though the
progress of events was slow. One of the chief difficulties which
had developed in MaB&u,chu3etts was the imprisonment or distraint of 1
Anglicans in outlying towns who attempted to attend the church servicj
3
m Bristol, or in Newport, or Providence, outside of Massachusetts iu- I
130
risdiction. Among the northern towns \7hich experienced the same
I
«
trouble in less degree was Marblehead whose church had several mem-
I
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berd living in Salem. The case of Philip English was carried by
petition before the lieutenant-governor in the winter of 1725 and he
131
I
ordered a speedy compromise. Although Salem greatly resented
152
this interference, a large part of the rate was remitted.
Dummer showed on all these occasions a steady support of the
1«33
Anglican clergy and churches, but disappointed the clergy in his
continued policy of noninterference. In repeated complaints to
Dummer Matthias Plant of Newbury attempted to gain redress for a
number of his parishioners living north of the Merrimac River, in
the town of Amesbury, where they were rated to the minister of that '
town. The governor received Plant cordially and went so far as to f.
I
write to the selectmen of Amesbury, urging them not to molest the
Churchmen, until the pleasure of the General Court was known, but
134
the measure was ineffective.
The efforts made by Plant were contemporaneous vdth the
||
second founding of the church in Braintree which was hardly on its ji
feet before it attempted to gain the governor's order which the
j
other churches in Shute*3 time Imd secured. Plant's final memorial |i
and one from Braintree were before the Governor's Councilon the
same day, November 30,1726. V/hile Dummer recognized thi^t action
i
on this question, to be valid, must come from the General Court he
j
had in mind and did propose that a law should immediately be made
j
"that the taxes of those belonging to the Church of England be paid li
Ij;
by the collectors to the Ministers of the Church of England to whom ij
they severally do belong." A committee was appointed, Dummer in- t;
tending that it might report some such measure to recommend to the I
lov/er house, but it dismissed the question, merely expressing its f
^1
opinion thiat such applications should be made directly to the whole i\
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court.
Braintree attempted such application, but its memorial was
thrown out by the Representatives so promj;tly that Newbury declined
j
the suggestion. Plant, to whom Puriimer explained the case, refused '
to approach anyone but the governor on the ground that the Bishop
of London and the Honorable Society were expecting the Church people ij
to be "protected from rates only by his Honor's orders." To this I
Dummer replied that "by this time he believed his Lordship, the
Bishop of London, and the Society were better informed vizt.that he
136
could not do it." Not long afterwards Dummer carried out his
policy in regard to Braintree by writing a letter to Col. Ouinc}^
who was then a member of the Council, asking him to use his influ-
137
ence m adjusting the Anglican difficulties in the to7/n.
Discouraged by the events of November 1726, both Newbury
and Braintree @tve up hope of obtaining anything from the local
government and turned a^ain to the Bishop of London and the Venerablej
Society. Plant's letter to the secretary was dated December 20,
138
I
1726, and a memorial from Braintree to Nicholson eight days later. |i
"We httve done making Application to the Authority here," ran the
Braintree statement, "and are quite tired, as you may see by the
papers we have sent... to be laid before has Lordship & the Eonble
139
Society.
"
In spite of his apparent failures it was the attitude of
Dummer which forced upon the Creneral Court some action regarding the j
exemption of Anglicans. Letters from the Bishop of Loraon and from ^1
the secretary of the Society with the continuous stream of complaints^j
from Bristol and Fiarblehead, Newbury and Braintree only strengthened
his own opinion of the general v/isoom of such action.
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The General Court had repeatedly thrown out ap^ liccttiona from mem-
li
bers of dissenting sects but by 17:^7 conditions had somewhat changed.;;
On December 5,17<:,7 there was read in the Governor's Council a pro-
posed act v/hich vv'as little more than a repetition of the scheme
which Dummer had outlined in a letter to Plant just tv/elve months
before. Its origin in Hubstance then may be traced to the lieuten- !
ant-governor. Its passage in the lower house was due to the events ;
whoich had occurred in England since the assembly, a year earlier,
I
had tlirown out the Braintree memorial. In the spring of the year
{17Z7) news had reached Massachusetts of the progress of the peti- |
I
tion which Cribson and the Society were following from Privy Council \
140 (i
to Board of Trade. The decision of the crown lawyers regarding ;i
5!
the tax act of 17;^^:, rendered thjree years before this, and of the
letter sent to Dunmer by th^ Privy Council in regard to sanctioning^
'
a synod, v\rere fresh in the minds of the Representatives,
The assembly was inclined to believe that a partial exemption of
Churclxaen, scarcely more thitn many of them already had secured was
better than a disastrous decision. The Council, already inclined ||
141
to favor Quakers, made no opposition. On December 7 the act
|
was passed in the upper house, was read in the assembly, and finally
|
142
on the twelfth, concurred in with certain amendments.
This act of December 19,17k:7, v.'hdch was in reality an act f
for the settlem.ent and support of ministers, contained a clause
which gave a limited exem.ption to Anglicans. Ministerial rates
were to be collected from, them as usual but the money of those who
\
lived witliin five miles of an Anglican church where there was a
j|
"person in orders according to the rules of the Church of England" ||
should be turned over by the collectors to the Episcopal minister.
L™__™_— —-^..—^—^
, ^
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The Churchnen were ulso exem^.t from ijaying to the building of
meeting houseB, A provibo however limited the usefulneaa of the
act. It was stated tlmt if a deficiency occurred in the salary
of the Congregational miniBter by reason of thi.5 torrarigement, a
second assesament could be made in which Churchmen were to be in-
143
eluded.
Very general dissatisfaction was felt at so alight a con-
|
cession. The five mile radius was particularly trying in the
parish of the Bristol church; the probability of a second assess-
|
ment was a cause of complaint; the temporary character of the act l!
144
, j
was annoying. The people of parrington and Hehoboth who had
|
joined with the new church at Providence were particularly stirred
145
because no arrangement hoad been made to cover their position,
Gibson soon learned of the passage of the act and on
June 21,1728 laid it before the Society with criticism.
The S.P.G. immediately instructed Sharpe to enquire at the Board
of Trade when the act arrived and inform the Society ,thjit it might
147
i
be followed to the Privy Council, The bishop also wrote to j!
I'
William Burnet, the newly appointed governor of Massachusetts, but
[|
Burnet was too deeply concerned with the salary question between jj
ll
himself and the assembly to do anything m.ore than send a friendly \\
148
;
reply to Gibson.
|
Since November 14,1727 the petition which the Venerable ;!
Society had drawn up in thte name of the liassachusetts clergymen hadi;
lodged with the Attorney and Solicitor General, and was neglected ;i
for various reasons. The passage of the act of 1727 somewhat
j
altered the situation but a new petition was not immediately framedL
Sharpe on May 21,1729 at last succeeded in securing an order from :
if
I
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the Board that Popple ahould write aguin to the Attorney and Solici-j
tor General to remind them that no ansv^er had been mde to the
149
question submitted November 14,172?, but nothing came of this.
Tv;o years more passed before the English Churcl-iTien were
able to secure the attention which they desired. By tlT^t time the
Massachusetts act of 17£7 had arrived officially, as well as the
first Quaker and Baptist legislation which made better concessions
15C
than the earlier act Imd given to the Anglicans, Dissatisfaction
with the act of 1727 was expressed in a petition drawn up a^in in
the ntime of Timothy Cutler to the King in Council which on October
151
26, 1751 was conaiaered and referred to the Lords Committee.
152
On November 1 it was passed on to the Board of Trade who gave it
their consideration. This second petition reminded the Board that
it had failed to return a report on the earlier memorial but stated
thiit the situation was now somewliat changed by the legislature of
1727, The objections to the recent act were set forth.
Finally His Majesty was besought once more to consider thje various
acts before mentioned as well as the present law, take action upon
them and en-join the governor not to pass any act for the future
"whereby any Tax shall be laid on the Members of one perswasion for
153
the support of the ministers of any other," As in the former
i
case the Board of Trade, receiving the petition on November 30,1731,
|
read it and referred it (5 January 1731/32) to the Attorney and
Solicitor G-eneral with a second reminder of the letter of November
154
14,1727.
In the meantime the arrival of Governor Belcher with hJ.8
friendly attitude toward the Quakers of Ikssachusetts Bay hjad caused '
among the Anglicans of New England a greater commotion than the
i
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feeble Quaker legi»lation of 1728 and 17k,9 had ].-roduced.
While the Quaker bill of 1731 waa drafting by a conir.iittee of the
lower house Roger Price, in his nevif official capacity as cornrniKsary
for New England, presented a memorial to the Governor, Council and
155
House of Representatives in behalf of the Churchmen.
Belcher in receiving his appointment had been given instructions
which contained a new clause bearing on ecclesiastical matters.
The recent legal recognition of the Bisliop of London's jurisdiction
in the colonies was now particularly drawn to the various governors* |i
attention with the charge that they give special care to encouraging jl
156 ^ i
the bishop's comniisBaries in their duties. In spite of Belcher's
j;
strong anti-Episcopal feeling he was prepared for political reasons
||
to do what was necessary to satisfy Anglican interests in England, !|
167
ll
and now promised his support,
j
li
The committee of the General Court in whose hands the af- si
\\
fair was placed was not inclined to make immediate concessions and ji
Si
asked for further proof of disabilities under existing legislation. |i
In spite of irrrnediate action by the joint vestries of King's Chapel
jj
and Chjrist Church, with financial support, notMng came of this pe- |!
s!
tition. Upon receivixig news of its failure they proceeded to draw !j
156
up a further memorial to present to the King in Council, and solicit!^
159 r
ed contributions from the rural churches of Nev/ England,
j|
On Feb, 7,1731/32 the new petition was considered by the vestries of
the two Boston churches and ordered sent to the Bishop of London;
Thomas Pandford was chosen aw agent to prosecute the petition to the \
King and a local committee was appointed to correspond with him and
'i
forward money, Johja Checkley at this time went into the rural towns;^
to get the memorial signed and to obtain further evidence of dis-
t
--r
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traint.
Tliie jjetition IriaU no immediate result as the Piahoi^ of IiOndon||
was still busy with the Masaachubetts memorial of 1731 for wMch the
Board of Tnide's attention liad been recently secured. Certain dif-
ficulties which made it impoasible to gain the attention of authjority!
in 17i:7 had now been overcome and an opinion from the Attorney and
|
Solicitor General was at last secured, August 16,173k;.
Taking up the first petition, drawn before the act of 1727 and com-
plaining of Massachusetts ecclesiastical law, the lawyers pointed
out thtxt of the acts therein mentioned the first three hjad been duly
confirmed by the crown, and the subsequent onea had become law when j!
not within ths alloted time disallowed in England, In either case Ij
such laws could not be repealed by His Majesty without the concur-
j|
rence of the Massachusetts General Court. The lawyers next pro-
|
ceeded to consider whether the acts were repugnant to the chjarter
and hence void from the beginning. They pointed out thiit while the
chirter granted liberty of conscience it did neither institute nor
expressly prohibit a provincial church to be establishjed in the
colony. To provide for the celebration of the public vvorsMp of
God and for the maintenance of ministers did not seem to them incon-
sistent with liberty of conscience. Even if the acts were illegal
no extrajudicial declaration could pronounce them so; a judicial
proceeding on a test case was necessary. The act of 1727, dis-
cussed in the second petition, Yorke and Talbot were asked to pass
upon in point of law. But, as they said, it v^as not a legal ob-
j
jection v^hich was entered against it but prudential, the act not \\
161 j!
going far enough to please the people whom it was framed to pacify.
\\
\\
Edmund Gibson, v;hen informing Price of this action by the [i
> • • •
.
•
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law officers of the crown, exi-reaaed the regi-et th^t the Church ^jctd
not taken steps earlier and before the power which the rassachuBetti
162
uissenters exercised had become so well estctblished.
It is possible that an application in Queen Anne's reign might have
proved effective, but for political reasons in England rather than
in JIassachusetts Bay, The Hanoverian succession with its sub-
stantial Whig support had altered conditions among English Church-
men, and these conditions v/ere reflected in America. There was
little chance of obtaining any legal opinion, at the expense of
dissenters, from law officers of the crovm during the V/alpole
regime. Other decisions resembled this one. Gibson was forced
to confess that Ms influence at court was too v/eak to oppose the
163
party strength of the dissenting interests.
In spite of this condition; and thi5 unwillingriess of the
Honorable Society to push m.atters under such circuinstances, the
united vestries of King's Chapel and Christ Church were determined
to go farther. Meeting June 26 and October 19,1735 they voted to
try the one remaining mode of procedure,- a test case,
A committee was accordingly appointed to prosecute such officers as
distrained or imprisoned members of the Church of England in the
province, to defend Churchmen in travelling to church on Sunday and
6
Church of England ministers for marrying in the manner of the
164
Church, This measure was followed by a vigorous prosecution of
|
the case of Matthew Ellis of Medford who, upon imprisonment for
failure to pay a ministerial tax sued Richard Sprague the constable.
The case v;ent through the Inferior Court of Common Pleas, the
Superior Court and the Court of Review, An appeal was denied by
the judges of the Superior Court, but was granted by the King in
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Oouncil and Sprague was siOTmoned to appear before a committee of the!
nrivy Council to anower for the impriBonrnent of Ellis,
Meanwhile the Bishop of London, who had met best success I
when dealing with the Hassachueetts governor, applied once more to i
the same authority, and Belcher nov7, as Dumrier formerly, assumed
certain responsibility. The General Court was once more led to I
!
consicier the disabilities of Churchmen and, probably influenced by
the recent action of the Boston Episcopal churches, took up the
question of exemption. On July 4,1734 the Baptists were given the
same privileges which the Quakers had obtained two years and a half
before, and on December 27,1735 the Anglicans received a similar
recognition.
This law, though not proving entirely satisfactory to the
Church of England in the province, did away with the two chief ob-
jections to the act of 1727, While it provided merely for a re-
turn of taxes rather than a clear exemption as in thje case of the
Baptists and Quakers, and still included Churchmen in a possible
second assessment, it took a step forward in its abolition of the
j
five mile clause. A system of identification, similar to the Bap-
tist and Quaker method, was instituted, the minister and church
wardens to indicate to the tov/n treasurer who were members of or
gave attendance at the Anglican church. Th^ act was in force for
166
five years.
The passage of these two acts, the Baptists and Anglican
j
laws of 1734 and 1735, rendered practically unimportant the action
|
taken by the Board of Trade and the Privy Council immediately after- jj
Hi
wards. At the failure of the petitions in the name of Timothy
j|
Cutler whxich had absorbed the attention of the Bishop of London and ji

the S.P.G.
,
a failure caused by the unsympathetic decision by Yorke
and Talbot,- there still lay before thi© bishop the Quaker legisla-
tion against which King*s Cliapel and Christ Church were working.
At the beginning of the year 1736 Gibson and Williajn Shirpe were on
167
^
the alert regarding it, as a decision was imminent, but the result
was not all tl:fctt might have been desired. The real problem was
avoided. In accordance with a report submitted by the Board of
Trade the Lords Committee (2 Feb. 1735/36) stated thiit as the charter
granted liberty of conscience to all Chrictians except Roman
Catholics, such exemption ought not to be limited to any one sect
of Protestants but extended to all. It was therefore considered
not proper for His Majesty* s approbation and was only saved from an
unfavorable recommendation by its tenrporary character, as it was
about to expire. The Board of Trade was ordered to draft an addi-
tional instruction to Belcher to restrain him from giving his assent
in the future to any law of this kind unless the exemption be made
168
general. This order was read at the Board March 18,1736.
Belcher was not given an opportunity to show his recogni-
tion of thidsorder as there was no attempt to pass furth^er exemption
laws during his term of office. Each of the thiree important dis-
senting sects had secured a tolerable arrangement wMch though
irritating was not impracticable. The Anglican law of 1735 was
169
made perpetual in 1742.
The Episcopalians of Massachusetts were behind the
Quakers in beginning their struggle to resist maintaining the state-
church, as there were very few of them in the province until after
the founding of the S.P.G. When once started, the struggle re-
sembled the Quaker conflict in the support whxich it received at home
•I
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when it net failure in Boston, and in its deijendence for eucceBS
upon jt^olitical conditiona. If the Board of Trade was forced to
make recoOTiiendationson a question involving two dissenting sects
results were likely to de^-end u^^on the i>olitical bearing.
The Quakers, as an influential body in England lad the advantage
over Massachusetts Congregaticnalists because of the independent
attitude whxich the Massachusetts General Court was maintaining in
relation to the Board of Trade. In a question between Anglican
and dissenter the latter had, under the Walpole regime, a distinct
advantage. This advantage was lost only when other considerations j;
'i\
involving low church vs. high church or Anglican vs. the ?.1assachu-
ij
ji
setts General Court played their part. The Massachusetts provin-
|
cial governors understood thiat their function in ecclesiastical mat-l
ters was to use their influence in suppressing v?arring religious
factions, and to favor the Church of England when possible.
By Dudley this was expressed in his friendly consideration of Cuaker'
and Anglican petitions to Governor and Council, in the discharge of ji
ecclesiastical prisoners of either body, and in his recommendations |i
v
to stubborn towns. Shute, less well versed in colonial legisla-
j
tion, carried this policy to the overstepping of his prero^tive in 1
making orders regarding the treatment of Anglicans. Duinmer recog-
I
II
the General Court, and used h.is influence to accomplish this end so ^
effectively tlmt the Massachusetts act of 1727 contained a clause !
with a partial exemption of Anglicans, v/hile the Quakers and Bap-
|
tists soon received similar recognition.
The basic causes whJ.ch made these results for Anglicans !l
... ppossible were the measures whiich were taken in England by the
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Society for the Propagation of the Gospel upon the recoinmendations
of the Bishop of London. The T4isocu:husett8 Churclmen hctd early be-
gun to make application to the Society and to the bishop for relief
from ecclesiastical charges, and some reccmmendations had come to
Dudley, Tailer and Shute. But the number of Churchmen in T'^assachu-
oetts outside of the capital city was not large and opportunity to
accomplish something before the death of Oueen Anne v/as lost.
A little later belief that Shute had authority and was exercising it
relieved the Society of responsibility. A better appreciation of
the le^l status of Episcopacy in Massachusetts came to the S.P.G.
at about the time that Gibson succeeded Robinson in the see of
London, and under hiis influence the Society took up seriously the
problem of gaining exemption for New England Ariglicans.
After a study of liassachusetts ecclesiastical law and an appeal to
Lummer to use his influence the Society agi'eed to carry the affair
to the proper place in England and address His Majesty, but action
v/as delayed by political causes^ , The act passed in Massachusetts
(1727), contained an Anglican exemption clause prompted by the
course of events in England, It proved however so unsatisfactory
thjat the S.P.G. agreed to revive their previous attempt with the
crovm,- a decision strengthened by the Massachusetts Quaker laws of
|
1728, 1729 and 17?1. The influence of the Bishop of London was not
|
sufficient to gain results satisfactory to ecclesiastical interests,
\
but a^in the General Court was guided by the Governor's attitude
and the progress of events in England. The act of 1735 became law
|
and in 1742 was made perpetual.
Jv J,
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f
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ii
i\
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51
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CONCLUSION
The conflict between Diasenter and Anglican was one
of the most interesting features of colonial history in the early
j
eighteenth century. In England and her colonies the Dissenters
were almost entirely included in the four great bodies of Presby-
terians, Congregationalists, Baptists and Quakers, Severally
j
these represented a very unequal opposition to Epi scopacy. (|
In England the Presbyterians, Congregationalists and Baptists, v/ho
could Imve shown considerable strength if united, were not able to [
find a common platform and were all torn by internal theological .
controversy. The great men of the first generation had not been
followed by others of so high a degree of eminence, and many of
||
the prominent nonconformists returned to the Anglican Church either'':
at the failure of the Comprehension bill or later when the Occas-
sional Conformity act wus passed. At home therefore they were
j|
less vigorous than formerly and disunited; they failed likewise to
j
maintain a close connection with their followers in America.
The Ouakers of England on the other hjand were strongly organized
and so closely bound to the meetings which had been established
throughout the colonies thxt they were ready lo support them in
every way. It is for thiis reason that the aggression of the
Church of England in the colonies during the early provincial pe- <i
riod was met by the Ouakers as the organized leaders of the dis-
jj
senting interests. The variation of thJ.3 general principle
j
found in Ivlassachusetts was due to the nature of the early founding
of Plymouth and the Bay Colony, In spite of a lack of sym^ath;,^ at;;

tl-iis time from the Presbyterirtna and Inde^^endenta of England, the
Congregational Church had here established a system so strong that
it was long able to defy both of the great organized religious
bodies, the Church of England and the Society of Friends,
Pesiatance to this structure was begun, first by the Quakers, here
supported by the Baptists, and then by the Anglicans, when the lat-
ter, at the founding of the S.P.G. began to spread through the
Quaker and later through the orthodox settlements of the province.
Success for both was assured through the efforts of the parent
bodies in England, working with the tendencies of the times which
were moving slor/ly tov7ard religious liberty. The Episcopal Chjurch
was hindered however by the very power which would naturally be
fon/arding the interests of the state church, nariely, the British
government. Since the Anglicans failed to |-uah matters during the
ascendency of the high church party, the final success was reached
only after n^jmerous rebuffs at the hands of V/alpole and the Duke
of Newcastle. The Whigs were inclined to display a significant
apatl^ when approached on questions which were of vital interest
chiefly to the Bishop of London and the Venerable Society.
ElID
M
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